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Abstract

In this dissertation, I look at the history of cloud computing to demonstrate the entanglement of history, metaphor, and materiality. In telling this story, I argue that metaphors play a powerful role in how we imagine, construct, and maintain our technological futures. The cloud, as a metaphor in computing, works to simplify complexities in distributed networking infrastructures. The language and imagery of the cloud has been used as a tool that helps cloud providers shift public focus away from potentially important regulatory, environmental, and social questions while constructing a new computing marketplace. To address these topics, I contextualize the history of the cloud by looking back at the stories of utility computing (1960s-70s) and ubiquitous computing (1980s-1990s). These visions provide an alternative narrative about the design and regulation of new technological systems.

Drawing upon these older metaphors of computing, I describe the early history of the cloud (1990-2008) in order to explore how this new vision of computing was imagined. I suggest that the metaphor of the cloud was not a historical inevitability. Rather, I argue that the social-construction of metaphors in computing can play a significant role in how the public thinks about, develops, and uses new technologies. In this research, I explore how the metaphor of the cloud underplays the impact of emerging large-scale computing infrastructures while at the same time slowly transforming traditional ownership-models in digital communications.

Throughout the dissertation, I focus on the role of materiality in shaping digital technologies. I look at how the development of the cloud is tied to the establishment of cloud data centers and the deployment of global submarine data cables. Furthermore, I look at the materiality of the cloud by examining its impact on a local community (Los Angeles, CA). Throughout this research, I argue that the metaphor of the cloud often hides deeper socio-technical complexities. Both the materials and metaphor of the cloud work to make the system invisible. By looking at the material impact of the cloud, I demonstrate how these larger economic, social, and political realities are entangled in the story and metaphor of the cloud.
Formation of the Cloud: History, Metaphor, and Materiality

Trevor D Croker

General Audience Abstract

This dissertation tells the story of cloud computing by looking at the history of the cloud and then discussing the social and political implications of this history. I start by arguing that the cloud is connected to earlier visions of computing (specifically, utility computing and ubiquitous computing). By referencing these older histories, I argue that much of what we currently understand as cloud computing is actually connected to earlier debates and efforts to shape a computing future. Using the history of computing, I demonstrate the role that metaphor plays in the development of a technology.

Using these earlier histories, I explain how cloud computing was coined in the 1990s and eventually became a dominant vision of computing in the late 2000s. Much of the research addresses how the metaphor of the cloud is used, the initial reaction to the idea of the cloud, and how the creation of the cloud did (or did not) borrow from older visions of computing. This research looks at which people use the cloud, how the cloud is marketed to different groups, and the challenges of conceptualizing this new distributed computing network.

This dissertation gives particular weight to the materiality of the cloud. My research focuses on the cloud’s impact on data centers and submarine communication data cables. Additionally, I look at the impact of the cloud on a local community (Los Angeles, CA). Throughout this research, I argue that the metaphor of the cloud often hides deeper complexities. By looking at the material impact of the cloud, I demonstrate how larger economic, social, and political realities are entangled in the story and metaphor of the cloud.
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Introduction

The Formation of a Cloud

The Formation of the Cloud is a story about the creation of a new arrangement of computing technologies shaped upon much older visions of computing. This arrangement is called “cloud computing” and is currently the primary growth-area in contemporary networked computing. “The cloud” is a defining feature of the modern web and is the backbone for much of our digital infrastructure. In the majority of public accounts, the story of the cloud is framed as a new type of computing introduced in August 2006. Since 2006, nearly all of the web tech giants have shifted their platforms, users, and business models towards the development and growth of this new vision of computing. The development of the cloud, as presented, reads as the natural evolution of a new technology.

This dissertation attempts to disrupt that deterministic narrative by exploring the history of cloud computing. Contrary to the dominant perception, the idea of the cloud was not invented in 2006. Rather, the notion of the cloud was formed over many decades from multiple visions of computing. These visions of computing are multiple, varied, and often at odds with one another. Two visions of computing in particular, utility computing and ubiquitous computing, have deeply shaped how the cloud is envisioned. Understanding the cloud today requires that we delve into these older histories of computing to see the roots of the cloud’s story.

In addition to the historical unearthing of the cloud, this dissertation also seeks to unpack the cloud by looking at the role of metaphor. The metaphor of the cloud has been, and continues to be, a persistent literary tool in maintaining control over these new technologies. Metaphors are not simply decoration; they are ways of structuring meaning and giving order to systems. Metaphors can hide as much as they reveal. A critical account of the cloud needs to challenge the ease with which we have adopted the metaphor of the cloud. Likewise, the metaphor of the cloud needs to be set against the history of the idea. Often the adoption of a metaphor is uneven; parts of a technology’s history are ignored or overlooked. By reintroducing previous metaphors of computing into our current discussion of the cloud, we can start to reconcile historical imaginings with contemporary frameworks.

The following chapters attempt to pull apart the cloud by looking at the material underpinnings of this new technological system. Underneath the metaphor are material bits that have been spread across the globe. The cloud lives inside data centers, in the cables that deliver information under our feet, and in the devices we carry. These are not immaterial objects; they are often massive infrastructure projects which carry a large amount of technological momentum. Slowly, new networked technologies are becoming enmeshed in, and dependent upon, this new material arrangement. This arrangement raises new social, political, and economic questions as broader society becomes more dependent upon this new era of the cloud. Any attempt to question the values embedded in these systems requires us to look at the actual materials of the cloud.

Each story of the cloud is placed within the broader framework of Science and Technology Studies (STS). STS has a complex history, but one of the prevailing themes concerns the
interplay between ideas and materials. The birth of the discipline was rooted in an attempt to place scientific ideology alongside the actual practice of science. As the field expanded to include “technology,” in large part due to the influence of historians, the drive to understand the lived experience of socio-technical systems deepened. While STS has a multitude of theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches, there has been a repeated effort to understand ideology in the context of material life. Modern scholarship has eschewed any attempt to create a pure social constructionism, instead embracing the messy and tangible world of actor networks, tacit knowledge, and embodied politics.

This dissertation follows this disciplinary trend, with a particular focus on the role of materiality in digital networks. Research on the internet, in general, has been slow to align digital worlds alongside lived worlds. As the novelty of these digital third-spaces has dwindled with the ubiquity of networked computing, the sociopolitical consequences of networked societies are becoming more obvious. The story of the cloud demonstrates the value of STS research in tackling problems that cannot be fixed to a single research domain. The importance of this approach is that it can follow both the ideology of the cloud and the fiber optic tubes that link it together.

This research could help other related disciplines (such as internet studies, material culture, and the history of computing) see the value of an interdisciplinary approach. For our own field, this dissertation contributes to the tradition of research that unpacks black boxes to reveal the politics of seemingly ordinary scientific and technological objects. Perhaps more importantly, this story of the cloud argues that time, place, and things matter in the construction of an idea. Computing visions do not emerge from the ether. There are people and places that shape these ideas. Metaphors and infrastructures are entwined and are of the same thread. If we ignore this connection, we do both the history of the cloud and the field of STS a disservice.

**Contextualizing Cloud Computing**

Any interdisciplinary research project needs to set the stage for readers unfamiliar with the subject matter. Before outlining the specific chapters, it is necessary to provide some background information related to computing and the internet. Many of the specific details related to the cloud will be discussed later on, particularly as it relates to data centers and broader internet infrastructures. Additionally, many of the definitions in this introduction will be problematized later when they are presented with more historical context. First, let us start with the birth of computing and the rise of the internet.

Academic historians have documented the history of the computer well.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\) What started early on as a non-electrical mechanical apparatus\(^4\) (and for a time was biological\(^5\)), morphed into the digital transistor version that we are familiar with today. The digital computer’s role has

---

completely changed from its origins as a tool for specialized calculations in military projectiles or business accounting needs. Today, modern life is dependent upon computers for the maintenance of nearly all complex systems. The advent of mobile computing in the late 1990s and early 2000s has shifted our notion of what a computer is, but the influence of these technologies has only strengthened the role of the computer in everyday life. The past decade has also seen the growth of smart-environments (interconnected appliances and first attempts at digitally connected cities), which expands the reach of computers into our lives.

Historians have also well-documented the rise of computer networks in the 1960s, starting with early packet-switching networks and the creation of the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET). The creation of ARPANET was the first application of TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol) in a packet switching network. Packet switching provides a means of delivering information over digital networks, and TCP/IP is a protocol that enables a rule-set for the delivery of that information. These two technologies provided the groundwork for the development of early networked computing and are still the bedrock of the modern internet. Many additional protocols and standards have been introduced, eventually culminating in the creation of the internet and the World Wide Web in the late 1980s.

Alongside the development of the computer and networking industries has been the creation of a new global telecommunications infrastructure. Telecommunications companies and investment groups have spent a large amount of capital and time building globally connected networks on top of legacy telegraph and telephone equipment. Computer networks are primarily connected through long-haul fiber-optic cables that are typically buried underground and in submarine cables under bodies of water. Although wireless and satellite connections play an important role in mobile communication, most data still relies upon cables that snake the world and tie into communication hubs. This system is known as the “internet backbone.”

The internet is still a decentralized network in the sense that information can flow without needing to jump through specific routes. However, there are still pieces of critical infrastructure that help give direction or provide information. For instance, Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) are physical locations that direct information between clients before reaching its final destination. Likewise, a small subset of computers acts as “root name servers” which translate written URLs (such as www.google.com) into IP addresses (as part of the Domain Name System). Without these root servers, traffic often would be misdirected.

The history of the cloud is connected to the rise of a new type of decentralization. Broadly speaking, the cloud is an extension of the classic computer-server model. In the past, a user would request information from a single server. In order to log into a university library system, for instance, a single web server would host all of the information, and users would be directed to the same computer. As computer networking became more sophisticated in the late 1990s and early 2000s, administrators of servers were able to allocate resources across the internet more dynamically. Rather than simply hosting a website in a single location, that same resource could be mirrored to different servers in different geographical zones. This helped not only reduce the load on a single server, but also reduced the latency a user might experience by placing servers

---

7 A server is a computer that provides a service to a requesting computer, such as receiving e-mail.
closer to users (network latency is the delay between information being sent from one location to another). It also created redundancy, allowing the same information to be saved across space, an important aspect of backing up information in the case of data loss. As internet speeds increased in the early 2000s and the cost of transferring and storing information online became more economical, new possibilities for the creation of a cloud computing market were opened.

These decentralizing networking techniques started to mature in the early 2000s, as the internet became more “re-writable” (generally referred to as Web 2.0). This meant that users were able to more actively create and interact with content (often in the form of commenting or user-directed organization). Rather than simply reading information that was uploaded to the web. Content became more malleable. The idea and location of computing also started to shift during this period.

In the 2000s, the idea of cloud computing fully emerged. This period marked a rebirth of computing as a service that would be provided online. Rather than installing an email client on your computer, web-based email programs started to become the norm. Websites, which used to be primarily managed by individuals, are now increasingly delivered by third-party hosts. Instead of storing files on a local device, services emerged to store information remotely. This shift was in part due to the creation of robust information infrastructure created and operated by newly formed web businesses such as Google and Amazon.

The cloud can be seen as the culmination of many technological and economic developments. These include the maturation of dynamic networking technology, large investments in telecommunications equipment during the 1990s, the wide-scale adoption of broadband, massive growth in e-commerce, and a concentration of diverse information technology (IT) resources into data centers. The creation of the cloud was not a new technology, but a set of technologies and norms that were placed under the umbrella of the cloud. Discussions of the cloud are reflections on the broader shifts that have occurred in the development of modern communication systems.

This is in no way to suggest that the idea of the cloud was a historical inevitability. The metaphor of the cloud was created as a marketing effort and was shaped to reflect certain values. The history of computing and the internet, as I have briefly touched on, is the primary way that the cloud has been framed. This standard view is reflected in the dominant definition of the cloud from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which defines the cloud as:

> “…a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.”

This dissertation works to undermine the narrative that the cloud is simply a result of new technologies. Instead, each chapter attempts to pick apart the history of the cloud to understand

---

the places and people that produced a preamble for the cloud’s eventual rise into the public light. The metaphor of the cloud was produced from early ideas and attempts at building a new computer utility or a ubiquitous computing system. In each of these cases, there were certain values and politics at play. These histories were often drawn upon when justifying the creation of the cloud, but without fully adopting the politics or ideas of the past. Revisiting histories can help the public, researchers, politicians, and the technologists within cloud companies shape the cloud more intentionally.

Looking at the cloud in the context of this history can help the general public grapple with choices regarding which cloud technologies to adopt or reject. Perhaps more importantly, understanding this story can help individuals make technology choices that align with their own values. The easiest choice for most users is to conform to the dominant consumer cloud ecosystem, which typically extracts money or personal data in exchange for access to the cloud. However, with a little bit of effort, users can assert more ownership of their own cloud (or reject the paradigm entirely). These decisions are not without consequences, but many still do not know there are alternative frameworks for understanding the cloud. The history of the cloud may help empower some to take these actions for themselves and potentially push for broader regulatory change.

In addition to this historical approach, I argue that the best way to start opening up the cloud is by looking at its physical impact. This requires looking at the places and organizations that run the cloud. Seeing the footprint of the cloud helps expose what is otherwise invisible. Looking at a data center, for instance, helps bring to mind questions of energy usage, data security, and the integration of these systems into diverse cultures.

Core Terminology

The underpinnings of the cloud are a complicated mixture of computer hardware, software, and human actors. The average user of the internet likely does not know, or have the desire to learn, the specific details of computer networking. Understanding these details, however, is necessary when attempting to dissect the history of the cloud. This dissertation presumes the reader has a basic understanding of what a computer is and a general knowledge of computer networking. There are particular ideas of computer networking which need to be outlined prior to the broader discussion of the cloud.

To start with, there is the issue of attempting to provide the most common definition of the cloud. This definition will be critiqued throughout the chapters, but for now the definition of the cloud will be discussed for the purposes of giving a general idea of what the cloud is. In the most general sense, and for the majority of users, the cloud is simply a way of storing, accessing, and processing information over the internet. The cloud is sometimes flippantly referred to as simply someone else’s computer. While this remark is an oversimplification of a complex set of computing infrastructures, the root of the idea rings true. For the majority of users, the cloud is simply a place that exists in the ether of cyberspace.

Most people knowingly access the cloud when they use consumer-facing services that transmit or store personal information. Apple, for instance, offers its iCloud service as a means of
remotely storing a user’s photos, documents, music, and other files. Similar services, such as Google’s Drive or Microsoft’s OneDrive, provide similar features and are generally recognized as being a cloud technology. Typically these consumer products are accessed using a software interface, and the user is unaware of where their information is stored (commonly mirrored to multiple data centers) and has no control over the software or hardware that is used.

These consumer-facing cloud products are only one variant of the cloud. Because the cloud encompasses a number of networking technologies, there are many different applications for cloud services. Businesses and other organizations might use the cloud as a supplement or replacement for their own information infrastructure. For instance, the video streaming service Netflix uses servers owned by Amazon Web Services to manage user preferences and host the platform's front-end (the actual videos are delivered at the ISP level). Rather than purchasing and housing the computing hardware themselves, the cloud helps organizations rent the compute power from a cloud provider (the term “compute” is often used in data center discussions regarding the number of computing resources being used across multiple systems). Large cloud providers can provide a wide geographic distribution of cloud server farms, which allows organizations to scale their operations more quickly.

In the previous section, cloud computing was defined by using the NIST definition, which is more specific and has a more technical audience in mind. The definition focuses on a few core concepts, including: on-demand network access, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid measured service, three service models, and five deployment models. This definition will be challenged later, but for the purposes of clarity, each idea will be examined.

To start, the idea of “on-demand network access” refers to the ability to adjust the number of computing resources at will and independent of human intervention. For instance, if a website is receiving a large amount of traffic, a cloud web hosting application could dynamically allocate more compute to serving the content on the website. Likewise, if a user wants to upload a large video file to a cloud storage application, the system will be able to find a storage location that has sufficient space intelligently.

Another important concept is the notion of “broad network access.” This refers to a model of access that is independent of the particular device requesting the resources. This means that in most instances, a person is able to access the cloud regardless of the operating system that they are using or type of device that they are accessing the cloud on (desktop, notebook, phone, etc.). This differs from a computing system that is tied into a particular hardware solution or network location.

The cloud also is defined by the notion of “resource pooling” and “rapid elasticity.” Resource pooling is analogous to other shared infrastructure projects. Rather than giving each user a separate silo, multiple cloud tenants share computing resources together. If, for instance, you upload a photo to Apple’s iCloud, that photo may be saved on the same storage device as another user’s photos (although you will not be able to access their photos, let alone know specifically which storage device your photo is stored on). This is a more dynamic form of resource sharing.
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that is reliant on a level of software abstraction that separates the base infrastructure (the physical
computers and wires in a data center) from the software layer that users access on their own
devices (such as an online photo viewer). Likewise, the idea of “rapid elasticity” is the notion
that computer resources can be allocated dynamically. Bandwidth, storage, and compute power
can be ramped up at a moment’s notice.

One of the final essential characteristics of the cloud is that it is a measured service. Like a
power system, many cloud systems bill users depending upon the amount of resources they
consume, as well as a base fee for access to the service. Typically cloud providers at the
infrastructural level bill by the amount of storage, computing power, and bandwidth used during
a billing period. For general consumer cloud applications (like web email), usage is either not
billed or is billed at different tiers. For instance, Google Drive provides a free tier for online
storage but charges for additional space.

These characteristics provide a rough framework of what the cloud is. Typically the cloud is also
defined by three different service models and four deployment models. The service models are
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Each of these models represents a level of abstraction away from the core infrastructure
of the cloud. A cloud SaaS product, like a web email client, gives user’s access to a software
product without allowing them to see the underlying operating system powering the system or
the hardware that makes the software function. PaaS products provide the user some access to an
operating system, without deep access to the computer’s hardware. For instance, an application
developer may use a PaaS to host a virtual machine (an emulated computer) to test a program,
without having access to the computer that is emulating the machine. Finally, IaaS cloud
products provide the deepest access to the bare hardware. An IaaS product allows the user to buy
access to computing hardware or bandwidth. In this model, the user has more control over the
computing environment they use (such as the type of operating system they use or the speed of
the computer they rent access to). Typically, IaaS customers don’t have access to the physical
building in which their rented resources are housed, but some cloud providers do allow on-site
access.

The idea of access ties into the deployment models of the cloud: private, community, public, and
hybrid. A public cloud is one that is generally able to be accessed by the broad public. Online
storage solutions, like Dropbox or Google Drive, are examples of public clouds because they are
open to all, and the computing resources are managed by a single entity. On the opposite end of
the spectrum are private clouds. These are computing environments that rely on cloud
technologies, but are limited to a particular group of people and not intended for public access.
For instance, a business may have an internal cloud for managing in-house documents or
communication services.

Between public and private clouds, there are community clouds and hybrid clouds. A community
cloud is one that is in some way more limited than a public system. For instance, a university
may host a cloud service on a public cloud, but place usage restrictions on who can access the
resources (i.e., the university community) and where those resources can be accessed (i.e., only
on campus). Finally, a hybrid cloud is one that combines some form of these other deployment
models. For instance, a university may have internal resources for the students of a university (a
These characteristics and deployment models for the cloud are the dominant way that the cloud is discussed amongst information technologists. Some definitions may emphasize the cloud as a piece of shared infrastructure, whereas other definitions may focus on the role of digital services. However, these definitions rarely look at the role of the cloud as metaphor or the specific material arrangement of the cloud as it relates to the real world. Furthermore, these defining characteristics can be tied to specific computing histories that inform our technological present. The bulk of this dissertation is an attempt to break apart the dominant definition of the cloud by looking at the metaphors, histories, and networks embedded in the story of the cloud.

**Chapter Organization**

The following chapters are organized to tell the story of the cloud by moving from metaphor to material. The first three chapters speak to the history of the cloud, whereas the final two chapters speak to more contemporary issues using a material culture framework. Each chapter attempts to tell the story of the cloud not as evolutionary, but as a struggle over meaning and control. In doing so, I will unpack the story of the cloud by looking at history, metaphors, and material infrastructures.

The first chapter focuses on the 1960s and 1970s with the creation of utility computing. The vision of utility computing was a primarily academic one. The chapter looks at the concept of computing as a utility by telling the story of two early time-sharing projects (one public and the other private). The rise of time-sharing is discussed, along with the abandonment of utility computing as the Federal Communication Commission started to regulate these new hybrid telecommunication networks. The history of utility computing provides an alternative vision of how we might organize the cloud today.

In the second chapter, visions of ubiquitous computing are discussed. The chapter focuses on a short period of time in the late 1980s to the early 1990s when the concept was coined at Xerox’s research firm: PARC. “Ubicomp” is framed against visions of the cloud by looking at how ubiquitous computing was shaped around particular values. In particular, the philosophies of calmness and invisibility prove to be central to the politics of this new vision of technology.

The following chapter looks at the iconology and coinage of the cloud. The chapter starts by discussing the iconography of the cloud and early instances of the cloud as a visual computing symbol. The chapter then moves to the coinage of the term cloud computing and the atrophy of the term in the late 90s. This discussion is followed by the rebirth of the cloud in 2006 and the maturation of the idea in later years. Throughout this chapter, particular attention is paid to the metaphor of the cloud as a marketing tool and the role of symbols in shaping the development of a technology.

In the penultimate chapter, the focus is on the materials of the cloud. Having given the historical context to the cloud’s metaphors, this chapter looks to move beyond the language of the cloud to give context to the physical infrastructure that allows the cloud to operate. Particular attention is
given to submarine cable networks and the critical role that they play in the expansion of the cloud as a global network. The economic and political implications of the cloud are set against the popular vision of the cloud as a network without a significant material footprint.

The final chapter focuses on cloud computing inside, and nearby, the city of Los Angeles. I visit cable landing locations and look at clusters of data centers to examine the material impact of the cloud. Additionally, I create a mapping of the cloud of Los Angeles and link the cloud to regional histories, economies, and visions of what it means to have a local cloud. The chapter also serves to underscore the material realities of the cloud and to argue that any attempt to regulate the cloud requires that we look at our local environments to understand how metaphor and materials align.
Chapter 1

Utility Computing

Introduction

The cloud should be considered, above all else, an infrastructure system that exists both as a physical and imagined network of computing hardware and software. Like any other infrastructure, the cloud is not simply a collection of parts but emerges as a result of many sociotechnical artifacts interacting with one another. The electrical system is not just the wires, generators, and power stations. It is also the people and the social processes that construct and maintain the network itself. Throughout this chapter and the remainder of the dissertation, I argue that the cloud is inseparable from the earlier computing culture and innovations that helped provide a foundation for the eventual birth of the cloud in the 21st century.

Rather than discuss the history of the cloud in terms of specific technological advancements, such as the creation of a faster computer or a new network protocol, I have opted to consider broader trends in computing that have had a significant influence on the development of the cloud. I borrow from the existing computing history categories to situate the development of the cloud alongside other technological changes.

One of these major shifts was the notion of “utility computing.” Utility computing, as a concept, was popularized in 1961 by computer scientist John McCarthy. However, the underlying principles of utility computing stretch back to some of the first mainframe computers. Utility computing, used in the broadest sense, refers to computing that is delivered as an infrastructure resource that can be consumed on-demand. Users accessing the utility system are, typically, charged only for the resources that they consume, rather than needing to purchase and maintain the physical computer itself directly. The metaphor of utility played a significant role in the development of computing in the 1960s. It not only suggested a more efficient means of computing, but it also aligned it with other utilities (such as telephone or electrical networks). The metaphor invited all of the complications that plague any complex sociotechnical system.

Utility computing was inspired by limitations in traditional computing, which limited who could access the computer and for how long. Utility computing emerged first from creative solutions to these limitations. In particular, the creation of “time-sharing” systems most directly inspired the use of the term utility computing. Time-sharing allowed the use of a single computer by multiple users at the same time. The push for, and creation of, utility computing through time-sharing signaled a shift towards broadening the use of computers by multiple publics.

This first chapter looks at the origins, imagining, and implications of utility computing during the 1960s. This period was marked by a transition towards a new relationship with the computer. Mainframe computers started to be used as the backbone for utility computing services. Utility computing provided a vision of computing that encouraged purchasing computer time, rather than ownership of hardware. Public institutions such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Dartmouth College led the way in early time-sharing efforts. Private
companies followed suit and expanded the reach and impact of utility computing. The contributions of these actors will be discussed throughout this chapter.

Following these actors provides us with a historical backdrop for the creation of cloud computing. The creation of the cloud heavily borrowed upon the framework of utility computing and time-sharing. However, particular ideological and regulatory concerns were present during the 1960s and 1970s that did not emerge during the creation of the cloud. By framing the changes in computing around the notion of “utility,” a slew of political issues were raised. Utility computing invites comparisons to public utilities, monopolies, ownership claims, and social commitments. These same issues could be raised for cloud computing, but the metaphor of the cloud strongly influences the type of questions that are asked, deflecting concerns about the public interest. Paying attention to actors’ use of metaphors, and therefore subtle ideological commitments, within private and public institutions can reveal the politics behind the creation of early computing network assemblages.

After discussing the transition to utility computing, I will set these advances in computing against the regulatory challenges that disrupted the spread of utility computing. I focus on the FCC’s struggle to regulate newly emerging computing services, particularly in the difficulty of regulating hybrid networks.

The bulk of this chapter argues for a reexamination of early utility computing efforts. The history of utility computing is largely a story in which multiple actors envisioned a computer utility, but the visions were never fully put into practice. Early researchers, particularly in academic circles, were largely optimistic about the possibilities of constructing, maintaining, and regulating the computer as a utility resource. Early on, time-sharing seemed to be the technology that would elevate computing to the level of a public utility, similar to electricity or the telephone network. However, as time-sharing became commoditized, there was less desire to frame time-sharing around the idea of a utility. Regulatory pressures, a move towards networked computing, and the rise of the personal computer discouraged encourage further promotion of the computer utility. It was not until the rise of cloud computing that these debates reemerged. Current debates, however, lack the historical context that the history of utility computing can offer.

In the current moment, the idea of a computer utility may seem somewhat antiquated. The spread of decentralized networks makes the comparison to public utilities seem quaint. However, I argue that we should take the notion of utility seriously. The rise of the cloud is the reemergence of a new type of utility and marks a re-centralization of economic power. The history of time-sharing demonstrates the difficulty of taking our relationship to digital infrastructures seriously. That said, if we do pay attention to the imaging and construction of these systems, we can see the semi-opaque process by which political values are interwoven into the code and hardware of these infrastructures.

**Infrastructure and Utility**

The internet is not a single infrastructure but multiple overlapping infrastructures. This entanglement has made regulating internet access particularly challenging. In the United States, the regulation of the internet is in flux. For much of President Obama’s term, the FCC
implemented a number of regulations that encouraged net neutrality (non-discriminatory delivery of the internet by internet service providers [ISPs]) and attempted to treat the internet as a utility. President Trump’s FCC chairman Ajit Pai has started to challenge and roll-back these previous regulatory goals. Recent mergers have consolidated the power of the ISPs and have left some regions with virtual monopolies. Additionally, ISPs are increasingly owners of media distribution companies, owning not just the pipes but much of the content that flows through them. Despite the move towards less governmental oversight, globally, many countries have adopted stances that frame the internet as a utility. This is also seen in a number of internet governance organizations and the United Nations Human Rights Council that have condemned the restriction of internet access as a violation of human rights law. Amidst this political landscape, there is an indication that digital networks are being increasingly regulated as utilities and infrastructures. Therefore, there is a great deal at stake for how we categorize and define what we mean by utility and infrastructure.

The idea of utility is multidimensional and situated within a broader context. In the most straightforward sense, the term utility refers to usefulness. For instance, hand tools provide a utilitarian function. This is decidedly different than an idea of a larger public/private utility. When we speak about utility in the broad sense, we are invoking issues of regulation, law, and social values. Both the tool and the electrical system provide a utilitarian purpose, but they serve that function at a different scale. In the case of utility computing, the system has been understood in both senses, as simply a tool and also imagined as a larger utility system.

Utilities exist in the context of a broader history over how we ought to manage resources and what role type of ownership model the public should play in managing those assets. Many of the most contested political arenas are debates over how public utilities should be managed. Contemporary regulation theory has been largely informed through debates over electrical, gas, and water ownership. STS researchers and historians of technology, for their part, have used these domains to explore the role of expertise and the development of large technical systems. Importantly, these researchers have looked at how the public reaches a consensus about how the utility ought to be regulated. As these authors have pointed out, in the case of novel utilities (such as the cloud), public acceptance of a new system is often not an issue of functioning hardware but of “non-technical barriers.” These barriers are primarily social norms that can be difficult to address from a regulatory standpoint. Generally, this scholarship has focused on the contested process of building and maintaining a utility system.

---

Throughout this dissertation, I will be using the terms infrastructure and utility. There are a number of definitional issues and assumptions that need to be laid out prior to the case study. Generally, utilities can be thought of as a type of infrastructural resource. Public utilities typically include electricity, water, gas, sewage, and communications. Infrastructure overlaps these categories but extends itself to all domains. Even within STS, many scholars have adopted the notion of infrastructure as a means of connecting the broad research domains and topics under a single umbrella. For the purposes of this paper, the term “utility” will be treated as a subcategory of infrastructure. By allowing infrastructure to stand in for utility, there is a greater degree of interpretative flexibility allowed. This is helpful in creating a linkage between utility computing and the cloud.

It is important to recognize that infrastructures are not static. Case studies, such as Paul Edward’s research on computer modeling of climate data, demonstrate the complicated linkage between scientific practices, theories, and collection of data. As systems change, humans often attempt to rework or work around the existing system to meet their needs. Edwards and others use the concept of “infrastructure inversion” to refer to the reworking of data in the face of infrastructural change. Attempts to make information homogeneous, such as measuring changes in global weather, often occur in the face of much infrastructure noise and competing values (such as a desire to capture short-term weather changes). The history of utility and cloud computing are subject to change, and, therefore, it is critical that these forms of computing are not read as being static.

My definition of infrastructure is borrowed from law professor Brett M. Frischmann’s work on the term. According to Frischmann, infrastructural resources can be defined as meeting the following criteria:

1. The resource may be consumed nonrivalrously for some appreciable range of demand.
2. Social demand for the resource is driven primarily by downstream productive activities that require the resource as an input.
3. The resource may be used as an input into a wide range of goods and services, which may include private goods, public goods, and social goods.

Utility and cloud computing fit within this definition of infrastructure. This can be seen in each of the three points.

The first point argues that the resource can be consumed nonrivalrously. A rivalrous resource is one that is a private good that is “finite, nonrenewable, and not sharable,” such as an apple. A public good, such as an idea, is infinite, sharable, and non-
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congestible. In the middle are “impure public goods.” The internet, cloud computing, and utility computing are all impure public goods. They are “impure” because while they are sharable, these resources are finite, congestible, and depreciable. Despite these limitations, these impure public goods are still considered infrastructural resources. The second point speaks to downstream benefits of the resource. The social benefit of the cloud is not the use of the cloud itself, but in the generation of positive externalities. This helps explain the marketing of the cloud as a tool to accomplish end-goals, a resource to build upon. Finally, the third point speaks to the flexibility of infrastructure. This marks infrastructures as general-purpose inputs with a “range of outputs [that] may span private, public, and social goods.”

Many utility computing systems, as will be described in this chapter, focused on providing general-purpose computing to benefit commercial, public, and social infrastructures.

This definition of infrastructure is important because it makes clear that infrastructure is not simply large public projects. It is a flexible term that encompasses many different domains. This dissertation is examining a particular domain: telecommunications infrastructure. Telecommunications comes with a long history of commons management debates in the form of: “common carrier requirements, antitrust laws, and open-access regulatory regimes.” These issues will be hinted at in this chapter and will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. The centrality of infrastructure will be a common theme throughout the dissertation.

**Imagining Utility Computing**

Time-sharing’s history is not just measured by the technological advances made in computing but through the ties to the expanding ideology of the computer as a utility. The idea of utility computing is directly linked to the earliest experiments in time-sharing. Initially, the development of time-sharing and utility computing were tightly linked in a process of co-production. At first, utility computing was discussed only in terms of time-sharing. As time-sharing matured, the theory of utility computing also changed and moved beyond the realm of time-sharing. Utility computing’s impact on time-sharing is harder to measure, but can be seen in the way that time-sharing systems were constructed and use of utility as a metaphor.

Metaphors give shape to the invention, construction, and maintenance of new technologies. They are, as Lakoff and Johnson argued, concepts we live by. The history of technology has long recognized that the ideological framing of a new technology matters. The deployment of specific metaphors or associations can strongly influence the ideology surrounding a specific technology. They also imbue the technology with a political frame. These frames are linked to different ideologies and subject to change. This was certainly the case of time-sharing. The linkage of time-sharing to the notion of “utility” can be credited to the MIT researchers who introduced the notion of time-sharing. It is important, therefore, that we examine how the meaning of utility shifted as time-sharing developed.

---

Utility can refer to a number of different ideological frameworks and is a type of metaphor itself. There is the most self-evident meaning: to be practical and functional. Certainly, this notion of utility held sway with the early engineers of time-sharing. MIT’s Robert Fano and Victor Vyssotsky (two early time-sharing researchers) wrote that the purpose of time-sharing was the management of chaos. Explaining that “instead of chaos…each user enjoys the benefit of efficiency without having to average the demands of his own particular program.” 25 Time-sharing would provide a “utility-like view.” 26 This use of the utility metaphor is what Information Science researcher Maria Lindh calls the “sense-marking” period in utility computing history. She argues that “in the late 50s and during the 60s, the metaphor’s main role was to make sense of the new technology, among IT professionals, economists, and the public, thus revealing its potential.” 27 The history of time-sharing reflects this finding, but it rather quickly moved towards what Lindh refers to as a “constitutive” and later “restrictive” phrase.

A more prevalent use of utility in the 1960s was referencing the creation of a “computer utility,” analogous to the telephone or electrical system. Evoking the image of a newly forming digital utility system drew upon the imagination of researchers as a new resource for the public(s). This was evident in Computer researcher John McCarthy’s first analogy to the telephone system (a claim made in 1961 before time-sharing had truly materialized). 28 Early writings focus very much on the practical nature of infrastructure. For instance, Fano said after developing time-sharing that the goal of MIT’s project “was a compute utility” that the user could regard “…as something that was there and reliable.” 29 When Project MAC failed one night, user outrage was “the expression of the customer of a public utility.” 30 Reliability obviously was a central concern for the builders of early time-sharing systems. A focus on reliability, however, speaks to a deeper issue. One of the central roles of infrastructure is to provide a backbone for the production of other human pursuits. We might substitute the word reliability for invisibility in this instance. Like the move to the cloud, the success of utility was measured (at least by the researchers) by the disappearance of the computer itself.

However, invisibility was not the driving force for the ideological concerns of utility computing. As time-sharing became more of a reality, connections were drawn to the economic, ethical, and policy implications of utility. In a 1966 piece for Scientific American, Fano and Corbato wrote:

Looking into the future, we can foresee that computer utilities are likely to play an increasingly large part in human affairs. Communities will design systems to perform various functions – intellectual, economic, and social – and the systems in turn undoubtedly will have profound effects in shaping the patterns of human

life. The coupling between such a utility and the community it serves is so strong that the community is actually a part of the system itself. Together the computer systems and the human users will create new services, new institutions, a new environment, and new problems...To what ends will the system be devoted, and what safeguards can be designed to prevent its misuse? It is easy to see that the progress of this new technology will raise many social questions as well as technical ones.31

Social, not technical, concerns drove discussions about utility computing. There is a sense in their writings that the value of these systems is found in the community of users. By making the computer a utility, you are opening up the computer, not as a single device, but as an ecosystem. Computing ecosystems are not self-regulating. They need to be managed through rules and norms. Those concerned with utility computing turned to these questions as time-sharing systems were being built.

The deployment of metaphors is rooted in a particular moment. In the case of time-sharing, the reference to utility was quickly linked to the ongoing policy debates over telecommunication regulations. This is a point touched on at the end of the chapter, but it is important to note that without the turbulent telecommunication landscape at the time, it is entirely possible that the metaphor of utility may have been less scrutinized. Without this context, the idea of time-sharing could have been linked to entirely private (non-public) utility systems. Instead, critiques of utility computing were framed against public infrastructures. For instance, public planning frameworks started to be discussed in the context of developing “urban-regional computer [utilities].”32 Additionally, critical voices were quick to adopt the metaphor of utility as a method of attack. A businessman from a small computer company spoke strongly against the notion that these systems were “natural monopolies,” largely due to the fear that the metaphor of utility would be a justification for complete control over a new technological system.33 At the root of his concern was that the comparison to a traditional utility was ill-suited for an information network. All of these discussions are inexorably linked to the politics of the 1950s and 1960s.

Concerns like these, and the change direction of the computer industry, ultimately dampened the early enthusiasm of the metaphor of utility computing 1970s (and consequently the metaphor of utility dropped out of favor). This chapter walks through the early history of time-sharing to demonstrate how the ideology of utility computing was never rooted in a single understanding of utility. There remain unanswered questions about the type of political commitments that these actors had in mind when envisioning early time-sharing systems. What is clear, however, is that metaphor played a hand in directing the material construction and legal framework for future computer systems.

33 Denz, Ronald F. “The Case Against the Computer Utility.” *Proceedings of the 1967 22nd National Conference, ACM.*
Mainframes Before Utility and Time-Sharing

Before electronic computers were commonplace, computing started as something less mechanical and more biological. The computer, what we typically think as an assemblage of mechanical and digital parts, started as an occupation. People were the first computers. In the 19th and early 20th century, there were a number of tools that calculated or solved problems (from adding machines to punch card looms); however, the person working with these tools was considered the computer. Most of these early computers were women (this was especially true during World War II). Even when the computer moved away from signifying an occupation, the computing industry continued to imbue the computer with differing gender norms.

The identity of a computer started to shift with the coming period of electronic computing. In 1946 the first electronic programmable computer was built. The ENIAC was notable, in part, because it introduced the idea of storing programs in high-speed memory, which has become the hallmark of all future computers. Additionally, the creators of the ENIAC went on to build the UNIVAC, a commercial computer that led the way for non-military uses of computing. After World War II, non-governmental actors started to see the value and practical applications of electronic computing.

In the 1950s, a number of developments spurred the adoption of computers. At this time, companies demanded systems that could store and retrieve large sets of data, with the ability to execute simple mathematic calculations. The United States government needed reliable systems that could be used in the Cold War context (seen in their Whirlwind I and SAGE computer). Academic institutions worked alongside commercial and governmental actors. By the late 1950s, computers started to meet those demands. The move away from vacuum tubes to transistors, and the invention of integrated circuits, greatly increased the reliability of computing systems. Additionally, the adoption of “core memory” (nonvolatile storage of information) increased the speed of systems.

Contemporary scholarship labels the majority of computers during this era as “mainframe computers.” However, it is worth noting that this is a small anachronism. The term “mainframe” was not used until much later. Early references to the “main frame” of a computer referred to the physical frame that held the “arithmetic and control elements and the high-speed memory.” The term was likely borrowed from the telecommunication industry’s use of the term to refer to the frame holding switching equipment. It wasn’t until the 1980s, with the

advent of the personal computer, that these mainframe computers were clearly marked as distinct. Despite this linguistic absence, it is appropriate to refer to these systems as mainframe computers because they were quite different from the computers of the future.

As computing speed and reliability increased, companies and research institutions started to purchase computers. Mainframes, however, were not without their problems and limitations. One of the main drawbacks of these early computers was that they could only run one program at a time for a single user. The process of feeding punched cards into the system meant that not only would access to the computer be limited, but also the computer’s resources would be underutilized. The invention of batch processing allowed multiple jobs to be completed in a row, but a data entry mistake could mean hours or days of lost time. These limitations were felt most strongly in the academic context due to the limited resources available (either due to older computers, lack of dedicated programmers, or limitations in faculty and student time). Consequently, research institutions were the first innovators in general-purpose time-sharing.

**Origins of Time-Sharing**

Time-sharing was invented to overcome the previously mentioned challenges of limited user access. When time-sharing was in its infancy, it could be interpreted as two things: “One can mean using different parts of the hardware at the same time for different tasks, or one can mean several persons making use of the computer at the same time.” The second meaning (several users) eventually became the dominant definition. This chapter continues to use that definition.

In short, the creation of time-sharing transformed the practical uses of a computer. Prior to the invention of time-sharing, computer systems were limited in the number of users that could work on a machine at one time. Because these systems were expensive, it was not feasible to purchase multiple computers. Batch processing worked well for accounting problems (such as billing) because the computing jobs were repetitive and predictable. However, non-accounting jobs posed a challenge for batch processing for a number of reasons. Computer programing, in particular, is a trial and error job that is ill-suited to batch processing. For instance, an error on a punch card would likely ruin a computing job, and that lost time was costly. Programmers complained that computers were poorly designed for these tasks. One argued that “with most computers…the circuits for high-speed multiplication are utilized only a small fraction of the time.” It was clear to the programmer that a revolutionary advancement needed to be made to make computing more useful. For many, time-sharing was that revolution.

The first instance of rudimentary time-sharing emerged from the U.S. Navy’s missile defense project: SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment). Built in response to the fragmented radar systems of the time, the Navy commissioned a computer system that could receive real-time information from radar systems via the telephone network. Time-sharing was only one of the many advancements that SAGE made (on-line terminals, computer-driven displays, digital
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signal processing, to name a few).44 45 While building SAGE, the Navy worked closely with MIT when developing the system. This connection proved to be crucial to the first general-purpose time-sharing computer.

Most histories about time-sharing start with the work at MIT. As an institution, MIT was no stranger to computing technology. In the 1930s, Vannevar Bush and Harold Locke Hazen had invented an analogue computer (called the differential analyzer). During World War II, MIT started to work with digital electronics. The MIT Radiation Laboratory (Radlab) and the Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE) worked on radar systems during and after the War, respectively. MIT’s role in computing deepened as the Cold War’s kindling was lit.

The Soviet Union’s first atomic bomb test prompted the Department of Defense and the U.S. Air Force to continue research on radar systems. MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory was created in response to the requests of the Air Force.46 MIT’s previous work with Radlab and RLE played a major role in obtaining federal funding. MIT’s Servomechanism Laboratory helped build Whirlwind I, the predecessor to SAGE. As mentioned, MIT faculty were also involved with the development of SAGE. These early experiences helped shape the future of computing. The mainframe computers used in these experiments started to acquire elements of later time-sharing, most notably the use of remote computers.

MIT continued to innovate in the 1950s. Federal funding and talented faculty had made MIT a powerhouse in early computing. Roughly 80 percent of MIT’s operating budget came from sponsored research.47 In 1955, the Lincoln Laboratory designed the TX-0, the first large completely transistor-based computer. The TX-0 design was heavily borrowed from SAGE. After a failed successor, the TX-1, the laboratory designed the TX-2 in 1958.

However, by the late 1950s, the limitations of these systems were apparent for certain users. Despite increased speed and reliability, only a single job could operate on the computer at a time. This was not as much of an issue for industrial computing. Companies outside of academia had put a lot of energy into developing effective batch processing. Work on time-sharing was considered a financial drain. As Douglas Ross, a programmer at MIT and collaborator on Whirlwind, put it: “Most of the people…said ‘That’s great; when you’ve got all that government money at MIT.’48

The idea of time-sharing at MIT likely started with a group of individuals working at the Computation Center. There is debate about who was the first to invent the idea of time-sharing. Outside of MIT, Bob Bemer, a computer scientist who invented ASCII, wrote early on about time-sharing. In a later retrospective, he claimed that time-sharing could operate “the same way

that the average household buys power and water from utility companies.⁴⁹ In England, programmer Christopher Strachey wrote about multiprogramming, a core component of time-sharing.⁵⁰ However, most sources credit John McCarthy with the idea. McCarthy has argued that because most of his work on time-sharing was spoken, Strachey was given undue credit.⁵¹

Setting aside the question of attribution, and instead looking at implementation, time-sharing was first built at MIT. In 1957 MIT’s Computation Center was opened using computers supplied by IBM. A number of researchers demonstrated time-sharing on modified IBM 709 in 1961.⁵² Like future time-sharing systems, MIT’s computer had to be built around custom hardware and software. It also had to be able to have a “supervisor” computer to manage the jobs on the computer. The result of this work was a demonstration of a computing system that would come to be known as CTSS, or Compatible Time-Sharing System. CTSS proved the viability of time-sharing and provided the groundwork for the development time-sharing at MIT and by other institutions.

**Early Time-Sharing**

In the early 1960s, time-sharing started to gain traction as a concept. The work at MIT piqued the interest of other universities. Businesses, on the other hand, either did not pay attention to the work or still did not see it as a worthwhile investment. The time-sharing business in 1963 had a collective total of five million dollars in revenue.⁵³ A decade later, the time-sharing market was approaching one billion dollars.⁵⁴ This rapid increase in profitability was almost entirely due to the pioneering work done at universities in the 60s.

Public institutions (primarily research universities) were largely the builders and consumers of time-sharing in the 1960s. As an industry, time-sharing was not commonplace until the 1970s. Very few private companies could afford to spend the money developing time-sharing systems. This left a vacuum for university researchers to embed their own principles and ethics into the code and hardware of these early systems.

After MIT’s work, many universities started their own time-sharing efforts that influenced commercial time-sharing. MIT continued its time-sharing efforts with the creation of MULTICS.
which was used by General Electric and later Honeywell.\textsuperscript{55} On the West Coast, UC Berkeley’s work on “Project Genie” contributed greatly to the commercial success of Scientific Data Systems (SDS) time-sharing systems.\textsuperscript{56} In England, Cambridge created “Titan Supervisor,” an early time-sharing system that influenced later computing hardware. Additionally, the Michigan Terminal System, a project comprised of multiple universities, was technologically innovative, but licensing arrangements prevented the commercial use of the product.

One of the universities that had the most long-lasting impact on the later development of commercial time-sharing systems was Dartmouth College. Dartmouth presents us with an early example of a time-sharing system that was designed around certain core principles. The story of Dartmouth’s work demonstrates most clearly the politics and changing definitions of early time-sharing.

Dartmouth’s time-sharing system set itself apart in a few crucial ways. First, the system was designed to be inclusive. The code and hardware were developed around the notion of accessibility. This is reflected in the design of the code that ran the Dartmouth system, as well as the computing infrastructure at Dartmouth. Secondly, the economic structure of the system encouraged broader uses of the system (the resource costs were distributed across the campus and not felt by end-users). Finally, the building of the system was created around the notion of utility computing – which likely contributed to the spread of Dartmouth’s later commercial computing success.

\textit{The Dartmouth Time-Sharing System}

Public universities often act as places of infrastructure building. STS scholars have long recognized the role of intellectual networks in shaping the construction of knowledge and the closing of black boxes.\textsuperscript{57} Recently scholars have been interested in unearthing infrastructures in order to make visible what is otherwise a passive and invisible process.\textsuperscript{58} Fortunately for researchers, early infrastructure projects often make obvious the design choices of a network. This was certainly the case at Dartmouth, when the notion of utility computing was still in its infancy. The story of DTSS underscores how place (in this case, a public university) influences the design of infrastructure systems.

\textsuperscript{57} This is a foundational concern of STS, particularly Actor-Network Theory.
“You guys ought to do time-sharing,” set the course for the development of DTSS.59 Prior to the 1960s, Dartmouth’s experience with computing was limited.

Dartmouth’s entry into digital computing started in the buildup to World War II. In 1940 George Stibitz demonstrated the idea of remote computing at Dartmouth.60 Stibitz is known for the use of “digital” in the contemporary sense and the use of relays in computers. In 1937, Stibitz, a research mathematician at Bell Labs’, built the first relay binary adder called the “Model K.”61 This adder was a departure from the mechanical calculators of the day. Bell eventually funded Stibitz’s work, and the Model K was developed into the “Complex Number Computer.”

On September 11, 1940, Stibitz took his Complex Number Computer (then called the Model I) to the American Mathematical Society meeting being held at Dartmouth College.62 At this meeting, a teletype terminal was remotely connected (via telephone line) to Model I at Bell Labs in New York City, the first time a digital computer was used remotely. This demonstration likely inspired many of the computing pioneers in attendance, including John von Neumann.63 Most importantly, it demonstrated that computing could become detached and abstracted from space.

There was little computing activity at Dartmouth between the years of 1941 to 1955. The impact of the Second World War did not seem to advance computing at Dartmouth. Certainly, this was not the case elsewhere, as WWII was one of the main drivers of computing during the 40s, especially at MIT. However, it was during these years that many of the future faculty at Dartmouth were starting to familiarize themselves with computing. These experiences helped shape Dartmouth’s future work. Part of this lull can be explained by the lack of funding from federal sources towards computing at Dartmouth. It is also possible that the faculty at the time were unlikely to have the skills to develop or work on a computer, if they were familiar with the computing advancements being made at all. Furthermore, knowledge about electronics was central to the study of computers between the years of 1940–1955.64 It wouldn’t be until stored program computers became common that Dartmouth’s faculty would dive into computing.

In the early 1950s, the faculty and administration at the Dartmouth Mathematics department needed a reworking. There were a large number of retiring professors that needed to be replaced. Additionally, Dartmouth lacked a research-focused math department. In order to address these issues, an outside committee recommended that Dartmouth specialize in the history of mathematics. Although many dismissed the suggestion at first, it was a primary motivator for hiring the two faculty members that would have the most substantial impact on the future of computing at Dartmouth: John George Kemeny and Thomas E. Kurtz.

John Kemeny was hired as a person to “revitalize the math department.” Kemeny arrived to Dartmouth in 1953 with a number of significant computing-related experiences. He arrived as a child in the US in 1940 from Budapest at 14 years of age after fleeing from Nazi Germany’s imminent invasion. While at Princeton, Kemeny took part in the Los Alamos Project during WWII. At Los Alamos, he was a “computer,” using an IBM bookkeeping calculator to obtain solutions for the design of the atomic bomb. He was introduced to a “fully electronic computer based on a binary number system, with internal memory for both data and a stored program,” by another Hungarian, John von Neumann. After his experiences at Los Alamos, he finished both his B.A. (1947) and PhD (1949) at Princeton, where he worked as a research assistant to Albert Einstein and continued to meet with von Neumann regarding the electronic computer. He was an assistant professor in the philosophy of science (what he called his hobby) but was never a “pure” mathematician. These early experiences provided the groundwork for Kemeny’s later ideas on time-sharing and computer programming.

It was not until two years later that Kemeny met and hired Thomas Eugene Kurtz, another Princeton graduate. Thomas Kurtz received his PhD in 1956 from Princeton in statistics. He discovered computing in 1951 while attending the “Summer Session of the Institute for Numerical Analysis at UCLA.” Once he arrived at Dartmouth, he quickly became the liaison for the newly established New England Regional Computer Center at MIT. The Computer Center was a collaboration between MIT, IBM, and many other schools and universities. It allowed campuses like Dartmouth to use IBM computers.

Kurtz’s job at the time was to promote the Center and to take punched cards down to MIT to be processed by their computer. Every two weeks, Kurtz would get on the 6:20am train with a box of cards, submit them to MIT around 9:30am and receive the results at the end of the day. This process was laborious and time-intensive. It was clear that this model of computing was not working for the Dartmouth faculty.

Dartmouth received its first computer in 1959 (a Royal McBee LGP-30). Despite having access to a computer, many of the same issues with mainframe computers remained. Punch cards still

had to be fed into the reader, and valuable time was lost when a program was written incorrectly, or there were simply too many users waiting to submit their programs. McCarthy’s comment regarding time-sharing sparked the imagination of Kurtz and Kemeny. At the start of the 60s, they set off to develop a time-sharing system modeled around the notion of utility computing.

The LGP-30, like all computers of the time, was not designed for time-sharing, but it provided faculty and students the opportunity to start making steps towards the construction of a time-sharing ecosystem. In order to build a time-sharing system, Dartmouth would need new software and hardware. In 1962, Dartmouth approached the National Science Foundation for a grant to fund the research and purchase a new computer. In the following year, the grant was approved, and an arrangement with General Electric was reached to purchase a GE-225 (later a GE-235), a Datanet-30, and a disk file at a discounted price. With modifications, this hardware provided a slate for the creation of DTSS.

Between the years of 1962-1964, Kemeny, Kurtz, and Dartmouth undergraduate students worked on developing DTSS. Building DTSS required both a novel hardware approach and a new programming language: Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code, BASIC. These two developments occurred simultaneously. As Kurtz put it, “the language of BASIC and the time-sharing system in which it resides were…inextricably meshed.” Likewise, in order to understand the success of DTSS, we need to examine the design principles of BASIC.

BASIC was designed around the notion of simplicity. Kemeny remarked that prior to BASIC, programing was designed for “machines and not human beings.” Therefore, BASIC was meant to be easily learned by both technical and non-technical users. The syntax of BASIC was written in simple English, and the number of commands was limited. The language was designed for anyone at the college to be able to quickly write computer programs. The original memos dictated that “In all cases where there is a choice between simplicity and efficiency, simplicity is chosen.”

Kurtz said, in a retrospective in 1978, that in designing BASIC, they asked: “How can sensible decisions about computing and its use be made by persons essentially ignorant of it?” In designing a language around simplicity and for a broad audience, BASIC was not as flexible as other languages. For instance, BASIC was only meant to be compiled (not modified after the program has been executed). This meant that a certain level of flexibility was lost in favor of speed and ease of use. Audience awareness was key. Kurtz claimed that “we did not design a language and then attempt to mold the user community to its use.”

---
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This goal of designing a simple language was probably the most significant design choice and was a key to DTSS’s success. Unlike the many other programming languages at the time, BASIC favored ease of use over the flexibility of a more complete programming language. A computer scientist may not have considered BASIC an efficient language because of the limited commands, but it was designed with a broader public in mind. This was a radical departure from the other time-sharing systems at the time. In part, this design choice was a result of Dartmouth’s previous attempt at using other available programming languages before inventing their own. The design choices are an early example of computing starting to consider broader publics as potential users.

Quickly the first version of BASIC was developed, along with all that was needed to get the DTSS operating system functioning. The system was first operational in the spring of 1964. In the initial months, DTSS was unstable and regularly crashing. However, by the fall, DTSS had become relatively stable, and the operating system had matured. In the summer, faculty were introduced to the new system, and in the fall many freshmen were introduced to the computer through the introductory mathematics course. In the coming years, nearly all freshmen at Dartmouth – regardless of major – were learning to program using BASIC and DTSS. All university members could access the computer using the teletype machines spread across campus. Additionally, it was accessible by multiple users at a single time (the core principle of time-sharing). A computer interrupt system balanced jobs between different users, allowing for nearly instant communication between the user and the computer.

When compared to other universities that had time-sharing projects, Dartmouth provided generous access to the computer. Even non-academic activities, such as using the computer to simulate the outcome of college football games, were encouraged. The cost of using the system was dispersed (largely through student fees) and not billed to any single individual. This “library model” was threatened by the college administration, who wanted to charge for the service, but it ultimately remained free for students. Furthermore, DTSS reached beyond the university campus. A number of primary schools and smaller colleges gained access to DTSS through the use of remote teletypes. Computer programming was taught remotely across different educational levels. Students and teachers at these schools could access any number of programs that resided at Dartmouth.

DTSS succeeded not simply because of the advancements in computing programming and time-sharing software. Instead, DTSS was a success because it was developed around a few key design choices: simplicity, accessibility, and reliability. Kurtz claims that this led to a symbiosis between the student and the computer “because the design does not discriminate.” The meshing of DTSS with BASIC allowed for the development of a shared intellectual infrastructure. These advancements reached beyond computer science; they speak to the “experience [of] what computing can and cannot do” for the individual.
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What became clear in the later years of DTSS was that the true value of DTSS was not in selling computing time, but the construction of a new utility.\textsuperscript{88} DTSS can be measured as a success by the number of users that it influenced, the contributions to other time-sharing endeavors, and the proof-of-concept for the creation of a computing utility. The work at Dartmouth provides a model for the successful implementation of utility computing at a large-scale. It is unlikely that DTSS would have touched so many communities had it not been treated as an open and shared resource.

Beyond the university community and computing advancements, DTSS quickly contributed to the success of commercial time-sharing companies. First, with GE’s adoption of the system, which “became the backbone of the GE service bureau business.”\textsuperscript{89} Later DTSS and BASIC were used by numerous time-sharing providers. Dartmouth’s own DTSS, Inc. provided commercial services for businesses.

**Private Time-Sharing**

It was not long before commercial companies decided that the time-sharing software had financial potential. Many businesses started to demand access to the computer. For smaller businesses, time-sharing offered access to a computer at a limited cost and access to various software tools. Time-sharing also appealed to large businesses that had, or could afford, a computer, but want to expand their computing division without needing to manage additional in-house technology. The business of time-sharing was predicated on selling access to computing services, without the commitment of a physical computer purchase or lease. The development of the early commercial time-sharing systems brought about numerous technical and regulatory changes. The development of early computer networks was influenced by both public and private time-sharing systems. Public time-sharing companies introduced the notion of utility computing, and commercial providers took the vision and ran with it.

Using Dartmouth’s system, GE provided the first commercial time-sharing service.\textsuperscript{90} Soon, many other time-sharing providers would start providing services. The development of these time-sharing services occurred under the larger umbrella of the data processing services industry.\textsuperscript{91} Companies no longer had to wait to receive their programs back in the mail. Instead, they could remotely access a time-sharing system to execute their jobs quickly. This demand opened the doors for the creation of a new business model – commercial utility computing.

**Tymshare**

One of the first commercially successful time-sharing companies was Tymshare. Tymshare’s business model changed as it grew. As the name implies, Tymshare started as a time-sharing

business. As the business grew, and the time-sharing market matured, the business model shifted towards the management of a packet-switching network. This transformation follows a similar trajectory to Dartmouth’s time-sharing efforts. In both cases, as each respective system grew, the importance of maintaining a computing utility became clearer. By examining the development of Tymshare, we can map out different types of values that were embedded in the system.

Tymshare was started by Tom O’Rouke. In the early 1960s, O’Rouke was an electrical engineer and regional manager for General Electric’s computing division on the West Coast. At the time, General Electric had not started time-sharing efforts. Despite this, O’Rouke was not a stranger to the idea of time-sharing. As previously mentioned, the Dartmouth time-sharing system initially used GE computers. When O’Rouke was working for GE in Phoenix, Dartmouth approached the company looking for discounted computer systems for DTSS. O’Rouke encouraged GE to give Dartmouth a discount. In turn, O’Rouke became familiar with the idea of time-sharing and was able to use DTSS from San Francisco for his own personal use.  

Dartmouth and Berkeley’s time-sharing systems were instrumental to the first two years (1965-1966) of the business: Tymshare Associates. Even prior to the creation of the Tymshare software, O’Rouke demonstrated time-sharing to potential clients through DTSS. Furthermore, the development of the software was aided through the use of Berkley and Dartmouth’s time-sharing systems. Berkeley gave Tymshare a copy of their time-sharing software, which Tymshare used to make a commercial product. Without these previous efforts, it is unlikely that Tymshare would have developed when it did.

Time-sharing, at the time, faced a number of technical and economic challenges for commercial companies. The infancy of time-sharing software meant that nearly all hardware and software had to be built or modified to work for time-sharing purposes. Tymshare initially purchased a computer from Scientific Data Systems (SDS), which later became Xerox Data Systems. The decision to go with SDS was made after being snubbed by GE, who refused to honor a purchase agreement, citing competition with their new time-sharing business. This system, and later systems, had to be adapted to the specific challenges of long-distance computing.

Prior to the arrival of the SDS 940 in May, O’Rouke hired a number of talented engineers and salespeople to build the system and attract clients. Ann Hardy, previously a programmer at IBM and developer of a time-sharing system at Livermore Labs, developed the monitor (what would now be called the shell or user interface). Verne Van Vlear, from GE, developed the kernel to manage the hardware. Thanks to these efforts, Tymshare had an operational system in July 1966, capable of handling eight simulators users. Many other skilled programmers worked to build a stable time-sharing system, including a collaboration with Com-Share, another time-sharing company from Michigan.
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When the computer arrived, access to Tymshare was given to clients for free, on an admittedly unstable version of the software. In November, Tymshare started charging for access to the system. Tymshare offered three services: access to a number of computer languages, industry-specific software applications, and technical support for the clients. Specialized software, particularly for engineering firms, proved to be a valuable asset. However, the initial success of their system was as much about geography as it was services.

The issue of distance and physical space was critical to the long-term development of commercial time-sharing (and later networked computing) and Tymshare’s success. The first clients that used Tymshare were individuals in the aerospace industry. Many of these companies were located a short distance from Tymshare’s computer in Palo Alto. Consequently, the telephone connection was considered a local call. This meant that Tymshare initially had an advantage between IBM’s San Francisco and GE’s San Jose locations. However, both GE and IBM were quick to pick up the phone charges for their clients.

What O’Rouke and others realized is that in order to compete, time-sharing had to be geographically accessible, both in terms of access to local calling nodes and distributed computer locations. In August 1966, Tymshare opened an office in Los Angeles and a New Jersey location in the following year. Additionally, Tymshare leased expensive telephone lines to deliver the data over the newly developing network. As the network of sales offices and computers grew, Tymshare looked to expand its reach. The engineering work on multiplexing (allowing multiple connections to share a single telephone line) helped grow Tymshare and made possible the next project: Tymnet.

Tymnet was developed as a network that could link the Tymshare computers and networking nodes. Tymnet developed as a commercial network, drawing inspiration from ARPANET. The network allowed clients of Tymshare to connect remotely to their company’s computers, access Tymshare, or any other remote computer that they could dial into. Additionally, it allowed for the creation of online banking and other “transaction applications.” The creation of the network allowed for a more centralized management of the network by allowing many IT jobs to be worked on remotely.

While Tymnet remained a subdivision of Tymshare, the growth of Tymnet eventually overtook the value of the original time-sharing system. Regulatory pressures from the FCC meant that time-sharing remained the company’s public focus, but throughout the 1970s Tymnet continued to grow. Eventually, Tymnet split from Tymshare, and the network company was sold to the American aerospace company, McDonnell Douglas. Douglas later acquired Tymshare as well.

The history of Tymnet demonstrates some core differences between public time-sharing (in the case of DTSS) and commercial time-sharing. Unlike the work at Dartmouth, the assumed user of Tymshare was a business user who was already familiar with computers. Therefore, the design of
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Tymshare focused on the economic viability of the system. Accessibility was measured in terms of the difficulty of connecting to the service and the cost associated with the use of the service. Use of the computer was directly measured (how long was the connection, how much data was stored, etc.). This is a different type of accessibility than one that focuses on connecting a broader “public” to computing.

Much of the success of time-sharing at Tymshare can be linked with the development of Tymnet. This speaks to a broader point about time-sharing in general. Time-sharing’s value was not simply that it more efficiently used computing resources. Instead, time-sharing demonstrates the economic and cultural value of building computing infrastructures. The rise of computer networking (via the Internet) in the following decades overshadowed contributions that time-sharing made to utility computing.

In the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, computers seemed to be on track to be the newest utility service. As utility computing started to become a popular concept (backed by the success of public and commercial time-sharing), new regulatory issues emerged.

Regulating the Utility

The idea of the computer as a utility started with computer researchers. Throughout the 60s, the vision of computing was advanced and debated. Time-sharing experiments modeled a type of utility that sparked the academic imagination for larger projects. However, for private data processing companies, this notion of utility computing was worrisome. Many actors, particularly in the regulatory sphere, were suspicious of telecommunication companies owning a new type of digital utility. The later introduction of packet-switching using broader telecommunication infrastructures only invited additional scrutiny from both the owners of the networks, as well as the broader public. In inheriting the metaphor, the data processing companies carried the baggage of utility regulation.

In 1961, at MIT’s centennial celebration, John McCarthy said that “computing may someday be organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public utility.”99 He went on to say that “the computer utility could become the basis of a new and important industry.” Researchers carried on this discussion as the technology for time-sharing was improved. In 1967, Paul Armer of the RAND Corporation wrote an extensive paper on the implications of utility computing on all aspects of sociology. Privacy, in particular, was of concern because the computing industry was growing faster than regulations could adapt. His concern was that “small, widely dispersed puddles” of information about individuals were slowly being organized by this newly forming utility system.100

More broadly, the computer utility started to be seen by some as a type “community resource, somewhat analogous to a library.”101 However, the analogy to the electrical or telephone system was the most common comparison for time-sharing systems. The comparison to the telephone system was only strengthened later on as telephone infrastructure was used as the backbone for
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utility computing. Time-sharing, it was argued, is valuable because of the spill-over benefits made possible by the underlying network.\textsuperscript{102} As the conversation continued, the discussion of the computer utility moved further away from the feasibility of the idea and towards the possibilities for regulation.

The discussions about utility computing emerged during a turbulent time in American politics, particularly for American telecommunications companies. AT&T’s (Ma Bell) monopolistic control over the telecommunications infrastructure was starting to be threatened by small companies that provided added services using AT&T’s network (see the use of unauthorized equipment and the FCC’s Carterfone ruling).\textsuperscript{103} In addition to computer information services, cable TV and microwave-based data transmission threatened the FCC’s regulatory strategy “that telephone service be kept structurally separate from other sectors of the telecommunication industry.”\textsuperscript{104} Despite these regulations, the potential profits of utility computing were too great for many companies to resist.

In 1966, the FCC started looking into the issue of regulation in the first set of computer inquiries: Computer I. There were three separate computer inquiries (Computer I, II, and III), each of which attempted to define how these new computing businesses should be regulated. In each new inquiry, the FCC attempted to fit a new type of telecommunication service into an older regulatory box. However, time-sharing and similar services proved to be difficult to regulate because they existed as both a communication service and a data processing medium.

One of the primary issues within the FCC’s inquiries was the issue of classification of networks. In Computer I (1966-1970), the FCC attempted to classify networks as either “pure communication” or “pure data processing.” Time-sharing services defied this categorization scheme. The FCC labeled these businesses a “hybrid” and decided that each service should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis as to which of the two categories this hybrid network should fall under.\textsuperscript{105} This definition proved untenable, and Computer II attempted to clarify this issue with the introduction of a new scheme: “Basic” or “Enhanced” networks.\textsuperscript{106} Computer II helped clarify many of the issues by eliminating a hybrid category and labeled nearly all of the services as “enhanced.” Previous scholars have highlighted how these regulatory moves treated the computer as a boundary object, and the FCC’s role was to create a form of “linguistic engineering” to fit hybridity into an existing regulatory landscape.\textsuperscript{107} In 1985 the final inquiry, Computer III, took place after the breakup of Bell. In the third inquiry, the FCC focused on removing the “maximum separation requirement” requirement that attempted to keep ownership

of “basic” and “enhanced” services apart. Yet again, the FCC struggled to deal with the hybridity of these digital networks (for instance, AT&T voice messaging storage\textsuperscript{108}). At the end of the inquiries, the separation policy was eliminated, with the stipulation that companies provide competitors with access to their own networks.

However, despite all of the inquiries, the FCC did not get to the root of the issue, whether these new computer businesses were providing a utility service. If they were, should it be considered a public utility or a private one? What are the commitments that the operators of a time-sharing system have to make to the public? As law professor Keven Werbach argued: “The FCC’s quarantine approach in Computer I allowed it to avoid confronting the hard questions that the computer utility visionaries raised back in the 1960s.”\textsuperscript{109} Computer II and III did not do much to address these questions, except to move towards a private utility system. Instead, these inquiries challenged public trust in this new utility and made the expansion of these systems more difficult (which is a reoccurring theme in the creation of new complex technical systems).\textsuperscript{110}

This is not a new issue and is likely to reappear in regard to the regulation of the cloud and the Internet of Things (IoT). Regulatory agencies have skirted around other tricky digital legal issues, from controlling piracy to managing mobile spectrum. This common thread was noted by Sheila Jasanoff, who argued that “in the computer age, it is increasingly difficult to pin down with certainty the places where politically salient events originate, let alone to determine who controls the levers of power.”\textsuperscript{111} In hindsight, the actors pulling the levers of power in the Computer Inquiries may be easier to spot than the current users and developers of the cloud today.

One of the most important lessons of the era of time-sharing is that there were competing ideas of how a public utility should, or could, be built. These ideals are not simply words that computer researchers discussed. Instead, these ideals were built into the software, hardware, and networks of the time. As I have argued, services like DTSS were constructed around a set of design principals that favored accessibility with a more general public in mind. The principles of Tymshare developed around a competing set of ideals. However, for all of their differences, both services raised issues about the role of computer networks in the construction of information utility infrastructures.

Largely, the discussion over-regulating remote computing services has remained dormant since the end of Computer II. Discussions about computer utilities have also been minimal. However, looking back at the history of time-sharing in the 1960s, it is clear that there were a number of unresolved visions of computing. These visions are now reemerging with the introduction of cloud computing.


As seen in the case of utility computing, the metaphor of utility conjures images of control and management, as well as obligations to the public. The creation of cloud computing gives us something more abstract. The story of utility computing is a predecessor to the cloud. Like timesharing, the creation of the cloud was an attempt to reduce the limitations of computing at the time. Instead of solving the issue of batch processing, the cloud attempted to solve (amongst other things) the inefficiencies of distributed servers. Similarly, cloud computing has allowed users relatively easy access to powerful hardware (while trading off a certain level of control over the hardware itself). However, despite these similarities, the cloud has not directly addressed the politics of regulation in the same way that utility computing did. As this chapter demonstrates, those political issues were never fully answered.

By looking back at the early innovations in utility computing, we might be able to reinterpret the products of the cloud today. The cases I have illustrated demonstrate the impact of designing systems around certain assumptions and audiences. It also shows the importance of thinking about these technological systems as being part of a larger ecosystem. If we think about the cloud as belonging to a larger technological infrastructure or utility, that may give us the tools we need to shape an alternative technological future.

In the next chapter, we will continue to look at the importance of metaphor in computing history by looking at another technological predecessor to the cloud, ubiquitous computing.
Chapter 2

Ubiquitous Computing

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the history of utility computing was discussed in order to reveal one of the defining characteristics of cloud computing. The history of utility computing did not direct the development of the cloud but played an important role in setting the stage and providing the metaphors for a computing model built around the idea of distributed computing. As the cloud becomes further commoditized and embedded into the modern computing landscape, the history of utility computing can continue to inform contemporary debates over the cloud.

Ubiquitous computing features many of the same novel computing advancements, stretching of metaphors, and desires to build new technological infrastructures that the history of utility computing demonstrated. I argue that these two metaphors, utility and ubiquity, encapsulate the core of what the cloud was envisioned as and what it continues to be built towards.

Understanding the implications of these metaphors demands that we revisit the original history of these ideas.

This chapter looks at the origin of ubiquitous computing in order to identify the historical and sociological underpinnings of designing computing systems around the notion of ubiquity. By tracing the development of ubicomp (a commonly used abbreviation of the term) at Xerox PARC and later adoption of the idea, the ideology of pervasive computing can be explored. One of the core assumptions made about early ubicomp systems is that they should be designed as “calm technologies.” This philosophically inspired idea did not persist in later iterations of ubicomp, but may offer clues about how to design future cloud computing environments. Calm technologies are best understood as technological devices or systems which adapt to the attention of the user by becoming visible when in use and sitting in the periphery when not needed. Calm technologies are attuned to human psychology.

Ubicomp is explored by first examining the origins of “ubiquitous computing” (with particular focus on Xerox PARC). The chapter then looks at the spread of ubiquitous computing and the philosophy behind its earliest form. Finally, the chapter finishes with the shift to the cloud and the tapering off of ubicomp. The chapter offers us an opportunity to read the cloud through the lens of ubicomp. Although the scope of the work at Xerox PARC was small, the culture of product design deserves a closer look as it relates to the development of networked technologies. I argue that as the cloud becomes more ubiquitous, we should attempt to inject the philosophy of calmness that guided early ubicomp technologies.

Ubiquity Beyond Computing

Prior to the coining of the term ubiquitous computing in 1988, computing had already begun to shift toward more pervasive usage. The spread of networked computing helped decentralize the notion of local computing. Early uses of time-sharing in the 1960s let users access remote computing resources from wide geographical areas. After 1988, with the spread of more
consumer-friendly internet service options, access to information and other computing resources became more commonplace.

The rise of personal computing, particularly in the 1980s, helped lay the ground for the introduction of ubiquitous computing. This time period saw the price of computing fall and the creation of a personal computing market. Despite the falling prices, computers were still expensive to own for the typical home user. Even with these high costs, many individuals started to imagine the spread of computing beyond institutions and individuals. These imaginings came to be solidified in the coining of the term “ubiquitous computing.”

The story of ubiquitous computing continues today with the spread of the cloud and IoT (Internet of Things) devices. In this chapter, we revisit original ubicomp discussions and inventions starting in the late 1980s. The focus here is on the ideological commitments and assumptions made by ubicomp advocates at Xerox PARC and detractors in the technology business more broadly. The history of this metaphor highlights key differences between the types of computing environments envisioned in the early 1990s versus the use of ubicomp today. One of the key differences was an early commitment to designing “calm technologies.” This notion of “calm” is explored and offers a potential method of evaluating the current development of cloud technologies. This chapter highlights the importance of distinguishing between calmness from the periphery versus invisibility.

Ubiquitous Computing Today: Core Characteristics

Ubicomp does not have a standard definition that all actors agree upon. This discord between definitions has been true throughout the lifespan of the concept. Today, the field of ubicomp has taken a backseat to the rise of cloud computing and the Internet of Things. Still, ubiquitous computing remains an important idea in academia and as a concept for describing the cloud. After three decades, there is not a single definition of ubicomp. Instead, there is a general agreement of the types of technological characteristics that makes up ubicomp. These characteristics include: pervasiveness, locality, seamlessness, decentralization, calmness, and selective visibility.

The idea of ubiquitous computing has often been used interchangeably with the term “pervasive computing.” This linkage was made rather early on. In an early conceptual model, pervasive computing was defined as aspiring “to be ubiquitous...lost-cost, embedded, distributed and non-intrusive.”112 Some authors have argued that ubiquitous computing is a term “used when the emphasis is put on the opportunity of humans to have access to computing and to use multiple computing devices from anywhere,” whereas pervasive computing is “used to express that computing is (invisibly) embedded in everything in an all-embracing connectivity.”113 However, both popular114 and academic articles115 regularly reverse the definitions of the two terms. What

matters, instead, are the core features of each concept and how those concepts intersect with visions of the cloud.

In addition to this idea of ubiquitous computing being pervasive, it is also considered to be a fundamentally local experience. Ubiquitous technologies are generally thought to be technologies that sit in close proximity to us. As I will describe in more detail later, the root of ubicomp emerged from the ability to embed low-cost computers into many small devices. Unlike remote computing, the physical presence of a device is important in designing a unique computing environment.

This notion of computing in the local setting feeds into the final three characteristics: seamlessness, decentralization, and selective visibility. Ubicomp is a vision of computing where devices work seamlessly together through local networking. Through this lens, a computing device on the table can easily interface with the windows on the wall or the phone on the desktop. This ease of operation is imagined through both a notion of seamless networked technologies, as well as a general notion of decentralization. Rather than depending upon a single server, these ubicomp environments have differing degrees of data collection and processing responsibilities. Ubicomp is thought of as somewhat decentralized because it is not built around a hierarchy.

Finally, ubicomp is sometimes (although not as frequently as the other characteristics) associated with a vision of selective visibility. According to this view, technologies should recede into the background when they are not in use and come to the forefront when they are needed. The visibility of a technology, therefore, depends upon the needs of the user. This selective visibility, along with the other dominant characteristics of ubicomp, shares a great deal of overlap with the visions of cloud computing. In the following sections, I describe the emergence of the concept of ubicomp and some of the early visions of the technology. By looking at this early history, we can more easily contrast the dominant characteristics of the cloud against some of the more nuanced differences in ubiquitous computing.

**Ubiquitous Computing at Xerox**

The concept of ubiquitous computing can be directly linked to the pioneering work at Xerox Corporation’s Palo Alto Research Center, better known as Xerox PARC. The history of Xerox started with the sale of photographic paper and the eventual creation of the “XeroX Copier.” The New York based company worked throughout the 1950s to improve upon the copier design. In the 1960s, Xerox dominated the file copier market. However, many within and outside of the company realized that growth of the business mandated a move towards digital electronics. Both IBM and Kodak challenged Xerox’s dominance in the 1970s through competing products and anti-trust suits.116

The building pressure prompted Xerox to purchase Scientific Data Systems (SDS) in 1969. Jack Goldman, a physicist at Xerox, proposed that SDS’s basic research capabilities be bolstered through the creation of a corporate research center. The center, Xerox PARC, was meant to
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challenge IBM’s York Town Heights and AT&T’s Bell Labs. One of Goldman’s motivations for this research arm was to keep up with the emerging computing industry. Eventually, the PARC project was approved, and Goldman was chosen to lead and establish the center in Palo Alto, California.

Xerox PARC’s establishment occurred during a unique moment. Michael A. Hiltzik, a journalist who wrote about the development of PARC, argued that this historical moment helped PARC grow in the 70s and 80s. He claimed that Xerox’s massive cash flow from the office copier allowed for the hiring of many talented researchers during a period of overall decline in government research budgets (due to the cost of the Vietnam War). Furthermore, the advancements in computing speed allowed for “science’s most farsighted visionaries to realize their dreams for the first time.” Finally, the management of PARC was largely untethered from the rest of Xerox. Geography also likely had a large impact on the development of PARC. Established in Silicon Valley, the workplace environment at PARC was interconnected with the universities and other IT businesses at the time. Unlike the East Coast offices of Xerox, this workplace environment was casual and informal.

Throughout the 1970s, Xerox PARC worked on developing new computing technologies. Many of these inventions were framed in terms of changing the dynamics between computers and humans. For instance, the development of the Xerox Alto computer introduced a system designed around a graphical user interface environment. Other work, like the development of the programming language Smalltalk, placed emphasis on programming around graphical objects rather than simple text. Additionally, the work at PARC in the 19070s is perhaps most notable for inspiring Steve Job’s own efforts at Apple designing a new form of personal computing. Jobs later went on to say that Xerox’s failure to make these products commercially successful was due to a lack of “product people” and an overrepresentation of salespeople – calling the management at Xerox’s East Coast office “Toner-Heads.”

This opinion by Jobs has been echoed by others in the technology industry. Many of these individuals argue that Xerox could have dominated the computing industry. On the surface, this certainly seems plausible. The development of an advanced graphical user interface, prototypes for personal computers, new word processing applications, and Ethernet were significant advances in computing. However, as Hiltzik argued, the ability to turn these ideas into a commercial product was not a given. What PARC excelled at was the development of a vision of computing. One critical account written in 1988, Douglas Smith’s *Fumbling the Future*, argued that managerial disagreements (as well as a lack of engineers within management) contributed most strongly to Xerox’s failure to dominate the early computer market.

Many of the historical accounts of PARC focus on these early developments and the failure to carry those innovative ideas to market. I have briefly summarized some of these attempts in the previous paragraphs. The rest of this paper is interested in exploring an idea developed later at PARC, that of ubiquitous computing. Unlike the earlier technological advancements, few suggest that PARC failed to commercialize ubiquitous computing. No popular books have been written about PARC “fumbling” the ubiquitous computing market. Perhaps the most obvious reason is that it is still difficult to imagine what ownership of the ubicomp market would look like. The growth in people interested in ubiquitous computing in the 90s, and the establishment of different academic research groups and journals, did not directly translate into a straightforward commercial market. The transition from utility computing to commercial time-sharing was far more straightforward.

I argue that this difference is in large part due to the way that ubiquitous computing was originally framed at PARC. Ubicomp’s foundations were infused with a philosophical core that made implementation of the idea difficult. Furthermore, ubicomp was not developed around a single product (like a time-sharing environment or a new technological standard). Instead, all computing devices could be brought under the ubicomp tent. This chapter explores the development of the idea, the source of those commitments, and looks at how those ideas were (or were not) pulled into the cloud.

Weiser and The Idea

Nearly all histories of ubiquitous computing start with Mark Weiser’s work at PARC. Weiser’s interest in computing started in his junior high school.¹²² As an undergraduate student at the New College in Florida, he studied philosophy, a discipline that informed much of his efforts at PARC. After dropping out and working as a programmer in Ann Arbor, he eventually enrolled in the University of Michigan’s computer science program earning an M.A. and PhD in Computer and Communication Sciences.¹²³ After teaching at the University of Maryland (1979-1987), he took a job at PARC in 1987 as a member of the research staff. The following year, 1988, he assumed the role of Principal Scientist and Head of the Computer Science Laboratory at Xerox PARC. Shortly after joining PARC, Weiser talked to a number of PARC researchers, including the anthropologist Lucy Suchman.

Suchman joined PARC in 1979. Her ethnographic work on accounting practices and the use of photocopiers influenced the engineering decisions at Xerox. In describing her role as an anthropologist, she said that “in many ways we think of ourselves more as champions of the mundane. Others dream of far-out widgets. We’re saying we really have to give people more useful widgets.”¹²⁴ This suggestion underscored the need to thoughtfully integrate technologies into everyday life. Weiser picked up on this type of idea while developing his own vision of ubiquitous computing.

During the 1980s, Xerox’s financial stability was rocky. The company’s stock price fluctuated throughout the decade. Xerox’s failure to take advantage of PARC’s innovations is frequently

cited as the primary reason for this instability. Furthermore, the departure of many scientists and engineers from PARC was perceived as a “major embarrassment.”\textsuperscript{125} In addition to the struggles within PARC, broader corporate decisions hurt Xerox stock. For instance, the purchase of an insurance company (Crum & Forster) added to Xerox’s decline.\textsuperscript{126} Despite these larger issues, the work at PARC continued to develop visions of computing without a direct path to commercialization. However, by the end of the 1980s, Xerox’s failings tarnished PARC’s reputation. It was under this stormy corporate climate that Mark Weiser introduced his idea of ubiquitous computing.

Weiser first introduced the idea of ubiquitous computing to his colleagues inside the Computer Science Lab at PARC in 1988.\textsuperscript{127} Weiser arrived at Xerox in 1987, leaving his teaching job at the University of Michigan. Prior to this career change, Weiser had had an opportunity to work with a few PARC employees on academic projects.\textsuperscript{128} In the years leading up to the ubicomp research, he had worked on studying the human dynamic in software design. We can see hints towards ubiquitous computing in his articles regarding the link between humans and programming language. For instance, in 1987 he suggests “people seem to prefer a certain amount of mystery and excitement...dealing with a rich and deceptive world is a basic human skill that should not be denied to humans working as programmers.”\textsuperscript{129} The notion of mystery ties into Weiser’s aspirations of providing an environment that is playful and designed around human psychology. This playfulness extends to the computing code. He suggests that a “ubiquitous source code” might be needed to “discover hidden limitations and hidden strengths” as programing languages continue to develop.\textsuperscript{130}

At the start of the 1990s, Weiser started to introduce the idea to the broader public. One of the earliest and most influential papers was the 1991 article in Scientific American, “The Computer for the 21st Century.”\textsuperscript{131} In this article, he articulated his vision of ubiquitous computing and established the design guidelines that many future researchers at PARC adopted. Weiser opened his article with the statement that “the most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” Throughout the article and in his later work, Weiser underscored the importance of designing technologies with human psychology in mind.

This goal, to design technologies that meld with the human experience, begs the question – to what end? For Weiser, the goal was twofold. First, he seemed genuinely interested in using computers to improve everyday human life. As is often the promise in Silicon Valley, new advancements in (ubiquitous) computing would allow people to work more efficiently and live a more fulfilling life. In the words of Weiser, nothing will be “fundamentally new, but by making

everything faster and easier to do, with less strain and few mental gymnastics, it will transform what is apparently possible.”

The second goal, and more pertinent to the development of the cloud, is the development of a technological infrastructure whose strength stems from the ability to oscillate between the visible and invisible. At the center of Weiser’s argument is the idea that computers should operate at the periphery until we need them at our attention. In a ubiquitous computing environment, for instance, a user shouldn’t have to manually update a computer or retrieve a desired file from another device on the network. Instead, the infrastructure should be smart enough to act without human attention. Conversely, if a user is working on a particular problem, the pertinent information should be brought into the physical world (either through the display or a mechanical apparatus) – what some at PARC called “embodied virtuality.”

Early Imagining

Before we take a look at the metaphor and philosophy behind ubiquitous computing, let’s first examine early demonstrations and sketchings of how ubicomp was imagined. Throughout PARC’s history, the organization has been known for producing ambitious technologies that either failed commercially or were never marketed. The most well-known example is the Xerox Alto, PARC’s first attempt at designing a personal computer. In 1973, the Alto was technologically advanced, both in terms of cutting edge hardware and software. However, many later commentators have argued that “Xerox management perceived the Alto venture to be a journey into the unknown, and they failed to seize the opportunity to define and dominate the world of personal computing.” This perception of corporate failure was made obvious in the 1980s, in light of Apple’s success in the personal computing market. The case of ubicomp follows closely to this previous history.

One of the primary experiments that set the ubicomp projects at PARC into motion was the efforts in 1987 by the Electronics and Imaging Laboratory to fabricate wall-sized flat-panel computer displays. This work was folded into the Computer Science Laboratory in 1988, under the newly formed Ubiquitous Computing program. This large-display project eventually was one of three technologies that formed the foundation of Xerox’s efforts. The first, the “LiveBoard” was a large wall-sized display, similar to a television. The other two, the ParcPad and the ParcTab, were smaller computers. The ParcPad was a book-sized computing device, and the ParcTab was a handheld device. These three objects were designed to communicate together to form a computational infrastructure that recognized “the location, situation, usage, connectivity, and ownership of each device.” In practice, what PARC was attempting to

demonstrate was a model of computing that was detached and abstracted from the traditional computer on the desk.

It would be easy to see PARC’s efforts as a precursor to the modern computing environment. There certainly are some similarities. For instance, the rise of “The Internet of Things” (IoT) relies heavily on devices being able to communicate with the local environment. The ParcPad could easily be compared to the iPad. However, this easy connection misses some of the specific design intentions of PARC employees. What set PARC’s efforts apart was not the individual components, but how these technologies were building a larger smart environment. Despite this grand vision, PARC did have some limitations. As a company focused on building the office of the future, many of the technologies that PARC demonstrated were based around general office work. The LiveBoard, Pad, and Tab were primitive examples of the types of mobile devices that we have today. The devices were built around productivity tasks (such as sending files to coworkers or increasing other types of office collaboration).

PARC’s other projects often strayed into the creative domain. One of PARC’s artists in residence, Natalie Jeremijenko, designed the “LiveWire (Dangling String)” in 1995. The artist attached a long string to the ceiling that was attached to a motor. The motor would make the string move when the computer network experienced traffic. A busy computing network would make the string move rapidly. According to the artist, the device was “placed in the spectacularly banal office environment” of Xerox PARC. 138 The project was well-received, in part, because it embodied the spirit of calm technology. Making information physical, while keeping this information on the periphery of human attention, was a clear example of Weiser’s aspirations.

While it can be useful to revisit these technologies, I will not do so in depth. Instead, I want to focus on the philosophical underpinnings of ubiquitous computing because they offer the clearest connection to the development of the cloud.

Philosophical Underpinnings

Xerox PARC, from its origins, had a fairly open approach to design. The earliest employee hires at PARC came into the Porter Drive offices (the first PARC location) with a literal blank slate. 139 As the research arm grew, Xerox hired more artists and scholars with backgrounds in the humanities. By the late 1980s, the office culture was well accustomed to incorporating deeper artistic symbolism into their technology. In 1993, this artistic commitment was made formal through the PARC Artist in Residence program (PAIR), which paired artists with scientists to collaborate. In the case of ubiquitous computing, Weiser’s idea was inspired by some of the earlier artistic projects at PARC. These artistic projects, along with Weiser’s own background in philosophy, led him to inject the idea of selective visibility into ubicomp.

Selective visibility is best defined through the wider lens of visibility. Visibility, as it is understood in social theory, is a way of enabling “the functioning of classificatory infrastructures.” Moreover, visibility serves as a means of measuring and exercising power. The pillory that criminals were locked to in 19th century England was visibility enacted as public shaming. Conversely, our walled prisons and solitary confinement use invisibility as a repressive tool, while retaining a clean exterior. Often what we refer to as “clean design” in technology speaks to our ability to engineer aesthetic cloaks around messy technical interiors. Selective visibility, therefore, can be seen as a means of shifting between different states of power, control, and cognitive importance. These elements of power through visibility are at work in the experiments at PARC.

This idea of selective visibility was drawn directly from philosophy. The philosophers that Weiser draws upon share a similar goal of attempting to understand technology’s role in unconscious embodied experiences. Previous scholarship has documented how Weiser drew upon these sources. In particular, psychologist Leila Takayama’s article on Weiser’s philosophical roots looks at Weiser’s references in the Scientific American publication. In her article, she works on breaking down Weiser’s words and describing the philosophical background behind each of Weiser’s ideas. After describing these philosophies (which I discuss later), Takayama turns towards the progression of ubiquitous computing after the early experiments at PARC. She suggests that the development of ubicomp after Weiser did not take into account the deeper philosophies and values embedded in Weiser’s ideas. By digging into these issues, Takayama suggests ubicomp researchers can refocus on a philosophy that leverages “human experience below the level of focused, conscious attention,” while allowing technologies that “simultaneously support and get out of the way of human interpersonal interactions and relationships.” This type of analysis can also help us understand ubiquitous computing’s relationship to the cloud. Takayama’s article offers a solid analysis of Weiser’s philosophical influences, to which STS can provide an additional lens layer of analysis.

Ubiquitous computing touches on a number of authors and themes that are commonly found in STS literature. Weiser himself cites a number of authors that could be considered within STS’s cannon. Perhaps the most relevant thinker Weiser cites is Michael Polanyi and his book The Tacit Dimension or Heidegger’s concept of “the horizon” and “ready-to-hand.” These philosophies help explain why Weiser wanted to shift the location of computing. Weiser’s writings do not go into depth about the specifics of these philosophes and how they apply to ubiquitous computing; however, it is clear that academic theories on the shifting visibility of information were central to the original notion of ubiquitous computing. In particular, the idea of “disappearance.”

The notion of disappearance occurs in both contemporary and early STS literature. The history of STS and the core texts of the discipline are largely focused on how scientific knowledge and technological systems are broken down, reconfigured, and packaged once more. An early

example of this is Ludwik Fleck’s discussions on “thought collectives” as making visible the inherently social aspects of science.\(^{143}\) After Fleck, the idea of invisibility was probably seen most clearly in the articles and books written on sociotechnical disputes. These case studies are instructive because they expose the rawest moments in the social construction of a technology and scientific theory. Part of the power of these case studies is that they make material what is otherwise ephemeral. These are, at their heart, stories that position the culture of science as disappearing and reappearing.

A focus on materiality in STS occurred perhaps most forcefully in the literature sometimes categorized as “laboratory studies.” In Latour and Woolgar’s book *Laboratory Life*, the lab is a place where inscription devices transform material into ideas.\(^{144}\) The specific material arrangements of the laboratory are removed when the experiment is transformed into a research paper. By jumping into the laboratory, STS researchers were able to uncover the everyday performance of science. The later push into Actor Network Theory research expanded these boundaries to materials beyond the laboratory, but they continue to put emphasis on the link between physical environments and ideological construction. This thread runs throughout STS literature. The example of the TEA Laser, for instance, is rooted in the importance of local knowledge and the linkage to the physical laboratory.\(^{145}\) More contemporary theories, such as Standpoint Theory, place the focus on the embodiment of knowledge.

The attention to the materiality of science and technology is relevant to the story of Xerox. This can be seen in the vision of ubicomp. The ubiquitous computing environment was imagined as more than simply a new type of technology. Instead, the creators of this vision focused on how to build environments that could modify and uplift the human experience. The demonstrations at Xerox PARC focused on the typical office workspace, but the ideology of ubicomp attempted to push beyond the conference room. These technologies were meant to be devices that worked alongside the user, smartly moving into a user’s focus when needed. An office with enough technological integration could, it was hoped, increase user productivity and enjoyment. For example, wireless technologies have long been the focus of ubiquitous computing projects because they allow offices to be organized differently by untethering the computer from the desk and allowing more creative organization of labor within the workspace.

By reading the early ubicomp texts, it becomes clear that there was an imagination of a broader technological future. For instance, in a joint article by Weiser and John Seely Brown (then a Chief Scientist at PARC), they discussed the importance of “the periphery” in technologies. In the article, they use the example of a car’s engine noise. Typically, when the engine is functioning properly, the noise sits in the periphery. However, an irregular sound quickly brings our focus to the mechanical issue. Weiser and Brown pushed for technologies that could “move easily from the periphery of our attention, to the center, and back.”\(^{146}\) The ability to keep things in the periphery allows humans to do multiple things at once, without the mental exhaustion of
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trying to maintain focus on each item in the periphery. The desire for innovations around the periphery was the main motivation for the label “calm technologies.”

How successful were they at their goal to design calm technologies? Like previous experiments at Xerox, that depends on how you measure success. In the 1990s, Weiser and his colleagues wrote a number of papers and invented a few demos of ubicomp devices. PARC was the center of innovation of ubiquitous computing and dominated the conversation about the future of ubicomp. This is reflected in a 1994 *Wired* article, where the author proclaimed, “PARC is Back!”147 The *Wired* journalist was impressed by the fresh, philosophically inspired ideas at PARC. However, the remaining question at the end of the article is whether Xerox would “fumble the future” again. In the article, John Seely Brown suggested that through a process of “co-evolution” PARC could work collaboratively with Xerox’s corporate strategy to mesh the research and commercial aims of each side.

As it turned out, the intellectual scope of PARC was deep and spread quickly into academic circles, but the actual material impact on Xerox’s business or any other technology firm was smaller than expected. No commercial products were made as a result of the research projects at PARC. Slowly, over the years, the interest in ubicomp within Xerox faded. In 2001, after years of declining profits, PARC was spun-off into an independent company. They were charged with focusing on building profits and a move from “open innovation” to “collaborative innovation.”148 This change in company culture has placed a focus on research ideas that must account for commercial viability.

This is not to say that the history of PARC prior to 2001 was without commercial motives. The history of ubicomp should be viewed with a critical eye. For instance, anyone familiar with Xerox’s history could understand that the appeal of this new computing environment was not entirely altruistic. From a business standpoint, being able to sell new technologically-enhanced office machines outside of the computer could be a new untapped market. This is not to mention the potential for an omnipresent panoptic tool in the office. An “always-on” environment could just as easily double as a new tool for squeezing productivity out of workers.

Despite this potential critique, I believe that as far as Weiser and his team were concerned, their efforts were truly benevolent. Weiser’s writings clearly show a desire to make human life more enjoyable. Sometimes these experiments manifested themselves in small ways, for instance, a system that could monitor the coffee pot to notify users over the local network when a fresh pot of coffee was made in the office.149 In other more substantial visions, Weiser dreamed of a playful vision of computing. In a concise letter writing on the importance of invisibility, Weiser wrote: “I propose childhood: playful, a building of foundations, constant learning, a bit mysterious and quickly forgotten by adults. Our computers should be like our childhood: an invisible foundation that is quickly forgotten but always with us, and effortlessly used throughout our lives.”150 This vision of childhood and the disappearance of computing points to Weiser’s
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desire to reduce the complexity of computing (particularly interfaces that distract our attention),
while still trying to build systems that engage the human spirit. The focus to bring humans into
harmony with computers through selective visibility can be seen throughout his writings.

It is important to note, however, that for as much as the name ubiquitous computing suggests a
world of computing everywhere, Weiser did not express much desire to inject smart technologies
into all landscapes. The ubiquity implies an intentional approach to technological environments
over a deluge of smart devices that add little value to the everyday experience of life. Looking at
the references to Polanyi and Heidegger, we can clearly see the importance of the tacit side of
ubicomp. The focus on the materials of everyday life is a more grounded approach to a rather
lofty technological goal.

What is perhaps the most instructive lesson from the work at PARC is the intentionality of the
ubicomp projects. It seems to me that Weiser is acutely aware of the power of black-boxing a
technology. Ubiquitous computing, as Weiser imagined it, was trying to create a technological
environment that draws upon the power of invisibility. Weiser asked designers of these
technologies to reimage the relationship between the user and the computer. In doing so, he
also wanted these designers to weave his own philosophy into these new technologies. In
Weiser’s mind, it was not simply enough to build a “smart” coffee maker. Instead, to be truly
ubiquitous computing, that new invention needed to mesh into the broader network of
 technological devices. Additionally, that coffee maker would integrate itself into the human
environment, disappearing when coffee is not needed and appearing when a caffeine jolt is
necessary. There is a touch of paternalism in this design logic. The employees of PARC seemed
to assume that their technology could be shaped for individuals rather than individuals being
active in shaping their own intention relationship with devices.

Even on a very simple level, Weiser was concerned primarily with reducing the amount of noise
in the human environment. In “The Computer for the 21st Century,” he states that “most
important, ubiquitous computers will help overcome the problem of information overload. There
is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer
 system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that fit
the human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a computer as
refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.”

The comparison to a walk in the woods is an attempt to align ubicomp with a more natural and intuitive way of computing. The metaphor of walking in the woods is perhaps a bit awkward, as it presumes a leisurely pace and safety without needing to pay attention to potential dangers around you. However, the larger point that Weiser is attempting to make is that ubiquitous computing should be designed to give users information when they request it, but not overwhelm them. Weiser’s push for a calmer computing future, however, was not fully adopted in the years following the introduction of the term.

Ubicomp Beyond Xerox

Xerox PARC’s experiments with ubicomp never died, but the energy and enthusiasm for the
projects diminished over time. Weiser continued to push for the idea until his untimely death
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from cancer in 1999.\textsuperscript{152} Interestingly, Weiser, for as much as he has been honored as the “father” of ubiquitous computing, started to be more protective of the phrase towards the end of his life as he witnessed the way the term could be misused. In a letter to a professor in the MIT Media Lab working on physical computing, he said, “my request is that you help me stop the spread of misunderstanding of ubiquitous computing based simply on its name. Ubicomp was never just about making ‘computers’ ubiquitous. It was always, like your work, about awakening computation mediation into the environment.”\textsuperscript{153} The revolutionary idea, as Weiser described it, was found in the structural changes to the infrastructure that enhanced everyday life.

Academics and mobile technology companies were some of the first to pick up the idea of ubicomp. In 1997, the journal \textit{Personal & Ubiquitous Computing} was founded and took up the idea of detaching computing from the desk. Initially, there was a real focus on everyday technologies. As the journal expanded, the focus turned to broader issues, but Weiser’s influence is still felt in the journal. In 1999, one of the first ubicomp conferences was held (then called Handheld and Ubiquitous Computing). At the first symposium, the majority of articles discussed ubiquitous computing in terms of building connected environments. A theme that ran throughout the first conference was a question of how to build a connected environment. Many of the speakers addressed the potential for adding sensors to new environments and measuring life outside of a traditional computing office space, such as the other spaces in a home or measuring the flow of information in a city.\textsuperscript{154} Weiser is mentioned in many of the articles, but his broader vision was largely ignored.

Outside of academia, the vision of ubicomp that PARC proposed largely was ignored. Instead, the focus of commercial business was, and continues to be, increasing the connectedness of different technologies. Mobile devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants, became the new site for spreading computing everywhere. For instance, in 1999, Nokia dominated the mobile device market and sponsored various ubicomp research (including the previously mentioned conference). In an interview with \textit{Wired}, the CEO of Nokia framed pervasive computing in terms of shifting computing from the desktop to the mobile device. In the same article, a researcher from Nokia sees these new mobile technologies as connecting us to our “herd,” suggesting that “pervasive wireless communication will bring us back to the behavior patterns that were natural to us and destroy behavior patterns that were brought on by the limitations of technology.”\textsuperscript{155} This vision of computing sits uncomfortably alongside Weiser’s vision of a similar “natural” relationship to technology.

As mobile devices continued to grow, the focus on pervasive or ubicomp faded from both the academic and commercial arenas. Journals that focused on ubicomp increasingly grew specialized and less connected with the philosophy that inspired PARC’s idea. Mobile devices continued to develop along with the maturation of Web 1.0 service. The dawn of Web 2.0 (a term used to describe an interactive and re-writable internet) pushed many companies to focus on

\textsuperscript{152} Want, Roy. “Remembering Mark Weiser: Chief Technologist, Xerox PARC.” \textit{IEEE Personal Communications}. February 2000.
building new digital environments. In the early 2000s, it seemed that ubicomp had fallen by the wayside.

From Ubicomp to the Cloud

As I have alluded to, the importance of the history of ubiquitous computing reemerged with the creation of the cloud. The cloud had repeatedly been framed as a new type of pervasive computing. Increasingly, the cloud is becoming married to the idea of the Internet of Things. In this union, we see Xerox’s initial vision starting to spread but with a modified narrative about the harmony between humans and technology. The cloud is seen to be the new computing environment that negotiates the conversations between all of our computing devices. The integration of the cloud with our local materiality has greatly increased in recent years. Smart home devices, like the Google Home or the Amazon Alexa, are the new physical embodiments of the cloud that act as a local bridge between the cloud and our local environments.

I argue that the cloud has developed with little focus on the actual history of ubiquitous computing. I have attempted to capture some of that history in this chapter. However, as much as I think the specific history is worth retreading, perhaps more important is looking at the fundamental ideas and commitments that the researchers at PARC introduced. By looking back at the work at PARC, we can highlight three interconnected concepts that tie into the history of ubicomp and the cloud.

One of the first concepts and design narratives is that these technologies should pay attention to the disappearance of technologies. It is perhaps more accurate to describe these technologies in terms of “selective visibility.” PARC researchers were focused on designing technologies around the idea of the periphery. Many products that are connected to the cloud are marketed in terms of their ability to be invisible from the user. However, invisibility is not the same as technologies in our periphery. There is a value in being able to selectively view infrastructure, to be able to move back and forth between our direct attention and our background. Weiser suggested that a technology should come into focus when it is useful for a user. However, many cloud services are designed to obscure the messiness that might expose some inconvenient truth. There are, of course, benefits of being able to hide the messy aspects of a technology from a user. Clean designs can be more usable and approachable; however, for many consumers of the cloud, this type of selective visibility is not an ability that is offered.

Related to this notion of invisibility is PARC’s focus on the materiality of ubicomp. The importance of a physical connection to these smart technologies was critical to the researchers at PARC. Many of the experiments at PARC were focused on the connection between the user and the environment that he or she existed in. The value of the technology was not found in an external dataset but in a desire to create a harmonious local network of devices. Much of the cloud today is still not focused on the actual materiality of computing environments. Instead, off-site data centers have shifted the space of computing to a more centralized location (an ironic twist from the original narrative about the cloud's ability to decentralize computing). When the cloud does focus on the materiality of local spaces (such as smart sensors), many of these devices are unable to communicate with one another because of siloed ecosystems.
Finally, the history of ubicomp is often concerned with the concept of harmony in the design of “calm technologies.” A commitment to designing calm technologies is rarely present in modern technologies, including the cloud. However, perhaps this idea from Weiser needs to be reintroduced into conversations regarding the cloud. The cloud is marketed as a smart technology that enables greater efficiency. Perhaps it is worth considering if the cloud could not be updated to include a calming component. A calm cloud could be defined as a distributed computing system that adapts to the expectations and desires of a user while remaining flexible to expansion or shrinkage. A calm cloud would need to focus on the interoperability of competing cloud systems so that a user could easily migrate his or her information between clouds. This calmness would be reinforced through standards and intelligent user experience design choices. This would require cloud businesses to rethink how information is captured and presented to the users. In turn, it would also require a reworking of the business model of cloud computing, as the current design of the cloud may interfere with the creation of calmness.

That said, I believe this notion of calmness actually meshes easily with the push for smart devices that are meant to use the cloud to facilitate everyday life. However, any move to build calm clouds should also take into account PARC’s design philosophy that these technologies ought to give users control over their own computing environment. The solution to calmer technologies may not be in adding more sensors to build a smarter cloud. Instead, the focus could be on building more intentional sensors that allow for a calm cloud. This would mean perhaps being clearer about the type of data gathered and limiting where and how that information is collected. Furthermore, it may slow down the flow of data, but it would also be a system that respects user preferences and larger geographic laws and customs.

Any effort to build a better cloud by revisiting the history of Xerox PARC should keep these ideas of disappearance, materiality, and calmness in mind. PARC’s vision of ubicomp offers insights into the way that the cloud can be modified to create a calmer, more intentional, technology. For as much as the cloud is described to be a realization of ubiquitous computing, the adoption of the philosophy behind the concept is lacking. The ubiquity of the cloud as it sits today is not the type of ubiquity that Weiser or many researchers at PARC imagined. It is important to highlight this distinction as the cloud continues to mature.

The following chapters take this history of ubiquitous computing and utility computing to address the sociological and political ramifications of the development of the contemporary cloud.
Chapter 3

Iconography, Coinage, and Formation of the Cloud

In the previous chapters, I highlighted two forms of computing that set the stage for the emergence of the cloud. In the first instance, I looked at the notion of utility computing. Utility computing offered a metaphor of computing beyond the local workstation. The metaphor of the computer utility presented many with a vision of computing that mirrored other large infrastructural systems. However, the idea lay dormant after the 1970s. In the second instance, I examined the way that ubiquitous computing developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Xerox PARC’s work on a new form of computing focused on developing intelligent computing environments, but their efforts were largely limited to small research prototypes. Despite this, the metaphor of ubiquity had a lasting effect on the development of the cloud.

In this chapter, I turn towards the birth and early development of the cloud. I start by discussing the iconography of the cloud and early instances of the cloud as a visual computing symbol. I then move to the coinage of the term cloud computing and the atrophy of the term in the late 90s. This discussion is followed by the rebirth of the cloud in 2006 and the maturation of the idea in later years. Throughout this chapter, I pay particular attention to the metaphor of the cloud and the ideology behind the early cloud.

There is particular focus in this chapter on the transition from the visual cloud, to “cloud computing,” and finally, “the cloud.” This is an important shift from visual, to adjective, and noun. The creation of “the cloud” is both a result of the culmination of networking technologies and a marketing campaign to flatten complexities and package a new computing marketplace. The positioning of the cloud, as a noun, gives this new computing infrastructure a sense of agency and importance. Curiously, even as cloud computing technologies become more clearly defined and delineated, the idea of “the cloud” remains mysterious. I often use these terms interchangeably because their meanings are linked together. However, the reader should keep in mind the distinction between “the cloud” as symbol, descriptor, and noun.

The primary purpose of this chapter is to point to the ambiguities found in the early representation of the cloud (in symbol form) as a means of dismantling the notion that the cloud’s meaning is fixed and stationary. Rather, the visual language of the cloud was in flux before the term was coined. Additionally, even after the cloud was introduced as a concept, there were numerous social actors who attempted to come to terms with what this new technology category ought to represent. Through these dialogue and early cloud experiments, a new vision of computing was melded together. In the process, the ideas of utility and ubiquitous computing were deployed, but ultimately the nuance of these early histories was not included in our modern notion of the cloud.

Cloud computing is an umbrella term that has attempted (and continues to attempt) to bring together multiple technologies, metaphors, and ideologies. This ability to expand and encompass a multiplicity of realities is one of the reasons that the idea of the cloud has persisted even as the underlying technologies have changed. By looking at the first examples of cloud computing, it is evident that the cloud was never created to be a static object. Instead, like an atmospheric cloud,
it can expand, shrink, and move with relative ease. Much of this flexibility seems to stem from the loose adoption and implementation of the cloud.

The original iconography of the cloud often stood to mean anything outside the control of a local computing network. As this chapter attempts to argue, much of the contemporary rhetoric about the cloud mirrors this original use of the symbol. The cloud is rarely a technology that individuals interact with. Instead, the connection to the cloud is a mediated experience that can intentionally or unintentionally obscure the connection between the user and the physical cloud. The language of the cloud, as well as some of the early cloud symbols, borrowed heavily from a marketing approach. I follow the evolution of the symbol and the term, to the implementation of the idea to demonstrate how many of the promises of the cloud are premised on certain assumptions about how users ought to use remote computing services. These assumptions are rooted in the notion that users should consume the cloud through a new type of computing relationship. In this agreement, the user is considered a temporary consumer of computing resources with the implicit bargain that a certain level of control will be released in exchange for an easily managed product. The iconology of the cloud feeds into this narrative by providing a visual symbol of computing outside of a user’s control.

Ultimately, the historical period captured here demonstrates the fading of visible geography and the establishment of a new cloud identity. The invisibility of cloud computing emerges from the creation of “the cloud” as a marketing tool. Even as new data centers were established to fortify the infrastructure’s backbone, the materiality of the cloud was not reflected in the public view. Rather, the materials of the cloud only helped cloak the growth of the term. Whereas the older symbols of the cloud presented us a vagueness without direct intention, the new symbol is intentional and full of action.

I argue that early cloud computing was conceived as a technology that meshed many technological visions while retaining a large amount of interpretative flexibility. It is important to pay attention to this moment in computing history because it helped frame the limits of what the cloud is and to what extent the cloud exercises control over the users. The early cloud was largely structured as a technology designed for individuals, but controlled by large technology companies. In part, this corporate control over the cloud was a byproduct of the emerging technological infrastructure that companies like Google and Amazon were building in the early 2000s. How the concept was introduced also demonstrates that the rush to the cloud was also motivated by a desire to control an emerging market in the networked computing space. This conversation is framed by a particular focus on the role of ideology in symbols, maps, and metaphors.

**Iconography**

In order to trace the origins of the cloud, it is important to look at both terminology and visual symbols. For cloud computing, the origins of the idea can be found in previous computing technologies. However, the visual representation of the cloud happened in a much more subtle fashion. The symbol of the cloud can be traced back to early maps of computer networks. These early network maps were largely a collection of lines, circles, and boxes.
Maps and symbols are, of course, political, and different disciplines have looked at the meaning behind them. Critical theorists have long taken issue with cartography as a means of naturalizing the cartographer’s perspective as universal. Reacting against modernism’s objectivism, many scholars have turned towards a study of “postmodern geographies,” which reject the universality of maps. Critical cartography tries to read the deeper meanings behind the symbol to deconstruct the dominant discourse. These discussions of cartography feed into a larger discussion of the role of symbols in constructing identity. For instance, Benedict Anderson’s discussion of national identity as an “imagined community” speaks to this point. This can be seen in Anderson’s discussions of maps as a form of print capitalism that binds a diverse community into an imagined whole. Theories similar to Anderson can be found throughout the social sciences.

Broadly speaking, the social sciences have looked at the importance of how we visualize metaphors. Metaphors and symbols are ways of grouping incoherent systems into an understandable whole. In George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s *Metaphors We Live By*, they make the argument that “spatialization” is often a key feature of metaphors. Abstract art, for instance, is regarded as being “high art,” whereas crude humor is found at the “bottom of the barrel.” This is important to keep in mind as we look at the history of the cloud. The iconography of the cloud is tied closely to the metaphor of the cloud. The visual language often places the cloud on a different spatial level. The written metaphor of the cloud only helps to solidify this distinction. Today, the visual and written languages of the cloud continually influence each other in a process of co-production. Early icons of the cloud, however, existed as purely visual culture in the form of maps and diagrams.

Within STS, the role of symbols and knowledge maps are central to core theories. A classic example of STS dealing with these topics is found in the construction of a scientific fact or theory. Theories map the work of numerous actors into a solid whole. In understanding how an idea is turned into a scientific fact, STS researchers unpack the social dynamics that link different actors together. Kuhn’s theory of “scientific revolutions” is one example of how different paradigms drive towards ideological consensus. Other scholarship has looked more closely at the politics of scientific citations (another form of a knowledge map). More broadly, STS has continually turned towards networks as a way of understanding how sociotechnical symbols can be deconstructed. This effort to understand networks is found throughout STS literature, most obviously in works utilizing Actor Network Theory. ANT, along with other STS work, has made the claim that symbols are political and bound to a historical moment unremarkable.
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Looking at the meaning of a symbol is important for how we link metaphor to imagery. A symbol, in the most simple definition, is a marking or object that holds meaning. The power of a symbol is found in the layers of meaning that sit behind the symbol itself. The defining characteristic of a symbol is that the meaning is relational. Whereas a metaphor is a comparison, a symbol is a representation. Symbols have no meaning outside a social context and often differ depending upon the audience. The study of symbols has been central to many academic fields, most obviously in semiotics. For the purposes of this chapter, ANT provides the primary theoretical framework for understanding symbols. ANT, sometimes called a material-semiotic method, does not make a clear distinction between language and real “things.” Rather a hybrid approach is favored, which extends “semiotics to things instead of limiting it to meanings.”163 A focus on networks is particularly useful when looking at the meaning of the cloud as a symbol as part of a map. Maps are ways of stitching symbols together to generate meaning. The lines on a map create meaning through symbols. These symbols on maps suggest who is inside of a network, point to relationships between actors, and exclude others. ANT’s focus on enrollment of actants and a commitment to symmetry are additional reasons why it is a useful tool for unpacking the history of the cloud.

In the field of Internet Studies, these theories are starting to be put into action. Maps of digital networks are starting to be critiqued.164 How computer networks represent the (in)visibility of data is of particular interest in the case of early cloud mapping. Because the rhetoric of cloud computing draws upon a selective visibility, it is important to treat the cloud as a symbol that has a real material impact on geography. Additionally, this idea of a shifting visibility is important because it speaks to the themes of knowledge and control. The early symbols of the cloud presented one version of control for a specific set of actors (primarily those involved in early computer networking). As the symbol of the cloud is transferred over to the modern cloud, the iconology of the cloud is placed in a new context with a different set of actors and economic dynamics. This transposition of the cloud allows for a new type of invisibility for cloud marketing and adoption.

In order to discuss the politics of internet maps, it is useful to start with the first packet-switched wide-area computer network, ARPANET. The first maps of ARPANET were simple drawings that resembled a wiring diagram. Black lines connected each node to the larger network. In a map from 1973, these lines connect boxes and circles.165 Zig-zag lines, similar to a lightning bolt, represented a satellite link between two universities. Other ARPANET maps placed these lines on top of a map of the internet. Each university or network hub was accurately placed, but the lines connecting each point were only an approximation of the actual wires that connected the computers together. These maps served a few important functions. Most importantly, they allowed the viewer to see the actors on the network clearly. If you wanted to understand how UCLA and MIT were linked, the map offered a clear path. However, these maps also served an
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alternative purpose. They give a clear structure to a physical network and a sense that the network is tied into itself.

It is also important to remember that the network maps represent a particular viewpoint of the map maker. In the case of ARPANET, many of the maps were made by network engineers from a defense contractor. The contractor, BBN, helped develop some of the core technologies of the network and used the data from their Network Control Center to produce the maps. BBN developed logical maps (lines and boxes that show the connections between the computers) and topological maps (geographic approximations of where in the United States the network stretched). These maps hide as much as they show. Internet historians have critiqued these maps for not showing a sense of flow, gateways, or hierarchy in the network. In the early ARPANET maps, there is little indication of the icon of the cloud. The lack of detail of a local computing environment (instead focusing on the broader network) points to a location where a cloud symbol could start to be used. Other technologies and networks were the first to employ the rounded edges of a cloud.

In the early history of networked computing, the majority of network maps held onto the rigid lines and rectangles. Still, there were instances that demonstrated the potential for artistic flexibility. We see this with the introduction of curved lines that eventually would transform into the cloud symbol. These clouds were first represented as fluid lines. One of the first instances of fluid lines was used in AT&T’s video conferencing service called “Picturephone” (1964). The map, in this instance, was visually less like a cloud and more like a wavy circle. The curves in the map represented a short-hand for describing all of the networks and systems that were outside the control of the network operator. The cloud started to take more shape in the decades following the Picturephone’s release. The significance of the Picturephone’s map, and later iterations of curved lines, was the way that it starts to disrupt the dominant visual map of cables linking different locations together.

In the 1970s, researchers in the United Kingdom started to develop the Joint Academic Network (JANET). The goal of the researchers at the time was to link the UK’s computing centers into a single network. In 1984 a network topology map showed the connection between JANET and the UK’s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL). In this map from the Science and Technology Facilities Council, there is a cloud-like symbol inside the RAL Local Area Network. The network map shows a line connecting JANET to RAL. In this instance, the cloud is the way that the computers on the RAL network connect to one another. However, there are no cloud symbols in the early JANET maps (they do appear later). This suggests that the cloud symbol is a form of abstraction. Computer that exist outside of the cloud are specific and identifiable. Conversely, the details of the equipment inside the cloud shape are considered unimportant.
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The symbol of the cloud was not used exclusively in network maps; it was also used in more general computer literature. Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World Wide Web, used the symbol of a cloud in his original proposal distributed to his colleague at CERN. In his proposal, he uses arrows, nodes, and clouds. Berners does not explicitly mention the use of the cloud, but his diagram uses the symbol to represent a general idea or topic. Non-cloud circles represent something specific, such as a location or specific technology. The cloud, in this instance, does not have any inherent meaning. Instead, it is a category that points to something other than itself.

The cloud icon did not see real popularity until the 1990s. A clear example of a cloud icon can be seen in the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET) map from 1991. NSFNET was originally developed as a way to link the NSF’s supercomputer centers together in the 1980s. In 1991 the NSFNET produced a map of the United States with a cloud symbol linking the locations together. The cloud is labeled “Backbone Infrastructure” to indicate the role that the network had in connecting these research locations together. The cloud stood in as the heart of the network. The symbol spoke to a broader change occurring in the management of the internet. The successful development of NSFNET marked the end of ARPANET (ARPA helped the transition to NSFNET) and a transition towards a commercial internet. In a map made four years later (1995), after the transition towards commercial ownership of the internet backbone, the NSFNET was still represented as a cloud that hovered over the nation. However, the symbol of the cloud stood in to be a Network Service Provider that provided the connections to smaller regional providers. The cloud, both as a national symbol and a means of grouping regional providers, suggests a symbolic language of power and an attempt to control the boundaries of computing. This power is enacted through the placement of the cloud above the nation and as omnipresent force that links individual computing locations together. Through these maps, the symbol of the cloud establishes computing boundaries by defining all other forms of networked computing in relationship to the cloud.

Usage of the cloud symbol increased on the verge of the term being coined. One example can be found in the National Press Building Network Topology map. Lines and symbols linking computers show the connection between the internal office technologies. Four clouds can be found over networks outside of the building. In this instance, the cloud represented a connection to an external network. Another example can be seen in the Energy Sciences Network high-speed computer map in 1994, which introduced a cloud around the letters “ATM.” ATM stands for asynchronous transfer mode, which is a network transferring approach for linking the
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Here the cloud represents a technology, rather than a specific place (in later maps, it was specified that the cloud represented the Internet Service Provider QWEST). Despite these early instances, the symbol of the cloud was not commonly used. In a 1994 report that focused on methods of mapping networks, the symbol isn’t found. The vast majority of computer networking maps continued to use non-cloud symbols. Still, these early examples point towards the meaning that sits behind the symbol of the cloud. They also provide an interesting contrast to recent NSF maps of the cloud, which lack detail or location specificity. This lack of detail suggests cloud’s spread across the entire network.

The representation of the cloud in computing has shifted as different actors have embraced the iconography of the cloud. In the case of these early symbols, the cloud was used to highlight a number of different meanings. In certain instances, the cloud symbol is used to indicate a system that is beyond the control of the viewer. In other instance, the symbol is a tool of abstraction that removes the specificity of technologies within a network. As I will discuss later, the use of the cloud is less diverse today. Large cloud arrays are privately held and are not built to link smaller clouds together. Rather, the plurality of clouds seems to be shrinking as large cloud providers consolidate the majority of the cloud market. Maps of cloud computing centers today are visual representations of infrastructural tools that can be tapped into (rather than traversed upon). These early visual symbols of the cloud are important to pay attention to because it demonstrates the malleability of visual symbols and the impact those symbols can have on our understanding of technological politics. Furthermore, these early visual images demonstrate that the issue of the cloud as a place of control and power is not a new occurrence.

The metaphor of the cloud, as I have discussed in the previous chapters, is a way of giving flexibility to a complex technological system. Clouds are seen as both material and ephemeral, depending on who is drawing the picture. Symbols shift in meaning as different actors imprint their own interpretation on the system. In the same way that utility or ubiquitous computing has taken on different meanings from their historical origins, looking at the changing visual nature of clouds can potentially help us analyze, contextualize, and critique the continued development of the cloud today.

Coinage

Despite these early visual symbols of the cloud, the term “cloud computing” was not coined until 1996. Two men, George Favaloro and Sean O’Sullivan, are generally credited with the term cloud computing. Favaloro worked for the computer hardware company Compaq. Favaloro, a marketing executive, was looking for a way to sell Compaq computers to Internet providers. O’Sullivan, the founder of a startup called NetCentric, was in discussions with Favaloro about a partnership between the two companies. In their negotiations about a five million dollar
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investment, they imagined a new way of selling computing services over the Internet. NetCentric’s “Point-of-Presence software” was meant to introduce a new way of running “software inside the internet.”\(^{181}\) In describing this new approach to remote software, they coined the term cloud computing.

The cloud was initially framed as a broad marketing term. In a draft of a press release, Compaq stated that the partnership with NetCentric would allow “ISPs to better address business communications needs and dramatically increase revenues by offering metered pay-as-you-go services, such as Internet-based fax, voice, video conferencing, and file management services.”\(^{182}\) The press release also underscored the value of cloud computing as being a “universal platform” that could run on any system. This universality seems primarily focused on providing ISPs a choice in how to deploy cloud computing services, not on a notion of egalitarian access. ISPs, which did not sell computing hardware to users, saw potential in being able to indirectly sell access to computing power remotely on top of their traditional internet utility service. The primary user of the cloud was meant, at least initially, to be a business user. The notion that the cloud was initially a public resource is decidedly untrue.

Much of this focus on targeting business users can be attributed to Compaq’s own business goals. In a 1996 internal document, Compaq’s Internet Solutions Division sought to target Network Service Providers as a way to “transition from providing basic services today (access only) to providing value-added services.”\(^{183}\) Of course, it is important to note the context in which the idea of the cloud was being proposed. These discussions occurred just prior to the dot-com bubble. Compaq was looking to invest in new compelling technology companies. In general, there was a new acceptance of these startups as a new growth mechanism. Personal computer ownership had risen in the early 90s, which helped fuel these investments in novel ideas. In 1997, 36.6% of American households owned a computer, and 18% of those had access to the internet.\(^ {184}\) These numbers, while small today, were a dramatic increase from the start of the 90s.

Compaq wanted a way of managing chaos during this turbulent time. In a later interview, Favaloro said that “computing was bedrock for Compaq, but now this messy cloud was happening and we needed a handle to bring those things together.”\(^ {185}\) The cloud, from its inception, was a term that was meant to pacify and control an unwieldy technological environment. The term was, and is, a way of linking together many different services under a broad umbrella. Many of the services proposed in 1996 were aspirational and not truly possible at the time. Nearly all consumer internet users were using slow modems before the spread of broadband access. The information infrastructure to support these demanding applications simply would not be robust enough until a few years later. Favaloro and O’Sullivan’s idea of the cloud, however, would prove to be the antecedent to the public emergence of the cloud in the middle 2000s.

From 1997 to 2006, there are very few references to cloud computing. During this time period, however, a number of large technological changes were occurring that helped set the stage for the emergence of the cloud. Some of the most important changes during this period involved shifting network technologies. Two of these technologies that I will highlight are the spread of high-speed internet access and virtualization.

In the previous chapters, I have argued that utility computing and ubiquitous computing were two major predecessors to the cloud. In the case of utility computing, one of the primary limitations was the lack of a strong information infrastructure. The success of many early time-sharing companies, like Tymshare, depended on access to the networks of telecommunication companies. Even if a timesharing company leased telephone lines, access to the network could be slow and expensive. Furthermore, these new information networks could not be accessed by the majority of people or small businesses. Those with the financial means to access the service were still limited by the amount of bandwidth that could be carried over the telephone lines. It wouldn’t be until the start of the 21st century that broadband service would become commonplace in the United States, and the network would have sufficient bandwidth to handle data-intensive tasks.

Similarly, in the case of ubiquitous computing in the early 1990s, many of the technological standards and network infrastructure were not yet robust enough to support common cloud computing tasks. Xerox’s work on ubicomp played an important role in envisioning a densely interconnected local computing environment. What this vision didn’t fully articulate was the wide-scale networks that would make these connections both possible and valuable. For instance, when Weiser imagined ubicomp, Wi-Fi computing standards had not been put into place, and the majority of desktop or laptop devices were hardwired. The expense of producing small computers also limited the commercial possibility of ubicomp devices. Perhaps more important, most computing tasks were localized. The software that Xerox imaged was local and not built to exist “in the cloud.”

Shortly before the term cloud computing was reintroduced to the public, a number of key cloud technologies were invented or refined. The refinement of “virtual machines” (VM) in particular helped spur the development of early cloud applications. Unlike a traditional computer, a virtual machine can exist entirely as a separate container within a computer. One powerful computer can run multiple virtual machines that can be used by multiple users (an end-user may not even be aware they are sharing the same computing hardware). Virtualization was a core component of early timesharing and proved to be an efficient means of sharing computer processing and storage capabilities. In the early 2000s, virtualization expanded beyond the rudimentary uses that early time-sharing systems employed. One key improvement was the ability to place a gap between the physical hardware of the computer and the user, which allowed a number of important applications. One of these applications was the creation of robust VMs that could emulate the experience of using a computer locally. Multiple instances of a computer’s operating systems could be run on the same computer.
VMware, which was later acquired by Dell, released their influential VM software in 1998.\textsuperscript{186} By 2001, their \textit{VMware Server} software allowed a single processor to run up to 20 virtual machines at once.\textsuperscript{187} Developments in virtualization helped push the industry towards a consolidation of computing resources. Without virtualization, the cloud could not exist in its current form. A core feature of the cloud is that cloud services are dynamic. What virtualization allows is a separation of hardware from software and for those resources to be allocated dynamically. On a technical level, this is significant because it allows for flexibility in allocating computing resources. The more significant political aspect of this separation speaks to the untangling of the user from control over remote resources (typically servers). This move away from local computer management has had a large impact on the IT workforce that historically has worked with computers locally and is consequently changing the location and labor pool of these professions. Ordinary users have also seen large shifts away from local control of programs and computing resources, even as computing infrastructures attempt to erase the boundaries between the local and remote.

The development of virtualization occurred alongside major changes in the public internet. Changing network architectures made remote connections more commonplace, even amongst non-business users. In the 1970s, telecommunication companies used a network protocol called X.25 to carry voice other telephone lines.\textsuperscript{188} This allowed for more users to share infrastructure to make “virtual calls,” which could be billed depending upon the usage of the network.\textsuperscript{189} The X.25 protocol suite was eventually supplemented by the frame relay standard. These standards gave way to the use of Virtual Private Networks that could transmit data securely while using the public internet infrastructure. This meant that the emerging web could serve as a secure means for remote computing. As more users took to the internet, web-based businesses started to disrupt many industries, both for technology firms and non-digital businesses.

Part of this change was a new wave of “Web 2.0” companies that could challenge the dominance of older software and hardware companies such as Microsoft. Google and Amazon, two titans of the cloud today, were developed with the help of these more dynamic technologies created during the Web 2.0 boom. The economics of the information technology industry changed. Companies that relied upon computer hardware and software sales were challenged by these new internet companies. In turn, search and e-commerce businesses demanded a more flexible computing infrastructure in order to continue growing. These businesses started to work on internal systems that resemble the cloud infrastructure that we are familiar with today. That said, neither Amazon nor Google made an effort to sell their internal services to outside organizations. Instead, small companies started selling cloud computing services without the cloud terminology.

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
In 1999 the startup Salesforce offered a modern preview of the cloud. Salesforce was founded with the stated goal of “delivering essential business applications and services via the Internet.” Today Salesforce is a cloud computing company. The primary aim of Salesforce was to develop a cloud business around the idea of “software as a service” (SaaS). Businesses could tap into Salesforce's servers running software remotely. An early slogan that the company promoted was “no software.” The slogan implied that software would move away from local desktops and towards a continually updating software product in the cloud.

Salesforce marketed their product as a way of empowering and building a continuing relationship with consumers. In 2004 the Chief Customer Officer at the time, Jim Steele, pitched the benefits of Salesforce. In an interview, he said, “when people buy software, they have no choices. By renting software as a service as we do, they always have a choice.” Steele’s comments came in reaction to the traditional desktop software business model where the software is sold once, and there is less incentive to support the software on a long-term basis. Salesforce's actions were an early signal of the move away from ownership of software. This was one of the company’s primary goals, to create a business around perpetual rental of software over ownership. This particular notion of “choice” is tied to the idea that consumer freedom comes from the ability to switch between software, while always being under the umbrella of a large virtualized computing environment. This rental economy has since become one of the cornerstones of the cloud.

Alongside the growth of Web 2.0 companies, and the push for SaaS at Salesforce, the physical infrastructure of the internet was being improved. Major investments from the dotcom boom increased investment in fiber optic cables, both on land and at sea. Many of these investments were financial risks, but they have enabled many companies to build their cloud on top of a data-rich resource. These previous projects often are overlooked in the history of the cloud but are a critical part of the story. Writing about submarine cable investment in 1996, writer Neal Stephenson argued that “once a cable is in place, it tends to be treated not as a technological artifact but almost as if it were some naturally occurring mineral formation that might be exploited in any number of different ways.” In the case of the cloud, these resources were drawn heavily upon.

These improvements to the internet’s infrastructure and the changing economic possibilities for online businesses helped create an environment where remote computing could thrive. This period also marks the start of a more widely commercialized internet and a new pool of users. At the start of the 21st century, many jobs that could previously only be practically done locally (such as storing or transferring large files) could now be executed remotely. The web was rapidly changing, and the second emergence of the cloud loomed just around the corner.
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(Re)Introducing the Cloud

The first real public introduction of the cloud occurred at the Search Engine Strategies Conference in August 2006. Eric Schmidt, then the Chairman and CEO of Google, discussed a new model of computing. He argued that most IT companies “were build up around a model where you had a PC client and then a set of services, Unix, OS2, Windows, etc., and a lot of proprietary protocols between those.” Schmidt then reintroduced the idea:

It starts with the premise that the data services and architecture should be on servers. We call it cloud computing – they should be in a "cloud" somewhere. And that if you have the right kind of browser or the right kind of access, it doesn't matter whether you have a PC or a Mac or a mobile phone or a BlackBerry or what have you – or new devices still to be developed – you can get access to the cloud. There are a number of companies that have benefited from that. Obviously, Google, Yahoo!, eBay, Amazon come to mind. The computation and the data and so forth are in the servers.

In 2006 this proposal symbolized a turn away from the dominance of older IT business models and towards a new type of network architecture. It was a shift that many, including Schmidt, predicted. In 1993, Schmidt had said that “when the network becomes as fast as the processor, the computer hollows out and spread across the network.” He added that the true profits will not go to “the companies making the fastest processors…but to the companies with the best networks and the best search and sort algorithms.”

Google was not alone in seeing the benefits of shifts. Amazon, for instance, started working on building their internal network as an eventual public infrastructure resource. From 2003 to 2004, a small team at Amazon started to work on a plan to standardize Amazon’s retail infrastructure and potentially sell virtual servers to the public. Two years later, Amazon introduced its “S3” service, which is a cloud storage solution (although the language of the cloud is absent in the initial press release).
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In the months and years following Schmidt’s interview, a number of companies adopted the language of the cloud. In August of 2006, Amazon announced its “Elastic Compute Cloud” service that has become the bedrock for many cloud computing environments today.  

Google released its App Engine in 2008, Google Storage in 2010, and eventually its Google Cloud Platform in 2011. Nearly all major tech companies announced some type of cloud product during this time frame (such as Microsoft’s Azure, Apple’s iCloud, and IBM Cloud). The language of the cloud gave technologists and the public a term that encapsulated this wide-scale transformation. This language was not formed by accident. The cloud, from the first coining of the term, was a marketing decision. The language of the cloud makes the business model of the cloud more abstract and detached from the actual services being rendered and the infrastructure that is being drawn upon.

During the early 2000s, the implementation of the cloud was primarily focused on taking advantage of existing corporate computing infrastructures. This was especially true for “Web 2.0” companies with large amounts of underutilized compute. As the concept started to take hold in the late 2000s, the idea of the cloud started to spread beyond the idea of simply rentable virtual computers. In 2008, the vice president of Hewlett-Packard was one of many who saw the cloud as a new computing landscape where “the search for information will be done for you, not by you.” In this viewpoint, the transformation is about making “everything a service.”

Much of this change in rhetoric came from pursuing new markets. While the market for cloud computing services continued to grow during this time period, the overall cloud market started to open up to a non-technical audience. Statements, like the one made by HP’s vice president, were early attempts to frame the cloud as beneficial for the general public because they offer a more managed and intelligent delivery of computing resources. Of course, this comes at the cost of turning more control over to the operator of the cloud.

For the most part, the cloud was largely unproblematised during this period. General consumer knowledge and adoption of cloud services were comparatively small compared to today. Still, there were some who warned of the changing computing landscape. Richard Stallman, the creator of the operating system GNU and the Free Software Foundation, spoke harshly in 2008 of the cloud. He warned that the use of the cloud leads to a loss of individual control and is driven by marketing logic. Likewise, Larry Ellison, founder of Oracle, bashed the idea of the cloud as a “fashion-driven” fad which amounts to “complete gibberish.” Ironically, Oracle’s main business model is in the cloud, and Ellison has since changed his opinion.

**A Changing Linguistic and Visual Landscape**
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By adopting the language of the cloud, organizations also tie themselves to the history and visual culture of the cloud. Turning towards the metaphor of the cloud was not a neat, simple, or organized process. Instead, the move to the cloud was (and continues to be) a messy and complicated process. The initial adoption of the cloud was focused on developers and businesses that wanted access to a robust computing infrastructure. Later, as the cloud developed, it was marketed to general consumers as a product to be lived in or consumed (rather than buying access to). Through the early years of the cloud, the meaning of the cloud has been contested and tweaked. Despite this complexity, there has been a move towards accepting the symbol of the cloud as part of the internet’s makeup.

When organizations and companies first introduced the cloud to their potential audience, they framed the cloud in different ways. Much of the initial marketing of the cloud was aimed at developers. One of the possible reasons that developers were the initial audience was the perception that they would adopt new technologies more readily. Perhaps, more importantly, is that many of the initial cloud services were products that appealed to developers’ needs. Developers and other IT professionals often use the cloud differently than a typical user because their work draws more upon virtualization and other large-scale applications. This is reflected in how the cloud was marketed and draws upon the history of utility computing. For instance, early into the rebirth of the cloud, the CEO of Amazon Jeff Bezos posed the question: “You don’t generate your own electricity. Why generate your own computing?” Comparisons to the electrical grid are ways of treating the cloud as an infrastructural resource and is also a way of speaking to the previous histories of utility computing.

By taking a look at the first cloud products, it is clear that the cloud was marketed differently to technologically savvy developers over a general consumer. The developer’s cloud is transparent and specific, whereas the general user is vague and abstract. This was certainly the case for Amazon’s EC2 service. Interestingly, the symbol of the cloud was not particularly prominent in early marketing materials. In 2008 Amazon’s webpage describing the service spent little time describing what the cloud is and was more focused on the benefits of their service for developers. Unlike contemporary cloud services, the description of what the service is and the technological underpinning of the service are straightforward. The primary marketing message is focused on reliability and cost-effectiveness. The cloud “instances” are described in terms of the hardware specifications of the computer and where geographically the cloud service is located. This is important for a number of reasons, primarily because it reduces latency to the end-user. The location of the server is also important when building platforms to conform to different legal systems (either on a state or national level).

This approach to marketing the cloud resembles the original imagination of a computer utility service. Computer service is billed by usage, and the user has more freedom to do what they would like on the system. In some ways, this vision of utility computing is more expansive because users are not limited to a single computer but can easily scale-up. Additionally, like the relatively open time-sharing platforms from the 1960s, Amazon offered many open-source
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software choices for developers on EC2. By partnering with Sun Microsystems and Red Hat Linux, Amazon was able to offer an open platform for users and not force users into a closed ecosystem. These features suggest that perhaps certain values of a utility computer vision were built into these early cloud computing products.

Where the example of Amazon’s EC2 system doesn’t match the story of utility computing is the political issues that plagued early utility systems and the open dialogue about how the system ought to be regulated. The academic researchers in the 1960s imagined a computing infrastructure service that looked quite different than the private service that Amazon offers. Questions of ownership, regulation, and access are absent from the contemporary conversation. Instead of universities operating and directing the fate of these networks, these new infrastructures are wholly owned by private capital. Due to changing regulatory frameworks, these private networks were able to grow quickly during the early 2000s. One of the primary stumbling blocks of the utility computing conversations in the 1970s occurred as the FCC moved to regulate the telecommunication services during that time. The cloud of today seems to escape these types of regulatory investigations because it doesn’t appear on the outside to be a natural monopoly, largely because it is geographically dispersed (not a product of a single country) and not seen as a critical backbone of the modern web. Ultimately the question of regulation was put aside as the internet turned towards commercialization and towards a new type of utility computing.

In the late 2000s, the cloud started to mature, and the audience for the cloud expanded to general consumers. During this period, there was a noticeable shift in how the metaphor of the cloud was deployed. This shift can be seen in the new consumer-facing products that were marketed at the time. Products like Google Apps, Dropbox, or Apple’s iCloud were all released around the same time. These services fall into the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) category. Unlike IaaS or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), the user of SaaS applications is completely separated from the hardware and underlying applications of the cloud. Instead, the user is totally enclosed in a virtualized space. While SaaS solutions were not first invented during this period, the significance and ubiquity of SaaS solutions grew as large technology companies build out their cloud infrastructures. At the same time, users were more likely to own multiple devices and wanted a way of syncing their files across computers and accessing their data on-demand.

In 2011, Apple announced its iCloud service to replace its similar, but less functional, MobileMe product. During iCloud’s unveiling Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple, painted a picture of the cloud as a means of creating harmony between various devices. In describing the service, he said that “we are going to demote the PC and the Mac to be a device...and we are going to move the digital hub, the center of your digital life, into the cloud.” Arguing against the idea that the “the cloud is just a hard disk in the sky,” iCloud is the product that will weave all of your products together so that “it all just works.” This vision of computing speaks to the dreams of some ubiquitous computing advocates who wanted a seamless connection between multiple devices.
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The visual symbol of the cloud played a prominent role in Apple’s announcements. In the presentation, the icon of the cloud hovers above all of the computers and mobile devices of the potential consumer. Instead of drawing permanent lines between the devices and the cloud, small lines beam up and down information from the cloud and the hardware. The cloud ties the ecosystem together, but the visual language is an effortless, invisible connection. The cloud symbol can also be found in individual apps. The “Documents in the Cloud” app has a silver cloud inside a document. In other apps, like Photo Stream, clouds can be seen floating in the background. The entire presentation gives the feeling that the specter of the cloud floats with unrelenting persistence in the Apple ecosystem.

Not mentioned in Apple’s presentation are the underlying systems of control that this vision of the cloud offers. The cloud not only allows for the easy syncing of files and preferences, but it also hooks Apple’s technological infrastructure into your personal devices (assuming they are devices made by Apple). The convenience of the iCloud comes at a cost, both a yearly fee and a broader social cost. By uploading your digital life to the cloud, there is a large incentive to remain tied to the cloud. As the iCloud system has matured, it has become necessary to attach oneself to the cloud to have access to the latest features. The allure of the cloud is not exclusive to Apple, and the story of iCloud can be seen to a lesser degree in Google and Microsoft’s own cloud offerings.

In these SaaS examples, we get the strongest indication that the symbol of the cloud serves as a shorthand for describing technology that users interact with but is largely outside their control. The cloud industry is full of the cloud symbol floating over devices and locations. For instance, in an advertisement for Amazon’s “cloud player,” a smiling cloud sits between the consumer’s workplace and home. The cloud player is touted as “your own online, secure, personal music space.” In another example, Google Drive does not use a cartoon cloud but represents the Google SaaS applications as floating in an abstracted grey background. The narrator tells the listener that “now all your stuff is in one place, easy to find, and easy to share.” It is not mentioned where this place is. In other cloud advertisements, the Google Play store (where Google sells movies, music, television shows, books, and applications) is shown linked to the Google cloud drive without reference to the actual materiality of the Internet and the servers that allow the distribution of this content.

Changing Weather

Looking back at the development of the cloud from its early beginning as a visual symbol, we can start to understand the political implications behind the strategic deployment of the cloud. It is important to note that throughout this chapter there has never been a monolithic symbol. There were, and continues to be, contradictions about where the cloud sits visually and how the metaphor should be interpreted. I have attempted to give a sketch of the broad changes in the visual and rhetorical culture of the cloud. Rather than weakening the impact of the symbol, I
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think that this ambiguity is what gives the cloud its power and flexibility. That said, I believe there has been a noticeable shift in the dominant ways that the cloud symbol is deployed.

In the earliest examples, the cloud did not float over the entirety of devices and locations. Instead, the symbol often stood in for something that the network map designer did not have control over. The wavy lines in AT&T’s picturephone gave way to the geographic placement of the cloud over the early computer networks. In the UK, JANET connected to a remote cloud at another research site. Here, the symbol of the cloud indicated either a connection to another network or a network that was controlled by a different network operator. Early network maps, before the cloud was coined, did not use the symbol in the same way, but no instance that I have come across uses the cloud as an omnipresent symbol as it is commonly used today.

After the coinage of the cloud, the metaphor and the symbol took a turn towards a more universal approach. A cloud started to erase geography. The data centers and computers that the cloud sits above are hidden behind the shine of new consumer products. In the instances where the materials of the cloud are not hidden, those products (primarily IaaS and PaaS services) target technologically savvy users that want access to the power technological infrastructures that were developed in the early 2000s. This difference in the way that these services are marketed speaks to the politics of the cloud. Those that pay for access to computing power are more closely tied to the geography of the cloud. In this instance, the symbol of the cloud plays a diminished role. In those SaaS programs, users have less control over the underlying infrastructure and little idea of where the infrastructure is located.

Understanding the history of how the symbol and the language of the cloud have changed reveals the power of metaphors in directing technological possibilities. The use of the cloud was not a historic inevitability. The history demonstrates that the cloud, as an idea, grew from a marketing term. The marriage of the symbol and language after 1996, along with changes in technological standards and internet infrastructure, helped make the symbol of the cloud a powerful metaphorical tool. The ambiguity of the cloud hides the complex histories of the computer legacies that it is built upon (primarily utility and ubiquitous computing). By recognizing the social construction of this symbol, we can start to unpack the quickly closing cloud-shaped box.

Turning towards the contemporary moment, the metaphor and symbol of the cloud have only become more dominant as more companies have made aggressive turns towards the cloud. Nearly all major tech companies have recognized the economic necessity of controlling the information infrastructure that connects businesses to their customers. In the following chapter, I will discuss the significance of this shift by examining the material infrastructure that is hidden behind the rhetoric and visual symbols of the cloud.
Chapter 4

Materials of the Cloud

The politics of the cloud are found in the materials of the system, as well as the representations of that materiality. The cloud, both as an idea and a set of technologies, could not exist without some type of underlying physical infrastructure. The idea of the cloud does not exist in a vacuum. The visions of computing that the previous chapters have addressed have largely been discussed in terms of ideas, but it is important to point out that these visions of computing could not have been realized without the invention and deployment of computing hardware. The history of the cloud follows this same story. Without the production and installation of hardware, the cloud would not exist in its current form today.

Understanding the history of the cloud requires looking beyond specific hardware inventions. Many histories have been written about specific computers or companies that had a hand in promoting the idea of the cloud. These histories are valuable but are somewhat ineffective at studying large-scale changes. In order to address the development of the cloud, we need to look at the broad changes in information infrastructure that allowed the different actors to model what the cloud is or what it ought to be. This involves an understanding of the networks that the idea of the cloud attaches itself to. These points of attachment provide us with a framework of the cloud, a way of understanding the actors in the network, and the politics hidden under the promise of an abstracted form of detached computing.

Highlighting this attachment is important because it makes the ephemeral solid. To understand the material history of the cloud is to see the cloud as something inextricably linked to the internet’s infrastructural history. The cloud is spread across geographies but exists in real spaces. The data centers that hold the main processing and storage power of the cloud are the many hearts of the cloud’s anthropomorphized body. To carry the metaphor further, the arteries of the cloud are seen in the thousands of miles of fiber optic cables that tie different digital actors together. Throughout this technological organism, there are also organic actors that work to maintain the health and well-being of the network.

It is impossible to draw the boundaries of the cloud accurately. This chapter makes no attempt to do so. Instead, this section seeks to understand the relationship between the ideology and the materials of the cloud. Previous chapters have attempted to dismantle the natural order of the cloud by highlighting the historical incongruences of the cloud’s prehistory. This contribution supplements those discussions by looking at the material impact of the cloud. Pointing out the physical nature of the cloud doesn’t discount the strong impact that visions of computing can have. Instead, the focus on the material only highlights further the way that the metaphorical cloud and the cloud infrastructure are continually co-producing each other. As technologies change, the vision and boundaries shift as well. Likewise, changing technological visions impact the real material of the cloud.

This chapter starts by first addressing how scholars in material culture, STS, and internet studies have understood the relationship between materiality and ideology. After addressing those
theoretical roots, I turn towards an overview of cloud infrastructure and prior work that has been done to address the materiality of the cloud. Finally, to illustrate how the material infrastructure of the cloud is embedded in the history of politics, I focus on recent investments in underwater submarine communication cables by technology companies. Throughout this chapter, I underscore that grappling with the politics of the cloud requires diving into the broader network that links multiple clouds together.

Previous chapters have argued that cloud is a blend of computing ideologies that have been meshed into a contemporary whole. The way that the cloud has been framed, either in the case of ubiquitous computing or utility computing, has often overlooked the material reality of these computing technologies. The metaphor of the cloud continues to suggest a form of computing detached from space. In this chapter, the physical aspects of the cloud are discussed; I argue that the material infrastructure of the cloud is central to the current and future possibilities that the cloud allows. If we continue to separate the cloud from the networks that maintain its function, we will have an incomplete understanding of the potential possibilities, issues, and challenges. The politics of the cloud resides not only in what the cloud represents. Instead, the politics live in the network, in the cables that carry the signals and the human labor that maintains those infrastructures.

Public Clouds

Before delving into the specifics of the material cloud, it is worth looking at the dominant cloud discourse. There have been different attempts to define what cloud computing is. Perhaps one of the most pervasive definitions comes from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which identifies five key features: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service.211 The NIST definition further clarifies what the cloud is by looking at different service models of cloud computing (Software/Platform/Infrastructure as a Service [SaaS/PaaS/IaaS]) and the deployment model (Private, Community, Public, and Hybrid). This rather wide definition of the cloud has left quite a bit of flexibility for different actors to model their own idea of what the cloud is.

The NIST’s definition is a product of many technical researchers and information technology professionals working on the boundaries of the term. The stated purpose of the definition is to “serve as a means for broad comparisons of cloud services and deployment strategies, and to provide a baseline for discussion from what is cloud computing to how to best use cloud computing.”212 The definition is primarily focused on the structure of services (such as how usage is billed or what IT product is being sold). What this approach does not capture are the larger infrastructural characteristics that make up the cloud. For instance, there is not a clear distinction between “the cloud” (as a global network) and “clouds” (multiple competing networks). This distinction is important because it brings up issues of how the cloud is actually deployed and to what extent interoperability should be expected between providers. Rather, the definition focused primarily on the way that cloud computing can function on many layers.

IT professionals have long used the language of “layers” as a metaphor for understanding different aspects of computer networking.\(^{213}\) This community has also been responsible for much of the clarification regarding SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. In both the NIST’s definition, and definitions found more broadly, there is a fuzzy relationship between the software and the hardware of the cloud. Cloud infrastructure, as the NIST sees it, is both “a physical layer and an abstraction layer” where the “abstraction layer sits above the physical layer.”\(^{214}\) This is similar to the Open Systems Interconnection model that segments computing and telecommunication systems into different conceptual layers (typically seven) from the physical to the application.\(^{215}\) Likewise, the NIST sees the cloud through this lens but the layers are not as neatly segmented. The physical layer, according to the NIST, includes any hardware resources to support the cloud services. These physical resources, however, continually bleed into the definitions of the cloud’s software layers (especially in the case of IaaS).

When we start looking at the language of the cloud outside of a technical framing, the definitions are more general. The definition of the cloud changes largely depending upon the audience. For instance, when talking to users of AWS (a developer-focused product), Amazon defines cloud computing as “the on-demand delivery of compute power, database storage, applications, and other IT resources through a cloud services platform via the internet with pay-as-you-go pricing.”\(^{216}\) This differs from more consumer-focused definitions which often touch upon some of these criteria, but are less nuanced. In the most causal of definitions, the cloud is a place that exists beyond your local computer.

One of the common trends that can be noticed throughout the technical and more casual definitions of the cloud is an underappreciation or recognition of the materials of the cloud. The discussions of the cloud as physical often take place amongst information technologists that are either deploying their own private cloud or have the need to visit their local cloud data center physically. For certain jobs, such as working physically inside an Internet Exchange Point or managing the hardware of a data center, the cloud becomes immediately physical.

The following section of the chapter looks at the materials of the cloud through academic theories from STS and infrastructure studies. The purpose of this section is to build a picture of how the cloud exists in the real world alongside the common definitions of the cloud. What I attempt to show is that an understanding of how the cloud sits upon the natural landscape can have an impact on the ideological debates about the future of computing. Without at least a somewhat clear picture of the infrastructure of the cloud, the conversations about the cloud will ultimately miss the material impact of this new technological arrangement.
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Theorizing A (Physical) Landscape

It is helpful to look at some of the literature in STS and infrastructure studies as a means of giving context to the creation of the cloud. This section starts by looking at the materiality of infrastructure and moves towards a more general overview of materials in STS. A common theme that flows throughout these different academic disciplines is the idea that to understand how politics are embedded in objects and systems, we need to look at the relationship between networks. Recognition that “artifacts have politics” is nothing new in STS, but the recognition of the idea is still powerful when coupled with the understudied side of technological infrastructures.\(^{217}\)

Within STS, the question over materiality has been one of the central themes and points of fracture within the discipline. In the 1960s and 70s, the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) emerged as a discipline. Following the influential works of Merton and Kuhn, sociologists of science began to question the extent to which social judgments constructed sociotechnical systems. The “strong programme,” primarily lead by sociologists at the Edinburgh School, looked at how scientific theories developed from social positions (not universal truths).\(^{218}\) Critiques of the strong programme argued the core tenants of the theory (causal, impartiality to truth and falsity, symmetry, reflexivity) leave too much room for absolute relativity.\(^{219}\) Perhaps most saliently, some argued that the strong programme ignored too much of the materials of science.\(^{220}\) Early theories on the social construction of science have been criticized for failing to account for science in practice.\(^{221}\) Moves towards the study of the lab and other ethnographic work were, in part, responses to this critique.\(^{222}\)

The co-discipline of STS, the History of Technology, has historically tried to inject discussions of the physical into theory. In *Technology and Culture*’s introductory article, Melvin Kranzberg, lamented the humanities focus on ideas over things.\(^{223}\) Instead, Kranzberg and his contemporaries shifted towards the material aspects of things. This focus on looking at the materials of the past helped inform the dominant view of their field. This viewpoint, to put it simply, states that technological histories have a weight and resonance that needs to be grappled with. This can be seen especially in the literature on failure. It is not so simple to write the “failure” of a technology, whether that is a wooden airplane or video conferencing system from the 1960s.\(^{224}\)\(^{225}\) Instead, you need to look long-term at these inventions to measure the ripples these technologies produce. Historians of technology have long attempted to show how culture and technology co-produce each other. Furthermore, understanding the process of co-production

isn’t simply a matter of analyzing the “black box” and seeing what is inside. The general consensus has been that “to explain history with technology in it, you had to explain the technology…” and “even if the technology was socially constructed, one had to know how it was constructed, what it did, and why it operated that way. In short, one had to unpack the black box. That was what historians of technology do.”

Unpacking the black box isn’t simply a metaphor for taking apart the ideas of a technology. In certain cases, it requires literal unpacking of dusty boxes to understand how social meaning was infused into the materials of a technology. More contemporary scholarship in STS and the history of technology have carried their work forward by continuing to demonstrate how science and technology are socially constructed, using various techniques, methods, and ideological lenses. For instance, Actor Network Theory has done a great deal to demonstrate how politics are embedded into networks and widen the area of study for many. ANT can be thought of as a “material-semiotic tool,” where the “materials” are the people, technologies, and other non-human actors. Likewise, feminist theories such as standpoint theory or Haraway’s conception of the cyborg have repeatedly emphasized the importance of the lived experience as a means of understanding broader politics in and outside of science. Other movements within STS have placed the spotlight on the nature of things, places, and the significance of those physical realities on sociotechnical ideologies.

Within this literature, there are a few key ideas that are of particular use when looking at the materiality of the cloud. Actor Network Theory, as a whole, is a useful tool for understanding the development of the cloud as a new global digital network. In particular, the concept of “translation” can help set the stage for the spread of the cloud. Translation, as Callon originally framed the concept, involves “…creating convergences and homologies by relating things that were previously different.” The process of translation is largely rooted in a geographic approach because the analysis is not fixed to a single place. Instead, the concept speaks to the never-ending process of seeing actors and networks in a dance of co-construction. This can be seen in the creation of the cloud, which was not a natural creation. Instead, the mapping of the cloud was a process by which different actors had to translate different networking standards, computing equipment, and software into an amalgamated whole. In this chapter, the idea of translation can be seen in all of the attempts to marry the cloud to a particular region, while still attempting to sell the vision of the cloud as a unified whole.

Finally, it is important to consider how ideology manifests itself physically. Ideology refers generally refers to a system of normative ideals. The role of ideology in shaping our world can be traced back to early arguments from Karl Marx that ideology works to uphold social orders by
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making the ruling class’s norms dominant. The materialism of ideology is underscored in later critical theory research, which demonstrated the role of particular ideologies in constructing new technologies. STS has followed in this tradition by attempting to compare the ideology to the actual practice of science and technology. For the purposes of this chapter, it is important to highlight the role of ideology in reinforcing material realities. The ideology of the cloud can be manifested physically through the expansion of the network. This process is cyclical, where ideology builds itself into the network (for example, through particular hardware or software arrangements), and the network itself supports the ideology of the cloud as ubiquitous.

Infrastructure

In the previous chapter on utility computing I used a definition of infrastructure that underscored the broad framing of infrastructure. This definition spoke to the social benefits of infrastructure and the political implications of adopting one type of public system over a private one. According to this view, infrastructure is a resource that can be consumed nonrivalrously for a range of demands. The demand for this resource is driven by downstream activities. It can also be used as an input for other goods and services. Utility computing fits under this definition of infrastructure, and I argue that the cloud, as an extension of utility computing, also falls under this definition.

There are other definitions of infrastructure that help speak to the lived experience of large socio-technical systems. For instance, Susan Leigh Star and Geoffrey Bowker’s work on the ethnography of infrastructure has looked at technical assemblages as a living system, set within a particular context. They describe information systems as “linking experience gained in one time and place with that gained in another, via representations of some sort.” Star offers nine properties of infrastructure: embeddedness, transparency, learned as part of membership, linked with convention of practice, embodiment of standards, built on an installed base, becomes visible upon breakdown, and is fixed in modular increments. These properties of infrastructure attempt to break down the master narrative of infrastructure that is impersonal and moves from system to user.

This is a theme that has been explored in systems perspective theory. Thomas Hughes and others in the history of technology have continually discussed large technical systems as being dynamic. The hybridity of a digital network that depends on the expansion of a global network invites the language of technology momentum. Digital networks seem to suggest a perpetual energy stemming from changes in software and the rerouting of data across networks. These networks also seem to be slowing in momentum as the cloud’s infrastructure matures and
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becomes more standardized. The internet seemingly gives us a loosely coupled network, even as the interlocking of the cloud becomes tighter.

Star and other authors have acknowledged that studying infrastructure is not a simple task because the subject can scale from the micro to the macro. This is even more difficult in terms of information systems. Much of the initial discussion on the topic stems from scholarship in the 1990s that started to address the broader impacts that the internet was having on global economies. One prominent example is German sociologist Ulrich Beck’s *Risk Society* that offered a picture of a world in which risks are increasingly difficult to calculate because of the complexity of modernity. An important aspect of his argument is that many of these new risks are invisible, cannot be seen, and require the “sensory organs” of science to understand. Like the risk of nuclear power, the risks of information systems are difficult to see in everyday life. This type of concern was reflected later in Manuel Castell’s discussion of the network society and the idea of “space of flow” against the “space of places.” Instead of focusing on any one detail, Castell asks scholars to look at the spaces between infrastructures to understand the meaning that ties the things together. This is reminiscent of many classic STS works that were rooted in uncovering the social dynamics in a lab or a factory. Castell’s scholarship isn’t that different from any of the others that I have mentioned. The common theme in all of these works is that the focus on networks, relationships, and flows help provide us with the context we need to study these systems.

This brings us to the specific books and articles that have been written on the construction of information infrastructures and the cloud. The cloud, and the larger internet, are primarily made up of people, hardware, and code. The environment plays an important role, which I will touch on later, but the core of the cloud is information (minds and code) and materials (bodies and hardware). This dissertation, like other academic work before it, is interested in how these components interact to create an organic whole. The author Lawrence Lessig helped set the stage in 1999 by claiming that “code is law.” In his book, he argues that computer code is a regulatory tool. How a cloud computing platform is programmed will have an impact on the limits of what is possible. This is reflected in the literature on DRM and other copyright control schemes. Lessig’s important contribution made clear that “changes in the code [are] (unlike the laws of nature) crafted to reflect choices and values of the coders.”

Other research has looked at what politics are at stake in the management of contemporary information networks. Much of the early books looked at the struggles of users and the possibility for a new type of citizenship online (netizens). Later on, scholars interested in Internet governance questioned the ability of internet users to resist control and challenged the
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utopic views of a completely open and uncensored web. Corporate and governmental control over new information infrastructures has been a popular topic. Scholars have been interested in how new infrastructures can control dissent, limit a range of viewpoints, and generally become closed ecosystems. These conversations bleed into a large literature on the telecommunication industry, which has often had a contentious relationship between users and regulators.

Of this group of scholars, some have also studied the physical construction and maintenance of the internet. For instance, Paul Ceruzzi’s *Internet Alley* is an extensive case study of the buildings, companies, and environmental histories of Tysons Corner, Virginia. By looking at the history of the region, Ceruzzi offers the reader a story about how the past history of the region contributed to it becoming a regional technology powerhouse. The military and telecommunication history he describes gives the context to the emergence of a newly formed internet backbone. Critically, the story of Tysons Corner is about the intersection of materiality and geography. The buildings and people stand in relation to a political center (Washington D.C.). Likewise, the places of the cloud have their own materiality (in the buildings, technologies, and people that make up these centers) that stand in relation to larger geopolitical places.

One of the main themes that is found throughout this literature is the notion that technological infrastructures are charged with ideology, history, and politics. The turn towards the cloud and the deployment of submarine cables is a story that echoes these previous findings.

**When the Cloud Becomes Physical**

One of the challenges of describing the cloud is that it exists both as an idea and a physical network. The idea of the cloud is founded on the visions of computing that I have described previously. These visions are often alluded to in order to make the cloud seem ephemeral. A casual and uncritical interpretation of ubiquitous technologies does not focus on the materiality of a technology. A more nuanced reading, as I attempted to provide through the history of Xerox PARC, shows that the lived experience of a technology matters. In this chapter, I will continue focusing on the lived experience of the cloud.

For the purpose of clarity, I want to focus on the aspects of the cloud that are primarily physical. This section looks at how the cloud is built and what it means for the cloud to be considered a knitting of physical objects. This section looks specifically at the cables, servers, buildings, people, and environments where the cloud resides. This turn to the physical doesn’t discount the important ideological role that the cloud plays. Instead, by turning our attention to the roots of the cloud, we can better understand how the physical deployment of the cloud helps contextualize the images of the cloud that we carry in our heads.
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In the first two chapters, ubiquitous and utility computing were discussed. In both of these cases, how the backbone of the network was set up mattered. In the example of Dartmouth’s time-sharing network, the computer running the calculations and storing data was easily identifiable and locatable. As the notion of utility computing expanded, the sites of computing became more numerous (as seen in Tymshare’s expanded network). Even as the network expanded, where the computers were located played a significant role in the adoption and continued use of these services. In the case of commercial timesharing, companies didn’t want to pay long-distance charges to connect remotely to the network. Furthermore, accessing remote networks introduced more latency to the network and slowed down computing tasks. Likewise, the history of ubiquitous computing demonstrated the limitations of building networks beyond the local environment. PARC’s work on ubiquitous computing focused on increasing the productivity of the workspace by taking away distractions. Both of these visions of computing have been attributed as a source of inspiration for the cloud, but the physical nature of these visions is often unacknowledged or underplayed.

I argue that the same case can be made for the cloud. The materials of the cloud matter just as much, if not more, than how the ideology of the cloud is deployed. The cloud, unlike other computing technologies, is dependent upon a global network. The cloud is primarily a distributed computer network, which is primarily focused on dynamically providing computational power, data storage, and information delivery. Producing and delivering these services requires both a robust technological infrastructure, as well as established service models, which outline how the resources are monitored and used within an organization or sold to an end-user. What distinguishes the cloud from other models of computing is the scale and long-term ramifications of these systems.

There are many different ways that the cloud can be studied as a physical object. A popular method has been to look at the construction and operation of data centers. As mentioned, data centers are the heart of the cloud and contain the bulk of computing power. Data centers have been criticized and supported by academics on a number of different fronts: from data privacy to environmental impact.

Some of the most salient articles written have been centered on the ecological impact of data centers. Data centers consume a great deal of natural resources, both in the form of electricity and in the building materials needed to construct and build these spaces of information. One author made the claim that writing about data centers is a process of “unpacking the green box” and that despite the significant energy costs, data center companies are invested in offsetting environmental damage by investing in renewable energy sources. Some have viewed critically those efforts to “green-wash” data centers by highlighting the large carbon footprint that an always-on data center requires. Determining the actual impact of data centers has been a
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challenge methodologically. Despite many academic and popular articles on the topic, more micro-level research is needed to measure the actual environmental impacts of data centers. The history of computing, in particular, is just beginning to start addressing the environmental impacts of computing as a whole.

The physical impact of data centers is not limited to environmental issues. Another area of scholarship has looked at the construction of data centers as new places of corporate ownership. One author compared cloud infrastructure to data centers which “...are rooted in excess, redundancy, and contingency, governed by the looming specter of worst-case scenarios.” International legal questions are continually raised regarding the storage of data in foreign countries and the ability of the nation-state to control the data of its citizens. For instance, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) has brought into question how to ensure where data is stored and what rights EU citizens have in controlling how that data is deleted. Outside of the European Union, countries are attempting to regulate the cloud within the context of national borders. Both nations and corporations are dealing with the challenge of integrating the cloud into the global marketplace. For instance, China’s heavy regulatory environment has forced cloud companies, such as Apple, to build data centers in close partnership with Chinese companies.

There are many other aspects of data centers that could be addressed in regards to privacy, economic impacts, and human capital. However, instead of looking directly at data centers, this chapter studies the cables that link cloud data centers together. In specific, this section unpacks the construction and deployment of submarine cables. I believe that a focus on oceanic cables provides a unique method of understanding the cloud’s connection to the environment and society. Far too often, depictions of cloud computing simply draw a direct link between a data center and an end-user. What is left out of this portrait are miles of cables linking networks together and the people working to construct these networks. In this shadow of the cloud are larger questions about the economic and political incentives for expanding the cloud globally.

Submarine’s Beginnings

Nearly all of the internet’s backbone operates using fiber optic cables. These cables transmit data at high speeds using light inside a glass fiber. Most internet traffic is still carried via fiber optic cables, despite the increase in wireless use. Cables are, and will likely continue to be, the most efficient method of delivering information reliably. Deployment of cables is a capital intensive project and is a long term investment by the cable owner(s). Most fiber optic cables are buried underground, in a similar fashion to other utility services. The majority of cloud data centers

depend upon the construction of reliable and redundant fiber backbones. Most often, cloud data
centers are located in locations that are close to these cables, within a reasonable distance of an
internet exchange point, and near a pool of information technology professionals.

Major cloud providers are not simply selling access to a single data center. Instead, they are
selling consumers access to a global network with a great deal of flexibility in how resources are
distributed globally. As the cloud market has grown, it has been increasingly important for
providers to build out their network to ensure consumers have access to a regional cloud in
whichever country the user or their respective nation’s law demands. Some nations, as
mentioned before, are demanding that these computing services are located within a nation’s
borders. Even in countries that do not demand regional control, an organization may prefer (for
any number of reasons) to have the source of cloud computing closer to its users. Consequently,
cloud providers are starting to make investments in ensuring that their globally distributed data
centers can quickly communicate between each node of the network.

Many of the major cloud companies (including Microsoft, Amazon, and Google) have made
significant investments in submarine communications cables. These cables carry the majority of
the internet’s traffic, including traffic between data centers.\textsuperscript{257} The drive to own, or at least have
a stake in the cable ownership, is part of the larger narrative the cloud. The history of the cloud is
not simply a story about the development of a new form of computing; there is also a battle over
the infrastructure of the larger internet and an open question about whether open platforms can
coexist alongside the modern cloud. Submarine cables are just one site in which these questions
are being debated, but may offer insight into how the web might develop in the future.

Before addressing submarine cables built for the cloud directly, let’s start by looking at the
history of submarine cables. Much of the history of cables demonstrates that ownership of a
cable is a political tool. The first submarine cables were constructed and deployed in the
nineteenth century. The initial use of these cables was transmitting short telegraph messages. The
first cable, laid in 1850, was a simple construction of copper wiring covered by the gutta-percha
tree leaf.\textsuperscript{258} Slowly, the telegraph cables grew in size, adding additional layers of protection.
Materials like hemp dominated early cables, but were eventually replaced by more durable
shields, like iron and steel.\textsuperscript{259}

For the bulk of the late nineteenth century, the British government controlled and managed much
of the global submarine cable system. These submarine cables allowed the British Empire to
govern distant territories. The cables were considered so fundamental to British security that an
“All-Red Line” (secure lines for communication across the British Empire) was planned and
constructed.\textsuperscript{260} World War I and II highlighted the need for cable security. While the design and
construction of the cables did not change drastically, with the exception of the addition of
polyethylene in the 1930s, there was a clear recognition that control and management of the
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cables was a major security concern. In WWI and WWII, both sides of the conflict actively sought to tamper with and destroy the enemy’s cables.\textsuperscript{261}

It was not until the late 1980s that fiber optic cables were deployed for use in submarine cables. Up until this point, the primary material used was coaxial cable. In 1956, TAT-1, or Transatlantic Number 1, was the first transatlantic telephone submarine cable deployed. At the time, TAT-1 supported thirty-six voice channels.\textsuperscript{262} Despite this accomplishment, the coaxial cable was not a very efficient carrier of data across long distances. TAT-1 cable and other early cables were built primarily because of various economic and political pressures between the American Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T), Canada’s Overseas Telephone Corporation, the International Telephone and Telegraph, and the British Post Office.\textsuperscript{263} More importantly, TAT-1 signaled a turn towards more institutionalized domestic state monopolies. It also was a part of a series of moves to privatize the majority of the international telecommunications network.

As more coaxial submarine cables were built, the telephone system was able to support more bandwidth for telephone calls. However, with the growth of the Internet, telecommunication companies started to invest in fiber optic cable routes. Fiber optic cables have numerous economic and computational benefits over coaxial cable. Fiber optic cables provide higher throughput of data, resistance to signal interference, and are lightweight. For these reasons, the past twenty-five years have seen a complete shift to fiber optic cables. The “dot com” boom in the 1990s saw an explosion in the amount of fiber optic cables laid down.\textsuperscript{264} The eventual market crash resulted in an excessive amount of bandwidth that was underutilized.

The excesses of the early 2000s provided ample headroom for the growth of the international data markets. As the decade progressed, the amount of available “dark fiber” (fiber optic cables which are non-operational and waiting to be made operational) decreased. Slowly, starting around 2008, it became clear that increasing traffic meant that additional cables would need to be deployed. In particular, the Pacific link between North America and Asia had very few cables linking the continents, which prompted heavy investments to meet growing bandwidth demands.\textsuperscript{265}

\textit{A Plurality of Data Centers}

When looking at the history of submarine cables today, we need to keep in mind the changing geographic requirements of data centers. The primary job of most traditional data centers is to
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process information and store information and, when requested, to deliver that information. In a
typical data center model, a remote server exists in a single location, and that information is sent
to a user wherever he or she is. For example, if a user lives in Texas and a server is located in
Seattle, the user will connect through the internet, often bypassing submarine cables. If that user
is located in South Africa, that connection will use at least one underwater cable. The physical
distance between the server and the user can have a negative impact on performance.

The development of the cloud has altered this traditional model. For large technology companies,
it is more common to have multiple data centers located across physical space. Instead of a
centralized location, users connect to the closest regional server. This reduces latency and
reduces the amount of traffic that needs to be requested from a distant location. On the face of it,
it would seem that submarine cables would become less important for cloud applications. This
shift in computing has actually had the opposite effect because of the enormous amount of data
mirroring, traffic-balancing, and syncing needed between cloud servers.

This significant shift can be seen in the spike in cable usage by cloud computing companies in
the past decade. In 2010, general internet usage accounted for 80% of the total share of
submarine cable utilization.\(^{266}\) By 2016, that figure had declined to 54%.\(^{267}\) This change in usage
can be explained by a drastic increase in non-public traffic between data centers. Shrinking
availability of bandwidth has prompted cloud companies to rapidly increase investments in
submarine cables. By relying on existing cables, the speed, reliability, and network
competitiveness of these corporate clouds could start to be jeopardized. Whereas in the past
telecommunication cables were infrastructural tools that made money through leasing of
bandwidth, today they are critical infrastructural components of larger business systems.
Provider and route diversity, on top of economic potentials, are now important factors in
determining where to lay new cable.\(^{268}\)

While cloud computing continues to rely upon the open internet for connecting users to the
cloud, connections between data centers are becoming increasingly closed. The closing of the
cloud is largely related to the creation of global cloud networks. This new landscape has given
rise to what some researchers call “cloud paths.”\(^{269}\) These cloud paths are any connection made
between cloud data centers that are used almost-exclusively for inter-data center connectivity.
The stated logic behind direct connections between data centers is rather clear. Direct
connections will reduce the latency between servers, in part by reducing the number of hops that
the information will need to travel. Another aspect is security. Although the majority of
information in the cloud is encrypted, there are still concerns with data security when passing
information over multiple networks. Cloud-paths reduce the possibility of multiple attack vectors
by keeping the data in-house.
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One aspect of these emerging cloud paths that is not often discussed is the broader impact that these networks have on communication networks as a whole. The rush to invest in submarine cables is not entirely driven by performance and security. Cable investments are also about exercising control over the broader infrastructure of modern communication networks. As more websites and information services rely upon the cloud in order to function, the backbone of the cloud starts to be seen as synonymous with the internet in general. Who control the cables, and how those cables are regulated, can potentially have a massive impact on the future of the web.

**Alphabet’s Cables**

The story of large, so-called “hyper cloud,” technology companies investing in submarine cables has not been central to the narrative of the cloud. Instead, most observers have looked towards the construction of data centers, developments in cloud applications, and user adoption of cloud services. While these are important sites for research, more weight should be given to the oceanic projects that link the cloud data centers together.

As previously mentioned, large technology companies have shifted towards the cloud as the central aspect of their business. Microsoft, Google (via parent company Alphabet), Amazon, and Facebook have all publically indicated that the cloud is part of their long term business model and, consequently, each company has made investments in submarine cables. These types of investments are large capital projects that can take years to be completed. Even with the interest in these cables, most technology companies are still partnering with other telecommunication investors to help fund the construction of cable and provide expertise in deploying and working within regulatory frameworks.

There are many notable investments in submarine cables that pertain to the development of the cloud. At the start of 2018, Facebook invested in a new cable linking Hong Kong and the United States (joined by Asian and Australian investors). Just a few years prior, Facebook jointly worked with Microsoft to back the transatlantic “Marea” cable, which added additional bandwidth to an already competitive data route. In other efforts, Facebook partnered separately with Amazon and Google to connect Pacific routes. Investments in submarine cables by technology companies are a relatively recent development but are starting to have a significant impact on the development of future systems.

This impact can be seen in the type of investments that cloud companies are making and the type of rhetoric that is used to justify these investments. Looking at Microsoft and Facebook’s Marea cable, the companies place a large focus on control. Microsoft’s “guiding principles” for their cloud networks, including Microsoft’s primary cloud product Azure, are geographic closeness,
maintaining control over capacity, and a proactive network management strategy. When discussing these principles, Microsoft advertises that “Azure traffic between our datacenters stays on our network and does not flow over the Internet.” Microsoft’s corporate strategy clearly focuses on building out a robust information infrastructure as a means of ensuring control over their cloud.

Like Microsoft, Amazon has made moves to ensure this control over the network. In 2016 Amazon invested in the Hawaiki Cable (as a capacity purchaser) linking the United States, Australia, and New Zealand. The cable lands in the town of Hillsboro, Oregon, close to where Amazon AWS data centers are located. Additionally, Amazon has invested (as a part-owner) in two additional Pacific cables (Jupiter and BtoBE) along with Facebook and other telecom companies. Publically Amazon has not said much in terms of cable ownership and has placed more of a focus on building out the edges of their cloud in terms of data center connections.

Google is the only company of the major cloud providers to be the sole owner of submarine cables, owning a total of 14 (3 of which are completely owned by Alphabet). Google has also been investing in these cables for longer than most companies. In 2008 Google, now the subsidiary of Alphabet, first invested in the $300 million dollar “Unity” cable that linked Japan to California. At the time, Google’s initial move was viewed with suspicion. Analysts did not predict other non-telecom companies to start investing in submarine cables, citing the instability of the market and falling data costs. However, Google continued to partner with telecommunication investors and became a bellwether for other cloud platforms.

Even in cases in which Google is not the sole funder of the cable, there are still shifts in the development of these new networks. For instance, Google partnered with South American telcos to connect Brazil to Florida. The Monet cable (made operational in 2017) is unique in that the termination point is directly in a data center. Almost all submarine cables first land at a location called a cable landing station along the coast. The decision to end the cable directly inside a colocation point helps reduce the latency between the landing station and the data center. It also is a signal that the cloud is at the heart of these investment decisions.

Most recently, Google is working on deploying three new routes linking Asia, Europe, and South America to the United States.\(^{279}\) The Curie cable will be solely owned by Google and will connect Valparaíso, Chile to Los Angeles. Google is providing all of the funding for the cable, but will work with the submarine deployment company SubCom to lay the cable.\(^{280}\) This 10,000 km cable will have a possibility of connecting to Panama via a branching unit, but for now is focused on building Google’s cloud connections between North and South America.

The decision to land in Los Angeles and Chile was a strategic decision in both the location of the cables and the proximity to Google’s existing and future data centers. Google’s only data center in South America is located near Chile. The Quilicura location (near Santiago) was made operational in January 2015 and is touted by Google as “one of the most efficient and environmentally friendly data centers in Latin America” and exists alongside Chile’s “ideal combination of reliable infrastructure, skilled workforce, and a commitment to transparent and business-friendly regulations.”\(^{281}\) The Santiago region is currently connected to two submarine cables, the South American Crossing (owned primarily by Level (3)) and South America-1 (owned by Telxius), both of which circle the Western and Eastern sides of South America.\(^{282}\) Google Curie cables add a third link and the first direct connection to the Western United States.

The actual data center site sits on the exterior of Santiago and roughly 60 miles from the submarine landing station in Valparaíso. Across the street from Google’s data center is a location for Latin America data center company Sonda. Four miles down the road is another large data center owned by Level(3), one of the world’s largest fiber-optic carriers. Although agreements over internet backbone use are private (sometimes called “peering agreements”), it is not difficult to imagine that Level(3)’s ownership of one of the two submarine cables connecting Chile to the world may have encouraged Google’s decision to build the Curie cable.

Google’s decision to deploy Curie also coincides with a move by the technology investment industry into Latin America. Venture capitalist money into the region doubled to 1.1 billion in 2017 and is estimated to reach 2.5 billion in 2018.\(^{283}\) Also in 2018, Google has followed this trend by investing 140 million additional dollars into its Quilicura location. At the announcement of additional investment, Chile’s president Sebastián Piñera signaled the move as participation in “the fourth industrial revolution.”\(^{284}\)


\(^{284}\) Laing, Aislinn. “Google To Invest $140 Million To Expand Data Center in Chile.” Reuters. September 12, 2018.
There are, of course, deeper economic issues at play. A few months prior to Google’s announcement, President Piñera was under pressure from Chile’s lead export, copper, falling in value. Investments from technology companies are attractive from a policy perspective, and these companies also see Chile as a location for cheaper labor and untapped customers. This can be seen in Amazon’s pitch to the Chilean government to provide the cloud computing resources to mine the country’s telescope data. Amazon also signed an agreement with Chile to modernize governmental services using AWS and possibly build a data center within the country. Pair this move by Amazon with a new submarine cable from Chinese company Huawei to connect the Patagonian region to mainland China, and it is clear that the expansion of the cloud is part of larger geopolitical shifts. The cloud is not immune from the politics of uneven geographical development. This is made true as the cloud expands its “nodes” to the digital periphery. Cables, when investigated, start to make material the networks that surround the cloud.

Moving to the Northern Hemisphere, on the other side of the proposed cable sits Los Angeles. The story of the submarine cable in Chile was framed as a move to the future, a diversification of economic opportunities, and an opening up of global markets. The story in Los Angeles was framed differently, both by popular tech publications and Google itself. Los Angeles’s cloud narrative speaks to a city attempting to retain its dominance as a creative capital for entertainment. This story also attempts to draw upon the notion of California as a leader in technological development. These types of stories are powerful because they link the metaphor of the cloud to the cultural climate of a region. As Bowker and Star suggest, infrastructure is a lived experience. In the case of the cloud, the cloud exists as the same technology across the globe but is felt as a localized emotion. This is also an instance of translation in action, where the specificities of a local network become meshed into the large whole.

Google’s decision to deploy the Curie cable came six months prior to its announcement of a Google Cloud Platform data center in the same region. Los Angeles has a number of submarine cables that link the city to the rest of the globe, so the decision to build the data center in Los Angeles was most likely not heavily motivated by the new Curie cable. That said, the additional bandwidth that the cable could provide would only be an incentive for Google’s new data center. This data center, referred to as “us-west2,” was touted by local politicians as a
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positive step forward to ensure Los Angeles as a “center of invention and creativity.”

This is the fifth cloud data center for Google in the United States and is a move that looks to capture a valuable marketplace.

When announcing the creation of a Los Angeles cloud, regional politics and geography were part of the sales approach to the region. During the public unveiling event, Google employees pitched the cloud to the creative industry in particular. The event featured creative professionals, as well as Google staff. Paul-Henri, the President of Global Customer Operations, framed the cloud as a site for creativity and as a “cloud of the future.” He also underscored that Google carried 40% of global internet traffic and that a Google cloud is 80% faster than other clouds. Other employees from Google played to the typical imagining of Southern California as a place of creativity. In the presentation, there was also a broader narrative at play of California as the endless frontier and the cloud as a tool for continuing the endless American frontier. The announcement hit upon connections to movie studios and other creative projects. Google’s new product “Cloud Firestore” was marketed to production houses as a way of locally backing up video projects to the cloud by physically mailing a data device to a Los Angeles location.

Los Angeles is also a region that Amazon does not currently have any cloud data centers in. Northern California, the heart of Silicon Valley, has a number of cloud data centers, but this is the first play by a major cloud company to expand into Southern California. Google’s office location in Venice, California and its new location in Playa Vista signal the importance of the region. In particular, products like YouTube are increasingly being meshed with traditional media production. Establishing a corporate location, while also deploying additional bandwidth to the region via the Curie cable, starts to paint a picture of how clouds are constructed around identity, people, and materials.

One of the most interesting missing pieces of information from the announcement was the actual location of the data center(s). Google does mention three different cloud zones within Los Angeles, so it is likely that these data centers are spread out over the city. This lack of physicality is an interesting absence in a presentation that spoke clearly to the geography of Los Angeles (from their proximity to studios and the mention of new Google campus locations). This lack of precision in terms of location is indicative of the larger narrative regarding cloud data centers and submarine cables. The location of the cloud is both an asset and a liability. The cloud is ideally located close to where you are (to reduce latency), but at the same time, the location should not matter. The submarine cable connecting Los Angeles to Chile is part of a larger plan to build a global network but the details of where the cables land and where the data centers are located don’t typically factor into a public discussion of the cloud – until they align with the marketing goals of the cloud owner. There is a selective visibility about what infrastructure edges matter and which are insignificant.

If you trace the physical infrastructure of the cloud, as I attempt to do in the following chapter, you will see that these details can matter in significant ways. There are environmental, economic,
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and political questions at each junction of the cloud. The ways in which the Cloud is presented to the public, even to those with a strong technical background, often downplay the locality of the cloud unless it is a marketing advantage. The connection of submarine cables seems like a rather boring topic until you frame the cable investment as a larger project to control the backbone of the internet and maintain the dominance of one cloud over another. As the cloud becomes more central to the internet, who controls these cables and which markets they serve will have a large impact on the politics of the modern communication systems.

Closing The Submarine Links

Submarine cables are not the heart of the cloud, but they are the invisible arteries that allow the data to be pumped across the globe. They are forms of invisible infrastructure that are critical to the sustained growth of the cloud and will help shape the future of modern communications. Despite their impact, their significance is underappreciated. Furthermore, nearly all definitions of the cloud downplay any mention of the physicality of the cloud. When the materials are injected into the metaphor of the cloud, it is a representation of a data center on a very abstract level. The details, such as where the hard drives are located or how servers are cooled, are not part of the discussion. This lack of attention to the materiality of the cloud has been even truer in regards to the fiber optic cables that are necessary for large-scale cloud growth. Despite this, the deployment of submarine cables is having lasting impacts on the shape and purpose of the cloud.

The story of the cloud’s encroachment upon the submarine cable market ties into a larger body of scholarship that is concerned with technological imaginaries, invisible infrastructures, and the politics of technological progress. In STS, researchers have long recognized the importance of opening black boxes. The data center is one such box that researchers are starting to open up. Submarine cables, I argue, are the pieces of twine holding these boxes together. As hyper-scale clouds grow and submarine cables continue to be deployed, the relationship between the data center and the submarine cable will only become more tangled. This chapter starts to undo the knot by suggesting the investments in submarine cables by cloud companies are part of a larger project to control the entire cloud ecosystem. Looking at where these cables are deployed, and the politics of geography, we can start to frame these projects as something with values attached. These projects are not simply infrastructural investments but are the physical embodiment of a form of translation and an attempt to build a new type of computing network from disparate places and technological building blocks.

Unpacking the cloud’s black box is critical in understanding how and why the cloud is developing in the manner that it is. The story of the Curie cable is a snapshot of a larger project to bind multiple clouds together into a seamless one. In each instance, however, we can see how regional politics and identity are framed around the idea of the cloud. For Chile, the cloud represents a connection to a globalized technology industry, advancement in scientific research, and a modernized government. For Los Angeles, the cloud speaks to a creative identity and the economic pressures of Hollywood. This duality speaks to the previously mentioned research on infrastructure and identify. The identity of an infrastructure isn’t found only in the materials, but in the “space of flows” that outlines the possibility of what the system can provide.
One method of addressing this opaque metaphor is to start digging into the infrastructure itself. Just as the original telegraph cables were full of politics, both on and off the lines, today’s cables are a continuation of that story. Scholars should start thinking about submarine cables as the political tools that they are. As countries, businesses, and individuals continue to put their digital lives on the cloud, we need to think about what implications building these global networks will have on the possibilities for our digital futures. Submarine cable projects have cost investment groups billions of dollars and cannot be easily reversed. For the most part, cable operators have been good stewards of the lines and have not been discriminatory in what data flows in the open oceans. However, the shift towards cable ownership by cloud companies should warrant a second look by the public. In the long term, what will be the implications of these cables on the internet in 20 or 50 years? Of course, the answer to that question is unclear. Hopefully this chapter has started that conversation.
Chapter 5

Clouds in Los Angeles

The cloud is a lived experience. What that experience is, and how that experience will be negotiated, will depend upon the individual user. Anyone who participates in modern digital communication actively participates with cloud computing. In certain cases, this participation is obvious. Uploading files to Apple’s iCloud is an active engagement in a branded cloud service. More frequently, the cloud acts as the underlying invisible infrastructure of digital life. The majority of video delivery services, like Netflix or YouTube, are using the cloud to move large amounts of traffic around the world. Cloud servers also power the majority of high traffic websites. As more systems are moved to the cloud, our experience of what the web is will also be framed by the outlines of the cloud.

At times the cloud can feel like a monolithic experience. The consumer-facing solutions present a vision of uniformity. Cloud applications look and feel essentially the same regardless of where you are in the world. In part, this is by design; the cloud is meant as an infrastructural resource to be built upon. However, this uniformity can make the local seem unimportant and belie the complicated realities of the cloud. Our collective vision of the cloud as “computing everywhere” underscores the feeling of aimlessness as we attempt to marry the idea of the cloud with its actual materials.

Previous chapters have attempted to demonstrate how the idea of the cloud was built upon older metaphors of computing. I argued that these metaphors were unevenly translated into our current understanding of what we ought to expect from the cloud. Today’s cloud is not a natural evolution of or simple addition to previous metaphors. Instead, the idea has been shaped around these older ideas in order to model a new form of computing with its own set of ideological commitments. The ideologies of the cloud are not abstract, but they are diffused. My discussion of investment in submarine cables demonstrates that the ideology of the cloud is deeply intertwined with shifting ownership models and planned corporate futures. The submarine cable example started to open up the cloud as a place that could be touched and seen.

This chapter extends that conversation to look at what it means to consider the cloud as a network of places and lived experiences. The materiality of the cloud is composed primarily of the networks and computers that are stitched together. In between these technological systems are human bodies and ideas that go largely unrecognized. Seeing the humanity in these systems requires an unearthing of the networks and an examination of the maintenance of the cloud. The deeper point behind the move to “uncover” the cloud is to identify the points of ideological construction that have helped foster an ambiguous metaphor.

The developments in cloud computing over the past decade have introduced a type of computing visibility alongside this new metaphor. The cloud has become simultaneously all-encompassing and also mundane. Visions of flashy cloud data centers, powered by green energy and filled with a million blinking lights, are set in stark contrast to the non-descript grey exteriors of data centers nested in office parks or hidden within office buildings. The everyday markings of the cloud, from fiber-optic conduit buried under the street to the small human communities managing and
upgrading servers, go largely unnoticed. It is difficult to merge this dualism, between the omnipotence of a digital cloud and the tangible tangling of cables. However, this task is necessary and worth the effort for all those interested in how to manage our relationships to a new form of computing.

The issue of the visibility of materials raises questions of locality. What would it mean to consider the cloud as a local object? In other words, can we think of the cloud as a neighboring actor? The question seems to defy the logic of the cloud, which purports itself to be infinitely expandable and separate from geographic limitations. This is a question that I think researchers should take seriously because it offers an avenue into the lived experience of the cloud. By looking at the cloud as a local phenomenon, it frames it as something that can be accessed and worked with.

In an attempt to start opening up this question, this chapter starts by looking at the connection between the local and remote clouds. The focus of this chapter is looking at the process of translation and uneven geography between the heart of the cloud and the end-user. In the following sections, I look at the concept of local knowledge in STS and the history of computing. Then I apply these themes to the clouds of Los Angeles. I map out two major cloud hubs in Los Angeles and their connections to the area’s history and linkages to other cloud hubs. By blending the local, the regional, and the global together, I attempt to demonstrate the complicated mixture of physical materials and metaphors that have been unevenly woven into our story of the cloud. I conclude by arguing that these lived experiences are important sites for understanding the politics and ideological commitments we make to the cloud.

**Local Knowledge**

Before addressing the issue of the cloud’s materiality, it is helpful to look at the notion of local knowledge in the context of STS and related disciplines. Many, if not most, of STS’s core theories and insights have some type of connection to how knowledge is produced, maintained, and modified. The foundational texts of our discipline discuss scientific knowledge as a fundamentally social process. The injection of social information into the conversation will always entail some type of lived experience. Looking broadly, it is difficult to look at the canon of STS and not find a link to local knowledge.

In the case of the history of science and STS, researchers were able to contextualize experiments, theories, and scientific laws through the lens of a particular worldview. For example, to understand the “air-pump” experiment, historians need to consider how local experiences influence what a “correct” way of doing science is. Likewise, STS has explored how scientific objectivity is always linked with the cultural context of the scientific process. STS theory has continually shifted towards more local knowledge. The move towards laboratory studies was a sharp theoretical turn to address gaps in knowledge by looking at “science in action.”
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ethnography reply has been useful in pulling apart the different knowledge groups that participate in the production of sociotechnical ideas. For instance, research on the context of science might look at a community of energy physicists to see how specific environmental factors help shape what type of knowledge is legitimate.²⁹⁶

Lay knowledge has been of particular interest to STS researchers. In part, the focus on “everyday” experience is a methodological tool of setting the scientific method against other ways of producing knowledge. More importantly, perhaps, is the way in which non-scientific communities challenge deterministic models of science. Lay expertise often stems from lived experience of a community and can help challenge or influence scientific bodies of knowledge.²⁹⁷ Researchers well versed in anthropological theory have been particularly skillful in connecting the concept of indigenous knowledges to technical and scientific issues.²⁹⁸ Likewise, feminist theory has long spoken to the importance of looking at embodied knowledge to counterbalance hegemonic systems of “legitimate” knowledge. Works on feminist standpoint theory speak most clearly to the tacit knowledge discussion.

STS has also faced the issue of becoming tangled in, whether intentionally or not, the 1990’s Science Wars. The backlash against postmodern critiques of science has made many in the STS community reframe their critique. In regards to local knowledge, this has taken form by more carefully considering what the role of embodied knowledge should be in the public domain. This can be seen in works by Harry Collins and Robert Evans, both of whom have written extensively regarding lay knowledge. Their argument for a third wave of science studies – “Studies of Expertise and Experience (SEE)” is one response to the current theoretical climate.²⁹⁹ According to Collins and Evans, SEE attempts to address the gap between how scientific consensus is formed and how political policy is constructed. SEE, and related scholarship,³⁰⁰ argue that policymaking today often relies upon the public to weigh the validity of competing expert testimony. How lived experience sits alongside scientific knowledge production and the policy arena is still an issue being worked out in STS.

To fully describe how STS is linked to theories of local knowledge would be an exhaustive exercise that would ultimately include the majority of STS work. However, one of the main themes that can be pulled from this body of knowledge is that understanding the material context of a person or institution is central when trying to see how social values are embedded in ideas. Commonly, STS texts point to dominant scientific culture undervaluing of layperson experience, whereas the material lives of technical professionals are understudied. This dualism is of particular interest for this chapter because it maps closely to the lived experience of the cloud and computing more broadly.

Local Computing Knowledge

Computing has typically been considered a local experience. Most historical accounts of the computing experience are generally looking at the connection that a human has to a singular computing device. As the cloud and the internet of things grow, our notion of computing is shifting. Much of this shift has to do with the expansion of computing beyond the desktop. Mobile phones, tablets, and smart devices are challenging our default notion of what it means to use a computer. In developing nations, mobile technologies are often the most accessible forms of computing.\textsuperscript{301} Even in this example, where the hardware has shifted, the dominant paradigm is still thought of as a local experience.

Historically, computing has not always been framed as the connection between a human and a machine. This can be seen even by looking at the first instances of computing. Computers in the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century were human (most of whom were women).\textsuperscript{302} These human computers were needed to calculate complex mathematical problems prior to the invention of more advanced digital computers. Even in the early example of the programmers of the ENIAC, computing can be read as a lived experience. It is only once computing lost its biological connection that people started to think of computing as an experience between users and machines. This type of relationship has been documented heavily in different fields, perhaps most notably in the entire canon of Human-Computer Interaction.

The most common framing of computing has been between a human and a local device. In the age of desktop computing (prior to mobile computing), the conceptual model between user and machine was rather simple. The experience of computing was primarily a local experience. Mobile and integrated smart devices (IoT) are starting to shift the conventional understanding of the location of computing. That said, even early networked computing experiments in the 1960s demonstrated how space impacts both the materials of computing as well as the user’s own experience. For instance, in the chapter on utility computing, I discussed the impact that timesharing had on Dartmouth’s campus. In the Dartmouth example, the idea of “the computer” started to shift as computer terminals produced a gap between the core hardware of a computer and the terminal. The user of the computer, in this case, may view computing as an experience that moves beyond the desktop. In the 1960s, some scholars started to imagine the computer as an infrastructural resource, taking this notion of remote computing to its logical extreme. Likewise, my discussion of ubiquitous computing at Xerox underscores the role that physical presence has had in the experience of computing. The design philosophy of ubiquitous computing at Xerox recognized the importance of local context for implementing smart devices into everyday life.

The changing theories of locality can be seen in thematic shifts in academic work. The early cultural histories of the internet often upheld the binary between the virtual world and the physical.\textsuperscript{303} The phrases “cybersphere” or “netizen” seem overly simplistic in today’s technological landscape, but they speak to the delineations that were drawn in the 1990s between

a virtual culture and material world. The focus on online communities as new cybercultures was emblematic of this viewpoint.\textsuperscript{304} As networked computing has bled into all aspects of contemporary life, this distinction lost some of its theoretical power. Still, the core theme in this set of literature still resonates today. These authors were discussing the rise of digital culture and communities, which have increasingly been enmeshed with everyday life. More contemporary works in the sociology of computing have recognized this change and have not embraced this binary view of computing, instead choosing to focus on more specific components of computing (e.g., the impact of social media\textsuperscript{305}, political influence\textsuperscript{306}, or media consumption\textsuperscript{307}).

More recent literature has looked at the rise of mobile technologies and the impact of computing outside of the desktop. In particular, in countries without sufficient ground-level infrastructure, mobile computing has raised interesting new questions for researchers. Likewise, the development of “smart-environments” harkens back to the issues previously raised at Xerox PARC and is currently challenging our established computing norms on all fronts: from the privacy of devices in the confines of the home to the Orwellian concerns of a digitally-empowered totalitarian state.

Turning our attention to the cloud’s place in this shift in computing, the cloud is the backbone of much of this shift. It is easy to identify the ways in which the cloud is working alongside traditional political borders. More recently, companies have built clouds around national norms and laws. These localized clouds adapt to the place in which they are built. This can be seen in the creation of cloud infrastructures that conform to specific governmental demands (for instance, the United States works with Amazon’s “GovCloud”).\textsuperscript{308} Complying with local, national, and international laws has also pushed cloud providers to provide more individualized solutions, which has splintered the cloud’s claim of a globalized marketplace.\textsuperscript{309} In regions with a culture of higher consumer protections, such as the European Union, many governmental figures have been slow to adopt a cloud primarily controlled by companies in the United States.\textsuperscript{310} Likewise, in countries with more permissive privacy laws, cloud providers have been careful to not move into regions where the integrity of their consumers’ data could be compromised.\textsuperscript{311}
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In the past decade, the place of computing has become both distant and local. For most users, data stored in the cloud is not guaranteed to be in a particular location. The information can flow and be replicated across the globe. Smartphones are constantly pinging different servers and lean on these remote resources to make the smartphone experience seamless and integrated. The operating systems that power these devices are coded with the cloud as a critical design component, one which is difficult to untangle. In this sense, the metaphor of the cloud projects itself as a universal force.

The place of computing has also become increasingly local. When service to a local cloud is disrupted, whether it be an AWS server or a content delivery network for Netflix, massive issues can arise. As city planners attempt to integrate smart sensors into cities, the public will rely more heavily on the smooth operation of a nearby cloud server. This shift in computing has led to a new type of distributed centralization. A handful of major cloud providers control the majority of information processing, storage, and distribution capabilities. These providers are building out their networks to more cities and are attempting to shape these clouds around local needs and requirements.

These issues with geography, coupled with the changing relationship between users and computing devices, have created a new type of computing landscape. This new landscape is one of selective distance, where clouds are anywhere and invisible. Where computing “happens” has dramatically shifted as the ubiquity of devices has exploded, and data is being stored and processed remotely. In order to come to grips with this change, it is worth exploring the impact that these shifts have had on both the discourse of computing and the material world around us. In particular, that means looking at the manifestations of the cloud in real space. In the following section, I take that challenge to heart by exploring my own technological backyard.

The Clouds of Los Angeles

Cloud computing is rarely thought of as belonging to the domain of material culture, let alone a local experience. This disconnect is largely aided by the metaphor of the cloud that suggests a lack of a physical connection. The metaphor asks users to gaze rather than hold. In order to inject more materialism into the discussion of the cloud, I decided to turn towards my local environment to see how the cloud has a physical impact on the ecology of the city. In this section, I study the materials of the cloud by looking at the impact of the cloud on the city of Los Angeles. By looking at a cloud that is local to me, I attempt to tie the notion of local knowledge to an otherwise monolithic cloud environment.

This investigation is not the first look at the material impact of computing. The history of computing, in general, regularly entangles itself with material culture. Early on, historians of technology argued that in order to understand computing, the researcher needs to understand the social context outside of the hardware.312 These historians have also argued that despite the initial cheers from Internet optimists, geography has always been a factor in directing the type of
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computing that occurs on a local level. 313 One example of this scholarship in practice is Paul Ceruzzi’s book on the history of computing in Virginia’s Tysons Corner. 314 More specifically, in regards to data centers and the cloud, there have been a few books that have addressed some of the material culture of the cloud. Andrew Blum’s book, Tubes, demonstrated for non-academic audiences the people and buildings that help the internet function. 315 A more academic approach can be found in Tung-Hui Hu’s book, The Prehistory of the Cloud, which touches on some of the material aspects of the cloud’s history. 316 Hu’s argument spends much of the time discussing the cloud as a cultural phenomenon, but his work also looks at the cloud’s relationship to physical infrastructure such as railroad tracks and data centers. All of these works approach the issue of material culture in a slightly different way depending upon the methodological approach and the type of computing culture they are studying. In order to study the cloud, it is useful to look at the assemblages of the cloud by looking at not only the data centers but also the larger physical infrastructure that links these remote data centers together.

**The Cloud Freeway**

In Los Angeles, the major freeways act as arteries for the sprawling city and lines of traffic. Alongside these concrete highways is another network. Under the surface of these streets are networks of fiber optic cables that route themselves from the beach, towards downtown, and to the rest of the US. These cable routes, like freeways, are placed on public land for the benefit of private infrastructure. However, the invisible nature of these cables makes this public debt less obvious. Traffic, both above ground and in these data pipes, keeps growing each year. The spread of the cloud has had a measurable impact on the Southern Californian economy and the physical makeup of the environment. This impact, however, is largely unrecognized and underappreciated. This section looks to open up this discussion by studying how the cloud’s present resonates with the area’s past.

Not all clouds are built alike because they exist in the terroir of a place. While the underlying computing hardware may be more or less universal, the deployments of these resources are tied to the physical geography and the ideology of a region. The introduction of a cloud to a particular region attempts to measure the needs and desires of a location. For instance, when Google established a regional cloud in Sydney, Australia, the company placed focus on the importance of local access by contrasting their cloud to data centers located in South East Asia (focusing primarily on a reduction in latency). Cloud computing has raised a number of regulatory and technical challenges in the face of national interests, which have attempted to control the shape of new regional clouds. 317 These legal questions often intersect with discussions of the materials of a cloud (such as the location of the cloud, energy use, and how humans are permitted to move within a data center).
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Measuring the material impact of a data center is traditionally discussed in terms of energy usage, both to operate and to cool the computers. This environmental concern can be seen in cloud data center design, which often takes into account the natural world. For instance, data centers located near the Arctic Circle utilize both colder ambient temperatures and more readily available hydroelectric power to increase their power efficiency.\footnote{Sverdik, Yevgeniy. “Facebook Data center in Sweden Has New Hydro-Powered Neighbor.” \textit{Data Center Knowledge.} October 22, 2015. https://web.archive.org/web/20160320084719/http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2015/10/22/facebook-data-center-sweden-new-hydro-powered-neighbor/ (Archived March 20, 2016).} More experimental data centers by Microsoft have attempted to place data centers underwater as an alternative cooling method.\footnote{Kehe, Jason. “Undersea Servers Stay Cool While Processing Oceans of Data.” \textit{Wired} December 17, 2018.}

In light of these green visions, data centers in Los Angeles have not been presented or designed according to more environmentally progressive standards. For the most part, data centers in the region are standard designs that are cooled using typical air-cooled designs drawing upon the region’s power grid. In press releases and promotional materials for local data centers, discussions of energy consumption are minimal. In terms of environmental certifications, the response is mixed. Some data centers in the region have obtained lower-tier LEED certifications (LEED is one of the most common certification models for environmentally responsible building design). Looking at other data center regions, Los Angeles appears to lag behind in these green certifications.\footnote{Equinix. “Green Certifications.” https://web.archive.org/web/20170609062317/http://www.equinix.com/company/green/green-certifications/ (Archived June 9, 2017).}

The region’s power grid still relies primarily upon natural gas for the majority of electrical generation.\footnote{California Energy Commission. “Total System Electric Generation 2017.” https://web.archive.org/web/20190518095425/https://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_data/total_system_power.html (Archived May 18, 2019).} Energy usage seems, as a whole, to be an afterthought for the area’s data centers. This lukewarm approach to data center design sits alongside the city’s infamous legacy as one of the most air-polluted places in the United States.\footnote{American Lung Association. “State of the Air 2019.” https://web.archive.org/web/20190421231001/https://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/sota/city-rankings/most-polluted-cities.html (Archived April 21, 2019).} Efforts to reduce this pollution have mostly occurred in larger political arenas. The mayor of Los Angeles and the previous governor of California both implemented ambitious initiatives to curb California’s use of energy and reduce air-pollution (Los Angeles’s “Green New Deal” and California’s SB 100, respectively).\footnote{Roth, Sammy. “L.A. Mayor Garcetti’s ‘Green New Deal’ Would Phase Out Gas-Fueled Cars.” \textit{Los Angeles Times}. April 29, 2019.} Neither of these legislative moves directly address the energy usage of data centers.

This focus on energy usage often overshadows other material impacts that the construction of a cloud data center has on a region. These impacts include everything from regional economic changes to shifts in human labor. While much of a cloud data center’s operations can be handled remotely, there is still a need for in-person technical and administrative support. On-site labor is needed for the smooth operation of a cloud data center. If there is an issue, manual swapping of
computer components may be needed. Furthermore, on-site assistance is often needed for third parties who lease computing space within the building’s infrastructure. Typically, these operations need to be staffed (at least in terms of security guards) on a continual basis.

As a whole, data centers support a small number of jobs. According to federal estimates, most large data centers (roughly 20,000-75,000 square feet of compute space) in the United States will support 157 local jobs after the building is completed. Relative to other projects of a similar scale, data centers produce fewer jobs for the amount of land used and financial investments made. The jobs that are produced are largely high-paid technical professionals. Depending upon the region, data centers can either bolster existing labor markets or create new ones. In the case of Los Angeles, a large labor pool (along with a rising tech-startup culture) likely did not have to draw upon external workers. Other cases, particularly in other states which offer tax incentives for the construction of a data center, may create new jobs but not for the residents that currently live there.

Despite the small increase in jobs, changes in labor markets can have an impact on the material culture of a region. Data centers may encourage the construction of nearby industries that draw upon the data center’s resources. Conversely, data centers that are constructed near existing industrial hubs (as is the case in this chapter) may help strengthen existing businesses and jobs. At the same time, the introduction of a data center may also challenge smaller data centers or technical-support companies (due to the fact that the businesses may be incentivized to shift their computing workload to the cloud and therefore need reduced technical support). These shifts in human labor are difficult to measure but are important to pay attention to when considering the role of the cloud in labor markets.

There are two major hubs of cloud computing in the Los Angeles area. The first is located in downtown Los Angeles. Centered in, and adjacent to, the One Wilshire Building is a collection of cloud data centers. The second hub sits roughly ten miles away in the coastal city of El Segundo. Both of these locations are part of a larger fiber-optic loop that cuts under the city streets. While there are other data centers in the region, these two locations are the densest and most important locations of cloud computing in Southern California. Before looking at the data centers of Southern California, I need to briefly touch on how the history of the region is tied to the development of the cloud.

The clouds of Los Angeles have their own regional flavor. When looking at the culture of a region, it is useful to start by looking at regional mythologies. Southern California, in specific, belongs to the mythology of American expansion. In this tradition, the West is thought of as a place of growth and potential. The ideology of manifest destiny towards the coast had a lasting impact on the psychology of the Pacific states. The history of computing in California has been tied to this mythology of improvement, and more recently, a critique of California utopianism. The dominant expressions of this improvement ideology have been mostly seen in Northern California, arising from the birth of the computer industry in Silicon Valley during the
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counterculture movements. Despite living under the shadow of Northern California, Southern California has its own distinct history of computing. Government spending in the late 1940s and 50s helped fuel many of the early computing projects in the military and aviation business. In many coastal cities surrounding Los Angeles, early forms of digital computing (especially as part of the aerospace industry) were critical to the economic development of the region.\textsuperscript{326}

Southern California’s role in networked computing emerged in full with the early ARPANET experiments. UCLA featured prominently as the location where the first message was sent over the network.\textsuperscript{327} Despite some important contributions, Southern California has often lacked a place in the history of computing. Related industries, such as aerospace and computer graphics within Hollywood, have had a large influence on the development of computing as a whole. Aerospace organizations have steadily contributed to advancements in computing. Early supercomputers and development in computer-aided design were deeply influenced by the Southern California aerospace industry.\textsuperscript{328} Likewise, Hollywood has been a driving force behind a number of advanced computing graphic improvements.\textsuperscript{329}

The previous chapter started to open up the question of how a new regional cloud enters a culture with a distinct history. The rest of this chapter fleshes out that question by looking at the cities that house the two clusters of cloud data centers. Before looking at these areas, I had to meet the cables at the beach.

\textit{Ocean}

It was a cold and wet morning when I arrived at Dockweiler State Beach in Playa del Rey. At the time of my visit, the Pacific Ocean was choppy and the normally crowded beach was sparsely populated. The beach was once a popular surfing destination, but various coastal management policies to prevent erosion calmed the waters. Looking northward from the shore, you can see the white buildings of Santa Monica in the distance. From this vantage point, you can see the playfully named “Silicon Beach,” which refers to the numerous tech companies that have set up corporate campuses in the affluent beach town. Many of the major cloud providers call this region home, from YouTube’s campus to Salesforce. The companies were drawn to the region largely because of the climate, a new labor pool, and the proximity to the entertainment industry. Part of the rise of the Los Angeles cloud can be tied to the rise of this new technology center. For the moment, my concern was with what was below my feet.

Dockweiler Beach sits directly adjacent to the final sections of runway for the Los Angeles International Airport. Consequently, the area is continually filled with the sounds and sights of jets taking off to their destinations, flying just a few hundred feet above visitors’ heads. Although

\begin{footnotesize}
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you wouldn’t know by looking, the amount of human traffic flying above is matched only by the amount of information traffic traveling below.

I made a trip to the beach to examine one of the newest cable landing spots in the region. On this section of coastline, multiple submarine cables have been brought ashore by specialized cable-laying ships and buried underground. One of the more significant cable projects at Dockweiler Beach is the Trans-Pacific Telecommunications Cable Hub. This hub is currently serving as the conduit for the Pacific Light Cable Network (PLCN), which links Hong Kong to the United States. This is significant to the cloud as both Google and Facebook have partial ownership in the PLCN. The hub can support three additional fiber optic cables through the steel bore pipes that guide the cables to the beach.

When I first arrived at the location, a light rain started to come down from the clouds above. The irony, of course, was not lost upon the researcher. Despite the obvious clouds above, there were almost no visual clues of the important infrastructure buried under the beach. Between the RV parking lot and the Los Angeles maintenance facilities sit children’s playground equipment and various machines for raking and moving sand. The only clue of any cabling is a utility access hole. Two fences, one metal and the other plastic, surround access to the hole (figure 1). The environmental reports on the project mention these manholes as the locations where the ocean route reaches the terrestrial system.

My experience at Dockweiler Beach was similar to my visit to another popular cable landing spot. Five miles south, in the city of Hermosa Beach, multiple trans-pacific cables are buried under the sand. Hermosa Beach is a popular landing site for submarine cables, in part, because the city (rather than the county) owns the beach. This helps clear up some of the regulatory
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issues that other locations might face because the city has a history of dealing with these projects. In exchange, the city receives an initial payment by the cable owners and annual usage payments. Over five years, this ultimately nets the city millions in revenues. The city snakes the cables through the streets to inland power feeding equipment to “regenerate” the signal. At this point, the cables are routed towards downtown LA to an unnamed data center.

When I visited the Hermosa Beach location, the only sign of the cloud was another pair of manholes. As I was starting to leave the site, I spotted a yellow paper for a submarine cable permit (figure 2). The notice from the California Coastal Commission announced the pending permit for the JUPITER cable system using existing cabling conduit. This 8,700-mile cable will connect Los Angeles to Japan and the Philippines. The JUPITER cable is just one of many other cables that are buried along the city’s sand. Like the cables at Dockweiler, JUPITER is touched by the cloud in that it is owned by a consortium of tech giants: Amazon, Facebook, and SoftBank.

My trip to both of these cable landing sites was unremarkable in visual appeal, but revealing in what it says about the life of the cloud. The “boring” locations, if I may evoke the pun, are monotone by design. The everyday nature of these cabling systems sits in stark contrast to the flashy promise of the cloud. The installation of these cable systems is uncontroversial. Looking at the public feedback for both the Dockweiler location and the Hermosa Beach location, the
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feedback was mild. Most were concerned with the impact that the projects would have on traffic and noise levels during construction. There was also a general confusion about the purpose of the cables. Ultimately the projects were approved by both cities, with minimal changes to the initial planning documents. For my next step, I followed these cables to their final destination.

In my quest to discover what it means to think of the cloud as a material technology, I attempted to follow the submarine cables into the data centers. This journey took me to two different regions: the city of El Segundo and downtown Los Angeles. For as much as the cloud is thought of as dispersed, the concentration of these data centers helps demonstrate that clouds are linked to broader assemblages of technology and networks of people.

El Segundo

My first visit took me from the sand at Dockweiler to the streets of El Segundo. Following the cable route, as seen in planning documents, I moved down the main road and through a quiet residential neighborhood. The trail eventually ended at a cloud data center operated by the American company Equinix. Equinix operates two data centers in El Segundo. Their “LA3” data center is the point at which submarine cables emerge from the ground and feed into Equinix’s equipment (figure 3). As I approached the building, I was struck by the lack of color or signage that indicated what the building housed. The grey concrete exterior had no business name, with only the address numbers “1920” giving an indication of the location. Numerous security cameras lined the exterior of the building, spaced roughly ten feet apart. To any passerby, the building is a blank box.
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Upon closer inspection, the building had touches of the cloud on the exterior. Looking at the sidewalk outside the data center, the paint markings sprayed onto the street from utility work give a clue about the purpose of the building. The orange paint sprayed on the ground is a marker of communication cables and conduits buried underneath (figure 4). Next to these sidewalk markings are little orange flags from AT&T that warn of buried fiber optic cables. On the backside of the facility are cooling ducts that wrap around the exterior walls. Outside of these details, the building blends into a bland cityscape.
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As much as I would like to describe the interior of the data center, I was unable to obtain permission to tour any of the facilities I mention. After explaining the purpose of my research, none of the data center operators were willing to let me take a peek behind the walls. This unwillingness to open their doors was not unexpected, as the security of these buildings is taken rather seriously. Fortunately, other journalists and academics have documented the layout and logic behind data center design, and I have used this research to supplement my own work. In much of this literature, the argument is that the interior of data centers is reflective of the outside environment.\footnote{Alger, Douglas. \textit{The Art of the Datacenter}. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall Press, 2012.} The interiors of data centers are often designed around the needs of the clients and how the building is cooled. Furthermore, this research has argued that data centers tend to form as geographic clusters due to competition from other locations and proximity to nearby infrastructure (like submarine cables or internet exchange points).\footnote{Blum, Andrew. \textit{Tubes: A Journey to the Center of the Internet}. New York: Ecco, 2013. 232-233.} In lieu of personally being able to step inside the Equinix data center, I pull upon this literature to describe the purpose of the building.

While I may have been unlucky or not persistent enough to be granted access inside the data center, this secrecy could be a more recent development. In the past five years, technology companies have been reluctant as a whole to be public about the expansion of their data centers across the United States. Recent reporting has revealed the use of nondisclosure agreements and shell companies to sidestep public objection to data center projects.\footnote{Dvoskin, Elizabeth. “Google Reaped Millions In Tax Breaks As It Secretly Expanded Its Real Estate Footprint Across The U.S.” \textit{The Washington Post}. February 15, 2019.} Local critique often focuses on the lack of jobs these projects provide, the concentrated use of natural resources, and favorable tax breaks the company may get. There are clear financial reasons why the details of these projects are kept in the dark.
Equinix’s buildings serve a special function because they are classified as a “colocation” point. Colocation is an important concept in modern networking. Rather than spreading out many different servers across space, colocation points allow multiple servers to be housed in the same space. Many cloud services are hosted in colocation facilities because they give easy access to other networking paths. These specialized locations are generally “carrier-neutral,” which refers to a computing space that is open to any number of technology tenants. Colocation data centers allow companies to place their computing equipment in close proximity to one another. This permits quick and reliable sharing of traffic in a local environment, without incurring additional fees. It is also an example of how the success of the cloud as a marketplace is dependent upon local material connections in real-space. In this colocation model, the owner of the building acts as the landlord and manages the facilities, where the clients are responsible for the maintenance of their own servers. Access to the first stop for submarine cable traffic makes Equinix’s LA3 an obvious choice for major clouds from the likes of Microsoft, Google, and Amazon. It is also a reminder of how clouds are linked to specific physical networks.

Colocation centers are central to the function of the cloud. While large cloud providers do have dedicated data centers that are exclusively for that company’s usage, most clouds are hosted from shared environments. For instance, when Google marketed its cloud coming to Los Angeles, it only mentioned Equinix in passing. In Google’s whitepaper on infrastructure security, they mention, “Google additionally hosts some servers in third-party data centers, where we ensure that there are Google-controlled physical security measures on top of the security layers provided by the data center operator.”340 In presenting a cloud to the public, there is rarely a mention of where the data center will be physically located, but the reality of many clouds is that they are part of a shared pool of infrastructural investments.

Turning back to the specific geography of the city of El Segundo, it is clear that the location of the Equinix data center was not accidental. The data center location is tied to a longer history of corporate development. El Segundo, as a city, was formed as a quickly rising industrial town. In 1911, Standard Oil built a refinery on the undeveloped land that was close to nearby oil fields.341 The oil facilities led to the creation of “black gold suburbs,” and an oil pipeline to link the refinery to the ocean.342 The refinery still is operational today and sits only blocks away from the current data centers. As the city developed, Standard Oil’s influence (aided by the development of the nearby airport) shaped the development of the city as an industrial town. In the middle of the century, a number of aerospace companies set up shop. Today, Raytheon, Aerospace Corporation, and Northrop Grumman are the largest employers in the region.343

Driving around the city, a number of highly secret facilities sit alongside these secured data centers. Equinix’s other location, a $95 million dollar location opened in 2009, sits across the

street from Northrop Grumman on the East. Across the street to the west is another data center operated by T5. T5’s marketing underscores the building’s superior seismic engineering to counter the area’s frequent earthquakes.344 A few blocks away sits the office building of Level 3 Telecomm and another data center from Digital Realty (figure 5). The entire commercial zone is tightly linked. Walkways connect the United State’s Air Force facilities with Aerospace’s offices. Software development companies sit next to Boeing’s Satellite Systems campus.

In visiting the data centers in the city, none of them stood out visually. The buildings have no large signs and are difficult to recognize as data centers without prior knowledge. Driving along the backsides of the buildings reveals the large machines that regulate the temperature of the computers inside. My experience mirrored that of other researchers that have looked at computer facilities in industrial parks. El Segundo’s feeling mirrors closely the historian Paul Ceruzzi’s book on the technology firms in Tysons Corner in Northern Virginia.345 Years later, journalist Ingrid Burrington, inspired by Ceruzzi’s research, visited the nearby city of Ashburn, Virginia to visit new cloud data centers. She concluded her piece by stating that “the incoherent banality of northern Virginia also felt like a fitting aesthetic conclusion to this journey to see the cloud.”346

My experience in El Segundo reflects this banality. This invisibility of infrastructure seems by design. The image of the data center as a colorful computing space is not universal. Virtual tours of data centers are almost always bright, green, and playful. This belies the reality of most data centers being boring, functional spaces that do not seek attention. There are obvious functional reasons why data centers sit at the end of a submarine cable’s route and nearby important governmental and commercial centers. For the clouds of this region, El Segundo’s history as an industrial town, access to a large power plant, many corporate neighbors, and access to multiple

submarine cables likely influenced the development of multiple clouds within this small city. These historical and economic realities are not part of the narrative of the cloud but are central to the cloud’s story.

**Downtown Los Angeles**

The second hub of cloud computing is located in downtown Los Angeles. Like El Segundo, submarine cables flow from the ocean into the city center (this time from Hermosa Beach) and extend out to the rest of the United States. Unlike El Segundo’s industrial roots, however, the clouds of downtown Los Angeles have been mostly built in response to the city’s telecommunication history. In order to understand these clouds’ materials, I drove towards the skyscrapers.

Downtown Los Angeles is a space of dualities. Disparities of wealth are evident when looking at the proximity of space. Postmodern theory has regularly picked up on this theme. Political geographers Mike Davis and Edward Soja have previously offered rather bleak interpretations of the city.347-348 In all of these accounts, the primary argument is that the use of space matters in the politics of city life. The architecture of a city is, in part, a statement of its values. This is why postmodern geographers, such as Fredric Jameson, have been so interested in downtown Los Angeles buildings such as The Bonaventure Hotel. In his analysis, and my own experience, the hotel is a “bewildering immersion” for the senses.349 The site of my research, and the home of the clouds of Los Angeles, sits only blocks from this location and offers its own form of immersion and invisibility.

My first time passing by 601 South Grand Avenue in downtown Los Angeles California was an uneventful experience. Looking across the street, you can see an Irish pub, a shoe repair store, and a copy shop. The tall buildings on both sides create a closed-in feeling, which is amplified by the sound of cars and buses slowly creeping along the one-way street. The pavement looks in rough shape, appearing to be in need of a complete resurfacing. The office buildings lining the block did not capture my attention; instead, I hurried along to another destination.

Years later, I revisited the same street to understand what I overlooked the first time I passed by. Suddenly, the nondescript building and the road in disrepair made sense. The building that I passed at 601 South Grand was The One Wilshire Building (figure 6). The building sits in the heart of downtown LA, alongside other office complexes and local landmarks. Strangely, the One Wilshire Building doesn’t actually sit on Wilshire Boulevard, but like so many things in this city, projections of beauty may be more important than the reality.

Before touching on the significance of the building to the cloud, let’s look at the building’s history prior to the internet boom. Built in 1964, the original location of One Wilshire was an empty parking lot that was turned into an office building. At the time, the modern thirty-story

building was the tallest in that section of downtown, a feature that would have a substantial impact on the building’s future. Shortly after construction, the floors were quickly filled by law firms. The office building remained rather unremarkable as far as computing is concerned until the telecommunication deregulations in the 1980s came into effect (as alluded to in the chapter on utility computing).

In order to understand the relevance of One Wilshire, both as it relates to the cloud and the broader internet, we need to look at the breakup of AT&T. In 1984 AT&T was broken up into seven smaller regional telecommunication companies. One of these new companies was Pacific Bell (one of the “Baby Bells” and a holding of Pacific Telsis), which served the Southern California region. As a result of this breakup of AT&T in the 1980s, Pacific Bell enjoyed newly granted market protection as a public utility. Feeling emboldened by this new regulatory environment, the newly formed Pacific Bell took steps to ensure a new regional monopoly. One of these moves was to ban competitors from using equipment on the rooftop of the Pacific Bell regional office on the 400 block of South Grand. At the time, MCI Communications, a rival telco, needed access to rooftop space for microwave communications. Without access to Pacific Bell’s rooftop, they made an agreement with One Wilshire to install their equipment on the tallest building in downtown Los Angeles.
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The decision to install equipment on One Wilshire dramatically changed the future of the building. Multiple telecommunication tenants moved into the building following MCI. Close proximity to Pacific Bell’s switching station, along with rooftop access, made the building an attractive location. Floor by floor, networking equipment started to replace the law firms and other businesses. By the 1990s, the building had developed into a major telecommunications hub. Within the walls of the building are miles of interconnected cabling, servers, and other networking gear that link Los Angeles to the rest of the globe.

One Wilshire is now known as a major telecom hotel (or carrier hotel). A telecom hotel is a computer networking location in which multiple telecommunication carriers (typically internet service providers or backbone providers) install their equipment in a shared space. Telecom hotels are similar to “collocation sites,” but typically, telecom hotels are purpose-built to house multiple telecommunication service providers.\(^{354}\) Simply put, the telecom hotel is a neutral location where information-related companies can share infrastructural resources and talk to one another.

One of the building’s distinguishing features is a space called a “meet-me room.” This room, along with the rest of the building’s infrastructure, is run by the company CoreSite. CoreSite’s meet-me room is a physical space inside the telecom hotel that lets different customers connect to one another via a direct data connection. In the meet-me room, literal cables are strung from one company’s computers to another company’s computers. For instance, if internet service providers want to share information with each other, the room allows for physical cables to be strung between companies. The close proximity not only reduces the amount of latency between networks but it also avoids the cost of sending information across networks (so-called “local loop fees”). The meet-me room at One Wilshire is a useful infrastructure tool for companies to be able to have fast and secure interconnections between multiple providers.

The inside of One Wilshire, as seen in photos and videos of the interior, lives up to this image of Los Angeles’s postmodern confusion. The inside of the building is a testimonial to controlled chaos. Networking gear and cabling litter each floor, tying the building together. Miles of multicolored cabling spills out of their cable trays on each floor. Those who have visited the interior of the building point to the density of the equipment and the general mess that this form of computing creates. Interestingly, this vision of a messy computing environment is not part of CoreSite’s promotional materials for the building. Instead, the space is presented through images of color-specific routed cabling, clean walls of server racks, and open office spaces. Yet again, this is a vision of the cloud as a controlled and managed space of computing that does not often match the reality of computing where clouds interconnect and legacy equipment sits next to new gear.

Moving from the inside of the building to the outside, the common markings of the cloud can be seen. The street is covered in more utility markings showing the routes of cables into and out of the building (figure 7). Looking closely at the building’s edifice, the glass windows give no clue of the massive amount of computing hardware inside. Some of the electrical equipment can be seen on the southern side of the building. The eleven diesel generators are buried inside and on top of the building.
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The building is critical to the regular maintenance of the cloud and much sought-after space amongst technology companies. The value of One Wilshire has not been lost on the owners of the building. In 2013, the building sold for $437.5 million. At $660 per square foot, it is the most expensive piece of downtown LA real estate. Nearly all of the major telecommunication carriers in the United States have their equipment in the building. The success of One Wilshire spurred the development of nearby telecommunication hotels and cloud computing locations.

One Wilshire is the largest data center in downtown, but many other data centers are located only blocks away. This proximity to One Wilshire is by design. Marketing materials from these other data centers mention how close they are to the building and how they are tied into that building’s infrastructure. One of the closest data center is Equinix’s LA1 downtown location, which has a direct fiber-optic connection between the two buildings (figure 8). AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure are housed in this building as part of Equinix’s “Cloud Exchange” (mirroring One Wilshire’s “Meet-Me Room”). Equinix occupies the sixth and seventh floors but their presence is invisible on the street-level. Digital Realty also operates its equipment out of this building. Further down the same street is Equinix’s LA-2 location, Navisite (a cloud data center run by the ISP Spectrum), along with a number of other smaller collocation companies that tie into One Wilshire.
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Despite this deep interconnection, the physical environment is almost completely devoid of markings of the cloud. It is difficult to find an entrance to these buildings, let alone signage to direct you. This absence stands in stark contrast to the legacy telecommunication offices and equipment. For instance, AT&T Switching sits a few blocks east. The building is most notable for a massive, now antiquated, microwave tower (figure 9). This tower was used for long-distance calls up until the 1990s. The AT&T building, putting aside the stylized tower, reflects an architectural brutalism in its lack of windows and concrete exterior. The corporate logo is clearly displayed and is reflective of an older era of telecommunications history.
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Downtown Los Angeles, as a whole, is the most important location for the cloud in all of Southern California, but there are few physical markings of the cloud. For most internet users in the area, part of their internet traffic will flow through one of the buildings that I have mentioned. Millions of photos, documents, website requests, and emails are stored inside these blank buildings. One Wilshire, in particular, is one of the most important locations for the internet’s backbone and the smooth operation of the cloud. In this sense, the cloud is absolutely material and connected to the culture of the region. At the same time, the larger narrative of the cloud attempts to negate this material logic.

Conclusion

My research on the materiality of the cloud points to the challenges of analyzing, engaging with, and potentially making changes to this emerging computing arrangement. I started this chapter by asking the question, what does it mean to consider the cloud a local object? In short, I believe starting to answer to this question requires that we, as a broader public, first acknowledge that the cloud is material and that materiality has consequences. Introducing the idea that the cloud is physical is an important move because it allows us to start to ask questions of the cloud’s arrangement and helps break down deterministic ideologies of computing advancement. My trip to see the cloud in person is one attempt to start breaking down the notion of the cloud as immaterial.

A large part of this chapter has been focused on the infrastructure of the cloud. The visibility of infrastructure is often the catalyst for public debate. This is a theme that runs throughout various academic literature, especially STS. The literature on power infrastructure has argued that more visible forms of energy (such as wind farms) meet steeper resistance because they do not blend
into the landscape.\textsuperscript{361} The cloud, by and large, is hiding in plain sight. When clouds are deliberately made visible, they are often the most beautiful examples. Looking at plain and boring buildings is a step towards breaking down the sanitized vision of the cloud.

The issue of the cloud will only grow more pressing as these networks become more deeply integrated into our lives. One of the most recent trends is the increasing number of smart devices that are being placed in homes, businesses, and cities. These devices are creating a burden upon the cloud. Furthermore, devices like smart traffic lights are more impacted by latency.\textsuperscript{362} From these concerns, an extension of the cloud is being formed. Within IT groups, a new concept has been proposed as a layer between the devices and the cloud. This conceptual metaphor is called “fog computing.”\textsuperscript{363} Like the cloud, the metaphor of “fog” is loaded with its own meanings and interpretations. The idea of fog computing is relatively new and outside of the scope of this dissertation. However, fog computing offers one of the many signals that point to the importance of physical geography in the operations of the cloud. Before tackling the fog, we first need to truly see the cloud.

Unpacking the cloud’s black box requires digging through an uneven history and looking carefully at its trace. The cloud is a utility, but it is unlike the visions of utility computing that were imagined in the 60s. The cloud is ubiquitous, but it is not formed around the human-centered design of the 90s. The cloud is shaped by an ever-changing metaphor that adapts itself to the audience that it envelops. It is dependent upon a network of fiber optic cables, but it appears to float above the demands of physics. It lives among us, even as it belongs nowhere. These are the enigmas that need breaking down if we are to seriously grapple with the consequences of this new networked society.

Since the mid-2000s, cloud computing has been of interest to the technology industry, but it did not become the bedrock of many of the largest content and information platforms until recently. Both financially and culturally, the cloud has meshed itself into the fabric of our digital lives. Cloud services, as a whole, have seen massive growth in revenue, reaching 175.8 billion dollars in 2018 and estimated to hit 278.3 billion dollars in 2021.\footnote{Gartner. “Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud Revenue to Grow 17.3 Percent in 2019.” September 12, 2018. https://web.archive.org/web/20190808092059/https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2018-09-12-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-revenue-to-grow-17-percent-in-2019} Today, devices are being designed around the logic of the cloud. This can be seen in the creation of new operating systems that tie user interface to an external cloud. Similarly, mobile computing has been designed with the assumption that much of a user’s computational and storage needs will be shifted to off-device servers. Many generally regard the Internet of Things (IoT) and the improvement of artificial intelligence as the future of computing. Both of these domains will be dependent, long-term, upon large, powerful cloud arrays. The story of the cloud is integral to the future of computing, and how we interpret its history will influence how we see our current actions.

The tech giants have bet a large portion of their financial futures on the ownership of this new arrangement of computing. Microsoft, once fueled nearly entirely by software sales, now is fully committed to selling access to its products and services on any platform or hardware device. Facebook and Google, both of which rely heavily upon advertising revenue, continue to build out their own clouds as a way of diversifying their revenue sources and maintaining their ad-platform dominance. Apple, which has often stumbled in providing services, has made a renewed push to sell access to cloud-powered products in light of their waning hardware sales. Amazon, the last of the big five, has continued to deeply invest in its cloud offerings, using that infrastructure as a means to drive its other business goals.

In present-day industry conversations, artificial intelligence (AI) and “edge computing” are seen as the next growth areas. In both of these examples, the cloud is a core component of these ventures. Many AI projects, particularly those under the arm of “deep learning,” have to process massive amounts of information in order to train the system. It is often impractical to use a single computer to process this information, and therefore AI systems are generally trained using cloud server farms. Smart assistants, like Apple’s Siri, use the cloud to continually train and improve their recognition of human commands and to execute even more complicated requests. Human requests are continually fed into the cloud to refine the system.

Likewise, edge computing is closely linked to the cloud. The “edge” in edge computing refers to the location of servers that can process data. One of the issues that I have continually raised in the previous chapters is the issue of geography. Edge computing is an attempt to move the cloud closer to the users. As more IoT devices are communicating with remote servers, there has been a rise in bandwidth usage as local devices look for answers from far away data centers. Edge computing is an attempt to bring the cloud closer to users by shifting some of that computational
power to “fog nodes” (small-scale services located in closer physical proximity to the devices at the edge).

These imagined technological futures of smart cities, intelligent assistants, and advanced AI systems are driving current conversations about the future of computing. Importantly, cloud computing is at the root of all of these growth areas. The expansion of AI or IoT necessitates a robust network of high-performance cloud data centers, run by a limited number of private companies.\textsuperscript{365} Likewise, the metaphors of edges and fog nodes only reinforce the linguistic power of the cloud as metaphor. As technology innovators attempt to bend our technological imagination towards these new ideas, it is critical that we do not lose grip on the history of the cloud.

Summary

In the previous chapters I told the story of the cloud by framing its creation as a confluence of actions that span multiple decades. The cloud was never born “naturally,” it was a creation that was pieced together from fragments of computing history and spun into a whole. The metaphor of the cloud is the glue that binds the disparate parts together. Underneath the metaphor of the cloud are histories situated in specific spaces, made by people with their own idea of how technology should be designed, and existing within real geographies.

In the first two chapters, I provided a historical look back at the formation of the cloud. These chapters served as a means of understanding how the contemporary cloud came to be. The first of these stories looked at the early developments surrounding timesharing and utility computing. Here we see another metaphor (utility) being deployed. Computer scientists at Dartmouth saw the metaphor of utility as a way of imagining computing in the same terms as previous utility systems. In their work on timesharing and building a computer system at Dartmouth, the scientists were successful in spreading their network to other educational systems and some business markets. This same story demonstrates that metaphors are not static. As timesharing became more widespread and commercial enterprises like Tymshare expanded, the metaphor of utility started to be taken seriously by regulators at the FCC who saw the rise of a new information utility that could be placed into a new regulatory framework. Soon after the FCC started looking into regulating these new timesharing businesses, the conversations about building a national computer utility died down. The principles of utility computing, shared and measurable computing resources that can be purchased and consumed at will, live on in the cloud, but the issue of regulation has not followed.

The chapter on ubiquitous computing offers a similar example of metaphor at work. By looking at the creation of ubiquitous computing at Xerox PARC, we can see how metaphors are connected to specific places and ideas. In the case of Mark Weiser’s use of “ubiquity,” he uses the term in a broader philosophical context. Weiser’s desire to create “calm technologies” and technology at the periphery were part of a larger psychologically-driven design philosophy that put human desire at the center of product development. The metaphor of ubiquitous computing,

in that context, played an important role in building experimental computing devices for the work environments. As the idea of ubiquitous computing left PARC and moved into the broader world, the network of concepts broke down, and the meaning of the metaphor shifted. Ubiquity has come to mean devices everywhere, rather than a network of smart devices attuned to the demands and limitations of humans. The cloud, which grew in part from the idea of ubiquitous computing, is growing divorced from this broader context. Bringing this history back to focus may help us develop calmer clouds that are centered on human needs.

The remaining chapters bridge the gap between the cloud’s past and the present. The cloud first appeared as a visual tool used in early computer networking maps. In these maps, we see the image of the cloud being deployed as shorthand for a computer system outside our control. Alternatively, we also see the symbol of the cloud representing all computers within a network. There is a duality at play in this visual imagery that is later seen in the coinage of the cloud as a term.

The cloud as both an image and a concept has demonstrated flexibility in application and scale. The technologies of the cloud have been shrouded in a metaphorical framework that obscures itself from easy critique. There is a vagueness to the language of the cloud that helps conceal specific technologies at work, economic motivations, bodies in action, and the larger shift in how computing is structured. In the early 2000s, we see technology companies building large distributed computing platforms for their own purposes. Excessive amounts of idle computational power, alongside the growth of broadband and new virtualization software, created the foundation for a new hybrid of utility and ubiquitous computing (without adopting the messy history from computing’s past).

These chapters work against the narrative that the cloud is singular and without a place. Rather, I argue that the language of the cloud only works to obfuscate the larger infrastructural shift that is happening. The expansion of submarine cables demonstrates the intense material realities of constructing a new global digital infrastructure and the intensely local nature of the physical cloud. Cables and data centers require enormous amounts of capital and are long-term investments that impact different communities. Cloud companies must consider a number of variables when deciding where to build out their infrastructure. Issues of environmental impact, labor demands, and local politics are always at stake but rarely are at the forefront of our conversation about the cloud. The materials of the cloud work to make the current system invisible. Making the cloud visible requires looking at the fiber optic cables buried under the ocean and the data centers hidden behind a generic edifice.

Arguments

Before addressing practical steps to build a more equitable cloud, I want to reiterate the primary arguments running through each chapter. This starts by looking at the relationship between metaphor and materiality. It is far too easy to think about the cloud in simple monolithic terms. Even the phrase, “the cloud,” implies a singular system rooted in an unknown place. In reality, there are competing computer networks with differing technical standards, hardware, and software. There are multiple clouds, each with different layers and services provided to different actors. The “growth of the cloud” is not the spread of a singular cloud but is actually the result of
many companies attempting to gain infrastructure supremacy by establishing more interconnected, powerful, and geographically diverse remote computing networks. These material struggles rarely enter into our conversation about the cloud, even as they are the driving force behind its expansion. Instead, most public understanding of the cloud comes from metaphor.

The metaphor of the cloud has always been, and continues to be, a marketing tool for cloud operators. The use of the metaphor was not created for the benefit of the end-user. The cloud metaphor works primarily in the service of marketing departments as shorthand to disguise the politics and values embedded inside networks. The use of metaphor often removes important details about how information is stored, shared, and moved across networks. Putting data “in the cloud” lacks a specificity that makes it harder to ask questions about control, regulation, and possibilities for alternative cloud arrangements. I argue that the history of the cloud has demonstrated that major cloud providers have purposely embraced the metaphor of the cloud over other metaphorical frameworks in order to discourage critique.

One of the promises of the cloud is that it frees us from having to think about where computing resources should be located. Information that was once stored locally can now be pushed to a remote server that can be accessed on-demand. Ironically, this push to liberate us from the need to think about local storage has also caused the infrastructure of the cloud to become more material. In order to store and transmit all of our information remotely, cloud companies are struggling to build new data centers and lay new fiber-optic cabling to manage this new resource. Only through a massive expansion of the physical infrastructure of the cloud are we able to maintain the illusion that our information is weightless and disconnected from a place.

The global expansion of the cloud presents us with another opportunity to consider the cloud as a utility system and the possibilities for regulation. The cloud has developed largely outside regulatory pressures and has consequently faced little oversight. The debates over utility computing in the 1970s have not reemerged even as the cloud has become more central to computing. This is likely to change in the coming decade as the largest cloud providers will face increased scrutiny as the cloud entrenches itself into the fabric of the web. The metaphor of the cloud has helped dampen some of this pressure, but regulators and the public are increasingly worried about issues of privacy and data control in ways not seen before. If these debates do reemerge, they will be in the context of a more fully developed cloud computing network. Arguments over how the cloud “ought” to operate will need to be more forceful in the face of a system with a high degree of technological momentum. I argue that looking at the material infrastructure of the cloud in the context of the cloud’s history will give all parties the best chance of interrogating the politics of the cloud.

The arguments that I have made have all been developed alongside the challenge of grappling with both the power of metaphor and materiality. To say that the cloud exists only in language is to overlook the massive physical changes that have happened to make such a network possible. Conversely, it does not make sense to discuss the infrastructure of the cloud without considering the role of metaphor in influencing the development of the network. We need to think about how these two domains (language and materials) work simultaneously. Ultimately, this starts by looking at the values imbedded in ideas and objects.
The focus on metaphors and materials helps provide a general framework for understanding the cloud today. Currently, the metaphor of the cloud remains a powerful tool in being able to sell computing services without delving into the messy interior of the cloud. As the term starts to stabilize, we risk making the black box more difficult to open. I suggest that we work on building a new mental framework for the cloud by reinjecting material into metaphor.

Practically, this means explicitly discussing the actual technology, places, and people that develop and maintain the cloud. This task is easier than it may first appear. If we look at the way that large businesses adopt the cloud, we can see one possible model for grappling with the cloud. As I have already argued, businesses often demand more information about the materials of the cloud and have greater bargaining power over what type of cloud they purchase. For instance, a business will be able to negotiate what level of control they want to manage and what they would rather leave in the hands of the cloud provider. If a company wants to have limited access to their servers, that is something that can be built into a cloud contract. Conversely, a business can choose a less-privacy or security-focused solution if they do not deem it important. In short, enterprise users are given granular control over how the cloud enters their domain and can set limits on the expansion of the cloud.

Policymakers and general users ought to use the enterprise cloud as a model if they are interested in making changes to the current cloud arrangement. The computing industry could build these changes into the development of the cloud itself. This could take many forms, but the most straightforward approach would be to build in the same level of user control into all cloud products, regardless of who the audience is. For instance, a cloud-powered email service could give users a choice about where their data is located (geographically), levels of data security (mirroring to multiple locations), and levels of data access (what level of encryption and control is allowed).

As a general model, the cloud should be viewed as a newly developing technological infrastructure. We should discuss issues of public/private control, energy usage, distribution systems, legal frameworks, and what types of commitments we make by maintaining this system. This requires thinking long-term about the type of digital networks we are building. We need to consider the cloud as one type of modality, a way of living digitally. If we value privacy, for example, we can decide to build walled gardens that model a precautionary approach to the expansion of our digital futures. The cloud can be rejected, modified, or embraced. We start having these conversations by recognizing that the construction of the cloud was an intentional decision but the public has had little say in the design philosophy.

For the general public, it is important that the consumer is aware of his or her options when deciding to use the cloud. Firstly, consumers should make themselves active participants in managing their own data. Free online cloud services are, of course, not truly free. Users pay for these services by giving their data to a company that can monetize that information. The consumer rarely, if ever, is given information about where their data is stored and how it is safeguarded. Avoiding the cloud is becoming more difficult as devices and services are built.
with the assumption of an always-on connection to a remote server. Consumers can decide to store their information locally, or host their own email server, but these options have their own costs. Trying to remove oneself from participating in the cloud may be infeasible for most, but it remains an option for those willing to put in additional resources.

*What is Left*

Although I have attempted to tell the story of the cloud in the most complete sense, there are still many avenues for future research and expansion. Legal scholars, or STS researchers interested in sociotechnical regulation, could delve more deeply into the implications of managing the cloud at the level of public policy. This research could look at the role of the nation-state in the growth of the cloud and what complexities the cloud injects into international legal systems. Similarly, STS scholars could consider the story of the cloud as a jumping-off point for new research into cloud-powered devices (many of which would provide ample material for case-studies and network analysis).

Critical geographers, material studies researchers, and those in infrastructure studies could expand upon this research by looking into other examples of digital technologies intersecting with the physical geography. How digital infrastructure compares to other traditional infrastructures needs much more refinement and time to develop fully. It would be fruitful to look at how other aspects of the cloud’s infrastructure are built and maintained (for instance, the supply of electricity to data centers or how humans work to maintain the cloud on a micro-scale). There are numerous intersection issues at play when considering the place of the cloud in different communities.

There is also a need for a more diverse and global view of the cloud. My research only touched briefly on the development of the cloud in urban and industrialized countries. Access from rural locations, or countries without established wired internet infrastructure, would provide an important perspective into the relative importance of the cloud in other areas of the globe. How cloud providers attempt to modify systems around these communities, and in turn how those people negotiate their relationship to the cloud, would be a highly valuable contribution to the conversation.

As a whole, more work needs to be done on the role of metaphor in driving forward our technological futures. Metaphors are powerful tools that allow us to dream futures. As the story of the cloud also demonstrates, metaphors can simplify and remove complexities. When metaphors are applied to large sociotechnical systems, this combination of imagination and simplification can have serious consequences. We can discard, retool, or invent new metaphors as we see fit. First, however, we need to look through the clouds to see materials at work.